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INTRODUCTION
Since its inception in 1948, the Wisconsin Film Society has pro-

vided notes of varying quality for the many film classics it has shown.
Because of the time needed by the printer, program notes frequently had
to be written before the film arrived. As a result, the reviews either were
based on the undependable memory of a previous showing or on the

opinions of film critics, many of whom lack the critical and analytical

techniques that are employed in other arts.

This dependence on the printed word of film critics tends to repeat

endlessly evaluations that are not necessarily correct. One of the more
useful books is Paul Rotha's Film Till Now which has usually reliable

summaries, however brief they may be. A much more scholarly work,
From Caligari to Hitler, is the one book from which the harassed film

note writer gleans all of his information on the German films. Dr.

Kracauer's prevailing attitude is psychoanalytical and political rather

than primarily aesthetic. There is of course room for such a method, but

Dr. Kracauer unfortunately pursues his thesis (that German films run
the gamut from Chaos to Tyranny, and thus to Hitler himself) much too

obsessively. He seriously misinterprets the meaning of many films to

accommodate his ideas. Such post-hoc reasoning is actually a reduction

of the creative process to the ritualistic acting out of political facts of

Hitler's regime. Of course there were tendencies towards dictatorship and
authority by a small element of the populace (America too has had its

moments) , but it is absurd to see Hitler and Goebbels in films made back
in 1919 and 1920. Had we no depression in 1930, Hitler would not have
taken control, as a reading of Alan Bullock's Hitler will reveal. If that be
the case, then how valid is the interpretation of films made in the '20's

by the arbitrary events of the '30's?*

Dr. Kracauer's book is mentioned at such length because its influ-

ence has been so immense. A film society in Australia runs a whole series

of German films to carry out the Kracauer thesis, a history professor

here at the University of Wisconsin shows Caligari, and Metropolis and
interprets them along the Kracauer line. To anyone trained in aesthetics

such a one-for-one allegorical interpretation of the German films is a

serious and unforgiveable error. Because there are no careful analyses

of the German films, film societies are forced to rely not only on Kracauer's

ideas but on his actual text which is frequently borrowed without even

the courtesy of a credit.

Because of the unreliability of existing remarks on films, we have
chosen to provide only original notes. We have felt that an examination

by one of our own members would be more worthwhile than reprint-

ing oft-quoted comments. Furthermore, many of the films we show have
not been commented on, except in a casual way, since their original

*For more information on Kracauer, see the notes on Siegfried, and Warning
Shadows.
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release. Our good intentions have not, of course, erased the problem of

the deadline. In many cases our film note writers had but a few hours,

sometimes a day, and occasionally two or three days before having to

get to the printer. This book gives these harassed writers the opportunity

to correct the inevitable errors of evaluation and style. However, most of

these notes are not radically different from the ones our membership

received the night of showing.

Each of our notes is broken into two sections. The first, BACK-
GROUND, is devoted to comments about the director's career (Murnau
in Tartuffe, Lang in Siegfried), the peculiarities of the filming {Romeo
& Juliette, Olympiad), or pertinent thematic material (Vampirism in

No&feratu) . The second section of each note, ANALYSIS,—and by far the

more challenging—attempts to deal with the theme, the treatment, and

the artistic success of the film; in some cases it also contains comparisons

to other films and other directors.

The BACKGROUND is intended to be read before the film, the

ANALYSIS after the viewing and before the discussion (if there is one).

No plot summary is included because we see no reason in wasting paper

and time to retell what has just been seen. (In Siegfried and The Saga of

Gosta Berling, however, plot summaries are provided because of the Ger-

man titles in the one and the severe mutilation in the other) . The pur-

pose of a film note, rather, is to stimulate careful thought, to indicate ways
of interpretation, and to provoke discussion among those who consider

film as something more than a vague kind of entertainment.

Many of the films that are included in this book are hardly literary

masterpieces. The situations of the script and the characterizations are

too simple to bear much analysis and so the film notes must accommodate
themselves to the picture. Certainly the thematic complexities of Berg-

man's film provide more material with which to work than Eisenstein's

October. But it would be a mistake to judge a picture only for its story.

Too many film viewers are unable to transcend this important—but by no
means vital—fact. Although the scripts of the silent films may appear
infantile to some, the experimental efforts of the directors to enlarge and
sophisticate the language of cinema certainly merit attention. The Eisen-

stein films, for example, all too frequently are judged almost solely by
story or by political implications, but not as basic contributions to the

art of the cinema. Time is spent in discussing whether the tractor in the

Old and New is a Ford while the cutting is ignored.

One of the major tasks of a film note is to help sophisticate an audience
to the point where they can look at film as FILM and not as case his-

tories for the rise of dictatorship, evidences of the class struggle, or just

pure entertainment. Thus each note attempts to take the film seriously

and on its own merits. Pictures as diverse as Siegfried, October, and Romeo
and Juliette are examined for what they are. Where there have been
remarks of critics which have had immense influence but which the
author feels are a serious misinterpretation, they have been discussed
and refuted, as in Kracauer on Siegfried and Rotha on Earth.
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In an attempt to give some sort of coherence to our programs, we
have concentrated on studying the development of the cinema of different

countries. As this book indicates, we have examined a number of German
and Russian films and are in the midst of an examination of the Swedish
film, which will be concluded the next semester in four pictures, directed

by Stiller, Sjostrom, and Molander.

Each of us has gone through rental catalogues and read the short

descriptions of films with confused desperation. To the historian, critic,

and enthusiast of the cinema, each of the films available from the Museum
of Modern Art, Brandon, and other reputable rental sources has value

and all were acclaimed in their day to be significant works. But time has
done strange things. What was once a "great" film turns out to be preten-

tious and dull. This is apt to be the case with some silent films. Not all

which can be rented have successfully overcome the limitations of the

lack of music, the dated gestures, and—to a lesser extent—the lack of dia-

logue. Some survive for purely nostaglic purposes. Others survive for

their untarnished artistry and transform an enforced silence into an
eloquence all their own. They need no apologies and no excuses, all they

demand is an understanding of the medium and the same suspension

of disbelief that one employs in reading, viewing, or hearing any work
of the past which was constructed on principles no longer adhered to.

To condemn a film for its silence and its different narrative methods is

similar to a diet-conscious criticism of Rubens' women, a complaint that

Shakespeare doesn't write "understandable English," and that opera—
being a mixture of theatre and music—is a bastard form and therefore

absurd. If one can't take this imaginative leap, then he should be recom-

mended to his TV set where he can wallow in realism, sound, and lusty

music. To accommodate a film schedule to such a person, to sacrifice

quality for quantity of membership, seems to defeat the very purpose

of a society which is the development and art of the motion picture.

Too many film societies have ignored the silent film. Occasionally,

they venture forth into the realm of silence and daringly book one or

two silent films per year—usually Cabinet of Dr. Caligari (in honor of

Dr. Kracauer's book), Potemkin (as a wave of the hand to this published

director), and a comedy (so that one can laugh at the silent film with-

out problems of conscience). No one, after booking a mediocre sound
film, would swear off everything after 1928. But, unfortunately, more than

one society, after a courageous foray into silence, has done just that very

thing. It is for this reason, that the reviews and recommendations in this

book on the silent film are stressed.

Let us not forget that the membership of the Wisconsin Film Society,

over five hundred strong, saw these films, did not walk out on them, and
joined us in the second semester for our largest membership in our
thirteen year history. Let us not forget also that many of these people

had never seen a silent film in their lives. Why wasn't the theatre a place

of cat-calls, hoots, and clever remarks as the local theatres occasionally

are? There are two reasons. First, the seriousness of the presentation;
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it is the art of the cinema, not "flickers", that is being "studied", not

"screened." Second, the notes, by their very length and tone, prevent

some people—who would naturally succumb to witty remarks and laugh-

ter at some awkward moments— from frivolity and encourage them to

overcome their self-consciousness. The majority of our membership, al-

though hardly lovers of the silent cinema per se, were generally pleased to

have seen films that few other societies would show. And it was encourag-

ing to find a few members developing into afcionados of the silent film.

It seems criminal that any group which professes to examine the art

of the cinema can ignore such a fertile period of creation. Strange as it

may seem, an audience is capable of stretching its intellectual horizons

if it is given the better silent films—without apologies—and soon adjusts

to the lack of sound more readily than many would like to grant. Care-

ful notes, need we add, are instrumental in overcoming this kind of

prejudice.

This is not to say, however, that all the silent films reviewed in this

book were well liked. To the contrary, only the "purists" seemed to have

felt an evening of The Ghost That Never Returns, Leaves of Satan s Book,

Tartuffe, and Earth worthwhile. Although some films have been disap-

pointing, still others lived up to their reputations. Eisenstein's Strike and
October, and Lang's Metropolis were all enjoyed, although for different

reasons.

Because film societies are limited to only a few pictures per year, it

becomes necessary to choose among the many films available. It is hoped
that this book will help in that choice and that its reviews will make
audiences more aware of the potentialities of the medium. If, as a result

of these evaluations, Fragment of An Empire, Siegfried, and Warning
Shadows are rescued from their comparative oblivion, then our efforts

have not been in vain.
* * * *

We are grateful for the kind help of Willard W. Morrison of Audio
Film Center, Arthur B. Brown of Brandon Films, and Leo Dratfield of

Contemporary Films. Their cooperation made many of the shorter

reviews possible.

We should like to extend our thanks to the Bureau of Audio Visual

Instruction here at the University which provided the facilities for

viewing the films, Jackson Tiffany, the faculty advisor, and all the con-

tributors to this book.

Special thanks should be given to Michael Blumenthal, Gilbert Schloss,

and my wife, Hannelore Lennig, for reading and correcting copy.

Frame enlargements were made by me from the 16mm prints and
are naturally not as clear as they could be. Other photographs are from
the Museum of Modern Art and my own collection.

The cover was designed by Gary Greussing.

Arthur Lennig
(President of Wisconsin Film Society)

June, 1960



A Brief Discussion of Form in Cinema
The cinema is, of course, a rich means of expression whose many

aspects could well be explored. I should like in this essay, which is

intended to be a help to those not too familiar with the films under
discussion, to speak just briefly about cinema aesthetics, or, more specific-

ally, form in the cinema. Although there is always the danger of distor-

tion and omission, yet one, within reason, can draw a few major trends

from the multifarious mass of films the beginner is faced with. I

shall be presumptuous enough to suggest ways in which we can attempt

to find some order, some development, and some reason for the emphasis
usually placed on the German and Russian films, of which this book
is no exception.

In any relevant discussion of the history of film, we might say that

there are basically two major methods of artistic expression. One we
can call the classical. (Classical means "clearness, symmetry, finish and
repose." A9 opposed to the romantic, it "typifies pure taste, sobriety, and
proportion," according to Webster) . This is to say that the artist interprets

reality by means of form. Thus the poet who is overwhelmed with the

beauty of Chapman's translation of Homer limits his content, shapes his

ideas, and adjusts his phrasing to the confines of the fourteen lines of

the sonnet form. In early Egyptian art the rather strict stylization did

not prevent some artists from depicting individuality. And in music, Bach
was able to capture the shrill emotions of "Crucify Him" in the St.

Matthew Passion by employing the self-contained and orthodox fugal

form. Here we have, as most listeners would admit, an almost perfect

rendering of the scene, and yet we remain within classical bounds. In

the best of the "classical" works of art we have a faithful treatment of

reality—reality seen and shaped and bounded by the framework of form.

Here form is not a hindrance but a lens by which the artist focuses

actuality.

In the "non-formal" methods of artistic expression, the so-called

"romantic" or "naturalistic", there is no strict adherence or even con-

cern with form per se. The artist presents actuality without using the

lens (form). This is not to say that it hasn't shape, but rather that the

artist has not chosen to adjust his material to a pre-conceived form. Thus
the poet writes as much as he wants and in any (or no) rhyme scheme
he chooses. Fourteen lines are not his limit.

In the art of the film we have these same broad divisions. In one,

experience is rendered "as is" (with, of course, some selection) ; in the

other, experience is ordered by form. There are dangers in both. By
ignoring conventional form, the romantic tends to be shapeless and
chaotic, while the classic tends to be dry, academic, and dull. Although
there is room for both methods, and although film has had its artists

in each, most films are comparatively formless; the disciplines are too

quickly evaded. Why should a poet strive to write in a sonnet when his

audience does not realize the form? By the same token, why should the

film-maker? Only with an aware audience and with conscientious and
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gifted directors will we ever restore to the cinema its basic disciplines.

In the early films the camera was a mere recording device, a means

by which action could be photographed. Intensity and drama were ob-

tained by means of gesture. Griffith was one of the first to develop the

camera's potentialities. His Intolerance was an attempt to give the cinema

some of the advantages of literature, for each of its four parallel stories

lent meaning to the other. This film was perhaps the first to suit the

story and the action to a preconceived formal idea of counterpoint. In his

desire to tell a story well Griffith developed the basic grammar of cinema.

Because of his intelligent use of the close-up, of cross cutting, of reflect-

ing the intensity of action in the swiftness of the cutting, and in the

careful use of composition and movement, film was no longer a formless

conglomeration of shots, a pictorial run-on sentence. Griffith was our first

grammarian and Eisenstein our first aesthetician. The young Russian

director went far beyond Griffith's usage. He consciously examined and
discovered the laws of form that govern film.

Many of Griffith's "tricks" and some of Eisenstein's theories have been

incorporated into common film practice. But most directors have not

dwelt on form. They present their stories in a semi-natural way and con-

tinue to shoot as if the film had no further potential than photographing

actors clearly. And now with the wide screen the film has further retro-

gressed until in many aspects it is aesthetically pre-Griffith. Most pictures

have become "slicker" rather than better.

In the history of the cinema there appear to be just two countries

whose films made an attempt to be form conscious. In Germany of the

twenties there was abstraction in actors and sets. In Russia (1925-1930)

there was consciousness of the film form itself. Let us examine their

procedures briefly.

1. Abstract or stylized form—To render actuality more precisely some
of the German film artists chose distortion in order to transcend mere
surface naturalism so that they could get at the "essence." There was a

wish to abstract. The most important film of this genre was The Cabinet

of Dr. Caligari. Its expressionistic sets, stylized make-up, and patterned

movement presented a world that could no longer be confused with actual-

ity. It depicted essence, the truth beyond the real, just as the Greek mask
was a distillation of emotion. The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari was essentially

a set designer's film. The camera was only a recording device. Stationary,

it watched the action as an audience does in a theater.

The wish to stylize continued in The Treasure (Pabst), Warning
Shadows (Robison), The Golem (Wegener), and especially in the films

of Fritz Lang. In Destiny, Siegfried, Kriemhilde's Revenge, Dr. Mabuse.
Metropolis, and M we can see in varying degrees his wish to abstract.

Many of these films were made entirely in the studio. Even a forest was
designed: nothing was left to the vagaries and incongruities of nature.

Each set typified its subject matter. But this was only one of the possi-

bilities of form in the cinema. The German directors never really exam-
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ined the medium itself; the aesthetics of shot manipulation, of montage,
of different kinds of cutting lay untouched.

2. Cinematic or aesthetic form—There were isolated but generally un-
successful experiments in the early twenties by the avant-gardists who
were dabbling with the formal problems of so-called "pure" cinema. But
it remained for Eisenstein to realize the potentialities of the individual

shot. He saw that the motion picture was like a mosaic, composed of

small pieces of film which upon viewing in juxtaposition became meaning-
ful. He did not use long takes and disapproved of the tracking camera
which would follow actors around a set and be propelled from one room
to another just so no cut would have to take place. This aspect of "natur-

alism" in which a director feels he is being more realistic by not cutting

became even more popular with the advent of the wide screen. This kind
of Cook's tour remains all too prevalent.

Eisenstein, on the other hand, advocated (as many silent directors

did) that a scene be broken into components. But he went beyond his

fellow directors by discovering different ways in which reality could be
organized. He gave scenes a precision and crispness by using carefully

cut short shots to create meaningful patterns. Frequently critics and
audiences recognize montage only in its more flamboyant moments. It is

not something inserted, but something inherent to the medium itself. It is

a clear-cut way of rendering action. Just as Bach can give us both joy

and deepest sorrow within form, so can the montage method of Eisenstein

(which sees reality as a mosaic of pieces to be reconstructed on the

editing table) be unobtrusive and reflect any mood, be it revolutionary

or funereal. In Ivan the Terrible, which was accused of being "slow" and
""ponderous," every shot is carefully and crisply handled; the cutting

is unobtrusive, perhaps unnoticed by the careless eye, but each shot is

governed by the classical decorum, the sense of repose, that the great

masterpieces of form have. In Ivan there is not only a tight control of the

composition, placement, and editing of shots but also a stylization of

movement, lighting, gesture, and make-up. In combining his sense of the

camera with the German concern for the abstract, Eisenstein achieved

the cinema's most formal work.

Hamlet says "Suit the word to the action" and Alexander Pope ad-

vises that "The sound must seem an echo to the sense." These procedures

Eisenstein instinctively followed, for he suited the shots and tempo to the

action and echoed the picture and the cutting to the sense. We may recall

that Lang in Metropolis tried to show us a world of machines. The camera
recorded the vast power station for us in a few long takes but did not

echo the idea. In such a situation Eisenstein would have had a variety

of shots of men, faces, machines, pistons, and dials cut to a rhythmic

pattern because such a mechanical beat would have been the proper form
for the content.

In Eisenstein's acute consciousness of form and in his awareness of

film aesthetics he violates literal truth. He reconstructs reality from pieces,

not by use of sets as did the Germans. In October a draw bridge rises.
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The conventional director "would cover this in about a shot or two. Eisen-

stein, on the contrary, takes over forty shots. By going from objective

time to subjective time he was able to present a reconstruction of reality

which was more "real" than the actual event. In The Old and New,
when the cream-separator is presented to the farmers, its importance is

not conveyed by means of acting or the ooo's and ahhh's of sound.

Instead, the peculiar qualities of the film medium convey the meaning
and the drama of the scene. When short shots are cut in ever-increasing

rhythms to render the excitement, when the lighting is intensified, when
the focus is cleared, when the compositions are tightened, we can see

that the camera is not just a recording device but actually an actor.

— A. L.



The German Film

NIBELUNGEN SAGA (Parts I and II)
(SIEGFRIED & KRIEMHILDE'S REVENGE)

(Germany, 1923-4)

Directed by Fritz Lang
Produced by Decla-Bioskop
Script by Thea von Harbou
Photography by Karl Hoffmann, Gunther Rittau
Design by Otto Hunte, Erich Kettlehut, Karl Vollbrecht
Music by Gottfried Huppertz
Starring Paul Richter, Mararete Schon, Rudolf Klein-Rogge
Both films available from Brandon; Siegfried from the Museum of Modern Art

BACKGROUND
Fritz Lang is without doubt one of the most important of the German

directors. His long career began with Die Spinnen (The Spiders), 1920.

His next film, Dejtfigg (1921), a mixture of legend and fairy tale, made t\

effective use of studio sets. His< third work was Dr. Mabuse, The Gambler
(1922) which dealt with the machinations of a master criminal. Lang
•was then given the task of directing the Nibelungen (1922-24) which con-

sisted of two parts, Siegfried's Death and KriemhUd-e's Revenge. His other «3 ,

'

films are Metropolis (1927), The Spy (1928), The Girl in the Moon
(1929), M (1931), and The Last Will of Dr. Mabuse (1932).

In the early thirties Lang came to the United States. Among his many
films are Fury, You Only Live Once, Hangmen Also Die, Scarlet Street,

Woman in the Window, and Moonfleet. None of these films, save perhaps

Fury (1936) came up to the quality of his better German films.

Both of the prints of Siegfried which are available in the United States

(from the Museum of Modern Art and from Brandon) are taken from
the original negative and are in excellent pictorial condition. An ap-

propriate sound track was added in the thirties and draws upon Wagner
for the sword motif, the bird song, the Dragon music, the hunting call,

and the funeral march. Unfortunately, these prints have only German
titles and so a plot summary will follow:

Plot—The film opens with a minstrel telling the Burgundian court of

the early adventures of Siegfried. Having spent his youth with Mime,
Siegfried is sent home when he has fashioned a strong sword. On his

journey he slays a dragon and, accidentally tasting the dragon's blood,

finds himself understanding the language of the birds who tell him
that bathing in the blood will make him invulnerable. His next adven-

ture is with Alberich, the king of the Nibelungen, from whom Siegfried

wins the Tarnhelm and the treasure. Alberich curses the treasure and
condemns everything "to return to stone which he fashioned from stone''.

The narration of the minstrel is interrupted when Siegfried is an-

nounced asking entrance to the court of Burgundy. Hagen Tronje, the

king's adviser, warns King Gunther to refuse welcome to Siegfried. But
Gunther will not hear of such unfriendly treatment of a traveling king.
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Meanwhile, Kriemhilde tells her mother of her bad dream in which a

dove was attacked by two hawks. Siegfried has come to ask for Kriem-
hilde's hand. Hagen, however, suggests that this be granted only if Sieg-

fried help win the Icelandic queen, Brunhilde, for Gunther. The queen
is defeated in the competition, but she is disappointed that Siegfried is

not her husband. For that reason she asks Gunther before the wedding
ceremony how he can give his sister to a vassal. Gunther explains that

he and Siegfried will swear blood brotherhood this very day.

But matters are still not peaceful. Brunhilde will not behave as a wife

to Gunther, so that Hagen finally compels Siegfried to overpower her for

the king. About this time Siegfried has his treasure brought to the court

and envy increases on the part of the Burgundians. Brunhilde, to show
her power, calls Kriemhilde back on the steps of the cathedral, saying

that she may not enter before the queen. In retaliation, Kriemhilde re-

veals who actually overpowered her. Hagen and Brunhilde demand Sieg-

fried's death from Gunther for this shame. A hunt is arranged where
he is to be killed, but Hagen needs to knowT the vulnerable spot left by
the Linden leaf. Kriemhilde marks the spot on the coat after Hagen has

told her that he would like to protect her husband from possible enemies

during the hunt. Under the pretense of a race to a spring, Hagen follows

Siegfried and kills him. The hero's dead body is brought to Kriemhilde,

but no one reveals Hagen. When he enters the room, Siegfried's wound
starts to bleed. This is taken as a sign that the murderer is present. Kriem-

hilde demands justice from Gunther, but he and his brothers stand pro-

tectively around Hagen. Kriemhilde swears vengeance. When Kriemhilde

comes to hold vigil, she discovers Brunhilde dead at Siegfried's bier.

ANALYSIS OF SIEGFRIED
In a pamphlet provided by Decla-Bioscope in 1924, Fritz Lang stated

that he wished his Nibelungen film to be a national monument, an art-

work which would publicize to the world the beauty of a myth that is

basic to German culture.^ This is a praiseworthy desire and similar in

intent to Eisenstein's Alexander Nevsky and Ivan the Terrible—two of

Russia's finest films. Sharing these aims to make a national monument,
Olivier dedicated his Henry V not only to the genius of Shakespeare but
to the spirit of the British people.

Many artists have wished to '"revitalize" the past to make use of its

traditions. Tennyson's Idyls of the King (a rewrite of the Arthurian
legends), Thomas Mann's use of the Bible in his Joseph tetralogy, the

Puritan heritage in Hawthorne's works, Wagner in his music dramas—
each tries to bring to date the essence of the past. There is no sin in this

and one would think that there is no necessity in making this obvious
point. Normally, this would be the case, but one must contend with some
curious theories that are presented in Dr. Kracauer's book, From Caligari
to Hitler (1947) . Twenty-three years after Lang's statement that he wished
to make a national document, Kracauer discovers hidden meaning and
sinful intent. "His whole statement somewhat anticipated the Goebbels
propaganda." (p. 92.) By linking Goebbels with Lang, Kracauer inter-
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prets Lang's statement made in 1924 in the context of the arbitrary events

of the Nazi thirties.

In discussing the film, Kracauer soon comes around to Hagen who
in the early myth, in the 12th century rewrite, and in Wagner's version

of 1848, is the vengeful villain. But notice Kracauer's treatment.

[Hagen is] motivated by a nihilistic lust for power. Foreshadow-
ing a well-known type of Nazi leader, this screen figure augments
the mythic compactness of the Nibelungen world—a compactness
impenetrable to enlightenment or Christian truth, (p. 93)

Having summed up the problems of the myth, he then proceeds to discuss

Lang's pictorial compositions, stating ominously that they "reduce human
beings to accessories of primeval landscapes or vast buildings." (p. 94)

.

Of course he doesn't say that the procedure of using human beings as
decor is as old as painting itself. Saints and angels and the damned in

hell, nativity scenes, crucifixions, and last judgements—most use people as

a part of a dominant design. This applies also to "epic" films, whether
people are lined up in Griffith's Babylon or in Q. B. DeMille's Egypt. And
certainly there is ornamental grouping in Eisenstein's Alexander Nevsky
and in Ivan the Terrible. But this tradition of using people as part of

decor—from the beginnings of art to the present day—is an indication of

a "dictatorial" tendency. Here is Kracauer's considered summary, that

"absolute authority asserts itself by arranging people under its domina-
tion in pleasing designs. This can also be seen in the Nazi regime, which
manifested strong ornamental inclinations in organizing masses." (p. 94).

Morally, Dr. Kracauer's view towards the reign of Hitler is commend-
able, but his intense antipathy forces him into a didactic rather than an
aesthetic approach. In developing his thesis that the films in Germany
hint of the Naziism to come, Kracauer reduces the richness of the

aesthetic statements of the films into a black and white world in which
political and emotional overtones are seen in terms of Naziism. As
Kracauer rummages through the German films, he cries "Hitler-figure"

whenever he encounters evil. Are Dr. Caligari, Dr. Mabuse, Nosferatu,

and Hagen (in Siegfried), unpleasant people? Yes. Then they are pre-

cursors of Hitlerism. Even the school boys who torment the teacher in

Blue Angel by crowing are part of this monstrous design: "The boys

are born Hitler youths, and the cockcrowing device is a modest contribu-

tion to a group of similar, if more ingenious contrivances much used

in Nazi concentration camps." (p. 218).

Once one learns the Kracauer method, criticism becomes quite easy,

like feeding cards into an IBM machine. All one has to do is wander
through the past and stack all the villains in a swastika-marked pile.

Shakespeare's Richard III, if done in Germany during the twenties, would
obviously be—to use Kracauer's terminology—the "Tyrant" figure. Henry
IV, who says that a crown lies uneasy on a guilty head, is obviously tor-

tured with the guilt of World War I. His son, Henry V, would then repre-

sent the Weimar Republic having a great, good time playing democrat
and not giving a damn. His conversion at the end of Henry IV {Part tivo)
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is a happy ending, but -weak in its naive liberalism . . . etc. Or perhaps

he represents the German autocratic soul tragically denouncing the com-
mon man, Falstaff, in favor of dictatorship.

Kracauer, pursuing his thesis as irrationally as the Nazis who sought

pure Aryan blood, reduces the presence of evil and all the complex inter-

relationships of the human spirit to forebodings of Hitler. Unfortunately,

Dr. Kracauer's ideas are unthinkingly repeated by most film critics and
most film societies. Certainly he has influenced the official view of the

Museum of Modern Art Film Library. (See the comments and prefaces

to many of the German films)*. Even the Museum's curator, Richard

Griffith, shares these opinions and indeed approvingly quotes Dr. Kracauer
in The Film Till Noiu. Not content with Kracauer's strong emphasis, in

the final words of From Caligari to Hitler, Griffith proceeds to italicize

this phrase: "Since Germany thus carried out what had been anticipated

by her cinema from its very beginning, conspicious screen characters now
came true to life." (p. 580)

.

Although Siegfried has not been accused of Naziism by any catalogue,

it suffers more from a political than an aesthetic evaluation because of its

subject matter and grand style. It is in defense of Siegfried as a work of

art that the following words are offered.

In choosing the Siegfried saga as subject of a film, Fritz Lang fol-

lowed a trend which had its beginning before the World War. This move-
ment, generally called "Stilkunst", stressed general outlines rather than

realistic detail as a reaction to Naturalism; the monumental and formal

led eventually to the decorative. In Siegfried can be seen what effects

decorativeness can achieve. The entire film was shot in the studio and the

sets are among the best in the long history of the screen. The rainbowed
mountain, the vast tree trunks, the rocks and glades, the Nibelungen den,

the ship, Brunhilde's rock, the cathedral, the hunt, the pool where Sieg-

fried drinks—each is superb in its technical precision and in its powers
of evocation. Every facet of this production—the sets, the lighting, the

costumes, the special effects, and the atmosphere— contributes to the

larger-than-life quality of this mythic tale. While the sets strive for real-

ism, Lang moves into abstraction through lighting and costumes. Dark-

*Such is the pervasive influence of Kracauer's thesis, that the Museum's
preface to the OLYMPIA films has to say the following: "Beyond its beauty
and interest as a sports record, OLYMPIA perpetuates a singular refuta-
tion of Nazi racial theory, for Jesse Owens, and not Hitler, is the inevitable
hero." The film which is available in the United States has nothing to do
with Hitler and there is not a shred of pro-Nazi propaganda—subtle or other-
wise. The few shots of Hitler in the first part are no more intrusive than
a shot of President Roosevelt throwing out a baseball to the Washington
Senators. He is there because he is the host of the games. Perhaps the Ger-
man version is different, but the Museum rents the English version and its

remarks should be confined to what that film does or says. The comment
by the Museum is not only impertinent, it is also irrelevant. But the Mu-
seum is so fond of this absurd preface, that it prints it in front of the second
part of the OLYMPIA in which Jesse Owens does not even appear and in
which there is only one shot of the back of Hitler's head.
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ness is opposed to light, and in this allegorical division all the major char-

acters are aligned except Gunther. He. wavering between good and evil,

appears mostly in a grey tone or vagueness of patterns. This opposition

of light and dark crescendos from Mime's world vs. Siegfried to the

hero's bier where darkness (Brunhilde) and light (Kriemhilde) hold
the last vigil.

Siegfried is without doubt one of the most beautifully composed and
photographed films in the history of cinema. Frequently, it must be ad-

mitted, these characteristics, as in Tartu ffe, can weaken dramatic vitality,

but Siegfried is one of the exceptions to this common failing. True, the

film is "operatic'" in the same sense that Alexander Nevsky and Ivan the

Terrible are, but this does not mean that it is "uncinematic," in spite of

the Museum's comment, "static but imposing." Siegfried is, of course, a

heroic myth, and demands an appropriate style. For this reason there are

shots which are held on the screen a long time (Siegfried leading the

horse; the vigil of Kriemhilde in the cathedral at the end) but those who
accuse the film of being "static," a series of stills which are uninspiredly

linked together, have not drawn their conclusions, it would seem, from
the film itself.

Lang provides in every scene a variety of shots which are well edited

to form an integrated whole. For example, Siegfried's "imposing" entrance

to the court of Gunther, despite the monumental effect, is not "static",

but composed of a number of different angles. There is a dignity in the

subject matter that precludes any usual "movie" treatment, like chase

scenes or suspenseful cross-cutting; Lang does not vulgarize his subject

by any such mechanical resolution.

Throughout Siegfried, the pace varies to suit the action. For instance,

in the fight scene, there are forty cuts from the first iris-in of the Dragon
to the shot of the leaf that falls on Siegfried's back. This cutting—although

never as rapid or as complex as that of the Russians—is hardly as elemen-

tary or "stagey*' as has been often said.

There are. of course, many long shots, but by these the film main-

tains its dignity and epic grandeur and preserves a physical as well as

aesthetic distance from the personalities of the characters. When close-

ups are employed, they have by their sparing use an additional power,

as can be seen in the meeting between Siegfried and Kriemhilde, when
his hands, lightly brushing hers, take the cup of greeting.

The film is more than a triangle drama with a touch or two of re-

venge; it is a saga of legendary figures against a stylized medieval back-

drop that deserves this elevated and austere treatment. The camera work, the

costumes, and the movement are as necessarv to Siegfried as Milton's rich

vocabulary and Latinized svntax to Paradise Lost. To suggest a more
lively and intimate way of filming is to misunderstand the very meaning
of style, the difference between Milton's

High on a Throne of Royal State, which far

Outshone the wealth of Ormus and of Ind,

Or where the gorgeous East with richest hand
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Show'rs on her Kings Barbaric Pearl and Gold

Satan exalted sat . . .

and a "realistic" paraphrase.

True, Siegfried without its sets would not be particularly interesting,

but neither would Paradise Lost without its language nor—to return to

film—would Ivan the Terrible be impressive with crew-cuts and business

suits. Siegfried has its pictorial qualities, but since the setting is an organic

part of the very thing being said, they can not be considered decadent

or "unfilmic."

ANALYSIS OF KRIEMHILDE'S REVENGE

Kriemhilde's Revenge is the second and concluding part of the Nibel-

ungen Saga. As the film begins, Kriemhilde, standing by Siegfried's

corpse, accuses Hagen of the murder and demands justice from her

brothers. King Gunther, who has profited by the murder, refuses Kriem-

hilde's pleas and stands by Hagen. Thus is introduced the moral problem
of honor vs. justice which becomes more intense and complex as the film

proceeds. Although Gunther had sworn "Blutbruderschaft" with Siegfried,

he betrayed the hero by listening to Hagen's politically wise but ethically

unsound advice. However, Gunther is not the only one to suffer the

dilemma of this moral problem. Attila had to swear vengeance in order

to marry Kriemhilde, but he is honor bound not to kill Hagen because

he is a guest. In this case the barbaric Attila is ethically superior to the

civilized Gunther and Hagen who had killed their guest, Siegfried. The
only solution for Attila is personal combat, but Kriemhilde does not wish

her husband to lower himself by fighting an "assassin." Thus Attila can
do nothing. In the third aspect of this dilemma of justice vs. honor, Kriem-

hilde chooses justice (or, more properly, revenge) over honor (or respect

or duties to her family and court) . The laws of hospitality do not prevent

her from making arrangements with the Huns to kill Hagen. To her, an
assassin deserves no better fate than murder.

From its very beginning, the story proceeds to develop these dilem-

mas into a well defined tragedy. Kriemhilde quickly realizes after Sieg-

fried's death that if justice is to be had, it must be achieved through
her own powers, for none of her brothers will violate the laws of the

clan to punish one of their own. Therefore Kriemhilde is forced to

subjugate her humanity to the all-consuming passion of revenge.

Dressed now in black, a color which reflects her state of mourning
and her avenging purpose, she is an ominous figure of accusation at the

court. Her only hope to achieve her ends lies in the marriage proposal

of Attila.* Full of hatred, she leaves the court without looking back.

She pauses on her journey to Attila to perform a ceremony of con-

secration at the very spot where Siegfried was killed. Winter has come,
the stream is frozen, and white birch trees stand out against the black

*In the myth there is a thirteen year wait between the murder and the
proposal. These years have of course intensified her wish for revenge and
make more believable her overwhelming thirst for vengeance.
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rocks. In this scene of desolation, she walks in her black robes to the

edge where months before Siegfried had stretched his body to drink.

Overcome with emotion, she kneels, digs in the snow, and puts this

sacred earth, this blood-soaked dirt, into her kerchief to carry to the

strange land of Attila. Like Medea, she sacrifices all—her land, her

people, her pride, even her body to Attila, to wreak vengeance upon the

evil Hagen whose deed, a violation of trust and honesty in every way,

demands satisfaction. Her plan is noble and high-minded and yet curious-

ly inhuman. But, as she says, the gentle Kriemhilde, the young, happy
girl garbed in white, is gone, her heart buried with her beloved Sieg-

fried. What remains is only a darkly garbed instrument of revenge.

Carrying the sacred earth with her, Kriemhilde goes forth to Attila's

land where the latter half of the film takes place. It is a barbaric country;

the people live in low mounds, and Attila himself looks like the scourge

of God. When she first walks through the gates and stands on the steps

in the great hall, she sees below her the dancing and screaming horde

of Attila's rough, animal-like men. The contrast between them and the

Burgundian court is all too evident. She makes Attila swear revenge and
suffers his dark and rough hands to take hers, a telling contrast to Sieg-

fried's hands which had lightly and gently brushed hers at their first

meeting. This moment makes eloquently and poignently clear the extent

of her sacrifice.

Kriemhilde s Revenge has none of the supernatural elements of the old

myth which were so perfectly realized in the first part. There are no
mystrious effects of the tarnhelm, no dragon fights, and no dwarfish

guardians of the treasure hoard. The scenes no longer transpire before

huge, clear-lined sets. The whole atmosphere has become one of sombre-

ness and vengeance. Characters, whose movements and gestures are more
''natural", move before the dark and barbaric settings of Attila's land.

This primitiveness and Kriemhilde's sole purpose which suffuse the

whole film dictate a change of tone. This change is, of course, as it

should be, but because of the different subject matter and the style which
is appropriate to it, the film is not as pictorially impressive as Siegfried.

It is for this accommodation of the style to the "uncultured" and hideous

existence of Attila and his wild hordes and not to any creative falling

off of Fritz Lang that this film does not have the appeal of the first part.

Although the structure of Siegfried was more episodic, the central

figure of the hero unified the diverse sections more successfully than

Kriemhilde. Unlike the light and carefree Siegfried, she is vengeful,

sombre, and forbiddingly majestic. Unrelieved by any of the supernatural

mythic happenings, an air of doom pervading every scene, the film is the

slow unfolding, the inevitable development of the theme of vengeance.

There is no doubt that Kriemhilde's thirst for revenge is seen more
sympathetically than the Christian ethic dictates. Her unrelenting attitude

is of course based on the primitive source, and Thea Von Harbou and
Fritz Lang did not presume to change the emphasis. Kriemhilde's plight

is somewhat similar to the situation of Medea who sacrifices her children

for vengeance, to make her husband suffer. The center of this dramatic
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problem, applicable as well to this film, occurs in the conversation of

Medea with the chorus:

Medea: Only a coward or a madman gives good for evil.

Chorus: There are evils that cannot be cured by evil. Patience remains
and the gods watch all.

Medea: Let them watch my enemies go down in blood.

Medea (later) : Anyone running between me a*id my justice will reap

what no man wants.

Chorus: Not justice, vengeance. You have suffered evil; you wish to

inflict evil.

Kriemhilde is of course faced with a similar issue. Shculd she

turn the other cheek and forget about the murder and forgive Hagen
or should she carry out her plan of vengeance? The film would of course

have more interest if there was a soul struggle over this issue, but this

moral problem never bothers her. She decides immediately to avenge

Siegfried, there being no question in her mind, and she proceeds to sac-

rifice everything to this unwavering aim. Some pjace along this line,

like Medea, she is no longer "human," but merely a vengeful monster.

but it is difficult to say where she should have turned back. Hagen ought

to be punished but at what cost to self and country and humanity?
These moral tangles are not presented as well as in Medea. The Ger-

manic Saga had no direct dramatic scenes and the authors of the film

did not add any. Thus there is a lack of drama; the characters are not

seen in direct conflict. Except for the main action of revenge, there are

no side issues to lend further meaning or to sustain interest. The epic-

style of the acting and the austerity of her person—both of which are

necessary to the film—tend to dampen the drama inherent in some of

scenes. There is a resulting heaviness, and one awaits a denouement

which perhaps takes too long to occur. It is almost as if the film were

told in the past tense rather than the present.

Kriemhilde does not have enough soul-searching scenes to humanize
and make more believeable and more poignant her situation. She is in-

strumental in killing her clan and yet gives little evidence of any qualms.

She is too inhuman, too abstract for an audience to feel for her tragic

dilemma. As a result, it occasionally becomes difficult for an unsophis-

ticated audience, spoiled by many years of realism and everyday drama.
to accept the larger-than-life creation of a heroine whose entire soul and

body are directed all consumingly towards one end. For this reason her

"grand" facial expressions and gestures are appropriate. If snickering

occurs, it is due to the embarrassment of an audience before such a style

and not to am basic deficiency in the film or in the acting.

Although there is more spectacle and essentially less action in Kriem-
hilde s Revenge than Siegfried, it is difficult to cavil, for there is no part,

no shot that one would want to cut. If there is a fault, it lies in the con-

ception as a whole and not with individual sections. If Kriemhilde'

s

Revenge comes off second best to Siegfried, it is still a major achievement.
In its nobilit) of purpose and brilliancy of execution, it ranks among
the great films of all time. — A. L.
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BACKGROUND
(For information on Murnau see the note on Tartuffe.)

The idea of the Vampire has long been part of the folk imagination.

Ernest Jones, the famous psychoanalyst, attempts to explain the currency

of this belief in his book, On the Nightmare. Many of the elements of

the superstition are based on facts (burial alive, epidemic mortality, and
delayed decomposition ) . Its origin, however, must essentially be psychic

because these facts "in no way in themselves explain why a dead body
should change into an animal, fly through the air and commit sexual

excesses with sleeping people." (p. 129.)

Our attitudes towards the dead, says Jones, are based on love and hate.

Sometimes the wish to meet again the loved one is projected on the

dead. Yet in each person there is also a sense of guilt which desires

some kind of retribution; this morbid dread signifies repressed sexual

wishes. Jones feels that these wishes are transformed in this fashion:

"(1) love reverts to sadism, (2) the event is feared instead of desired,

and (3) the individual to whom the wish relates is replaced by an
unknown' being." (p. 106.)

Jones continues to analyze the Vampire superstition: "the simple

idea of the vital fluid being withdrawn through an exhausting love

embrace is complicated by more perverse forms of sexuality, as well

as by the admixture of sadism and hate. When the more normal aspects

of sexuality are in a state of repression there is always a tendency to

regress towards less developed forms. Sadism is one of the chief of

these, and it is the earliest form of this—known as oral sadism—that

plays such an important part in the Vampire belief. The still earlier

stage, the simple sucking that precedes biting, is more connected with

the love side. . . . the sadism more with the element of hate." (p. 121.)

The makers of the film were of course unaware of Dr. Jones' analysis,

but they were aware of the historical fact that during the Middle Ages
there was a close correlation between visitations of the Black Death and
outbreaks of Vampirism; even as late as 1855 the terrible epidemic in

Danzig revived this belief. The superstition still persists. In 1909 a

castle in South Transylvania (the locale of Dracula) was burned by the

populace, who believed that a Vampire emanating from it was the cause
of a sudden increase in the mortality of their children. (Neues Wiener
Journal, June 10, 1909.)
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ANALYSIS
The Vampire superstition, which had long existed in the spoken

traditions of the folk, lost dignity when it was used solely for its fright-

ening and gruesome qualities by those who developed the Gothic novel

in the late 18th century. By the 1840s the public was reading sensational

books like Varney the Vampire; or, The Feast oj Blood, written by Michael

J. Rymer. This is a portion of the first of 220 chapters:

"The figure turns half round, and the light falls upon its face. It is

perfectly white—perfectly bloodless. The eyes look like polished tin; the

lips were drawn back, and the principal feature next to those dreadful

eyes is the teeth—projecting like those of a wild animal, hideously glaring

white and fang-like. It approaches the bed with a strange gliding move-
ment. It clashes together its long nails. . . He drags her head to the

bed's edge. He forces it back by the long hair still entwined in its grasp.

With a plunge he seizes her neck in the fang-like teeth—a gush of blood

and a hideous sucking noise follows. The vampire is at his hideous repast."

This rather indecorous description is typical of the blood-and-thunder

school. The most artistic and suggestive treatment of the Vampire occured

forty years later in Bram Stoker's Dracula, in which terror is sustained

not by lurid episodes but by careful attention to atmosphere, setting, and
character.

THE NOVEL: Jonathan Harker, a British solicitor, travels to Transyl-

vania to arrange with Count Dracula the purchase of Carfax Abbey in

England. Though not attacked, Harker is left at the castle as Dracula

disembarks. After killing all aboard the ship, the Count arrives in Lon-

don where there are millions on whom he can prey. He attacks Lucy
who in turn becomes a vampire. Van Helsing, a scientist, puts a stake

through her heart and looks for Dracula. Nina Harker resides at her

father's insane asylum. Because Dracula can only enter a house if

bidden, he prevails upon the lunatic Renfield (who himself develops a

mania for blood) to ask him in. Dracula mixes his blood with Nina's

so that when she dies she will become a vampire. He then returns to

Transylvania to escape Van Helsing who wishes to save Nina's soul.

Almost at his castle, Dracula is overtaken and killed and Nina is saved.

In the novel, Stoker had posed the problem of a medieval anachonism—

-

a vampire in the midst of civilized and rational London society. Dracula,

with the unholy wisdom of many centuries, is successful until Dr. Van
Helsing, a scientist who is well-versed in ancient lore, opposes his will

and vanquishes him.

THE SCRIPTS: In 1922 Nosferatu was made in Germany by F. W.
Murnau and in 1931 Tod Browning directed Dracula, based on the Broad-
way play of 1927. Though originating from the same book, these two
films differ in many respects. Stoker had taken the European folklore

figure of the vampire and had pitted his wits against the members of

Nina's family and Van Helsing. The Germans ignored almost all of
Stoker's book, most of the Britisher's plotting, and only drew upon the

earlv chapters in which we have the incidents of ( 1 ) the trip to Transyl-
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vania by the solicitor, (2) the trip in the coach and the midnight greeting

in the castle, (3) the sea voyage and (4) his interest in Nina. Except

for these borrowed incidents, the script was a most free adaptation. The
biting of Harker by the Vampire, the letters between Renfield and Nos-

feratu, all of Nina's actions, the "plague," and the characterization of

Nosferatu are invented.

Murnau probably felt that by transferring the action to the year 1838

he would have an atmosphere more conducive to the supernatural. Because

of this distance in time, an audience is perhaps more willing to employ
its "suspension of disbelief". Thus, Murnau, less confined to realism,

can have the coach move in its jerky, magical fashion, the quaintness

and other worldiness of the costumes, the graceful movement of the sailing

ship, the dread fear of the plague, and the procession of coffins. And
most important, Murnau felt that he could afford to stylize his Vampire
beyond what an audience would have accepted in a contemporary setting.

The reemphasis in the film on the more medieval aspects of the myth
can be seen not only in the obvious substitution of the more historic-

Bremen for London, but also in the makeup of Renfield and the vampire
who resemble the grotesque figures of the gargoyles sculptured on many
old cathedrals. Nosferatu is like the traditionl figure of the Grim Reaper
and like the allegorical figure of Death in the medieval play Everyman
to whom man must relinquish life whenever he strikes. He tolls the

hours as does the skeleton clock in the castle.

The phenomenon of the vampire is a dark and irrational force that

is beyond the explanations of science. In the Hollywood Dracula (as in

the novel) the vampire is only vanquished by Van Helsing when he un-

questionably employs the legendary devices of wolfsbane, garlic flowers,

and wooden stakes. But Nosferatu takes an even more mystical attitude

towards the vampire; it recalls the ancient myths of a city that is preyed

upon by a malignant force (be it plague or vampire) until the curse has

been expiated by the sacrifice of a woman "pure in heart." This idea of

sacrifice to remove a curse is an old one, stretching back in history at

least to Der Arme Heinrich, by Hartmann Von der Aue, a minnesinger

of the 12th century. Henry Wadsworth Longfellow uses this same idea

in his Golden Legend:

The only remedy that remains

Is the blood that flows from a maiden's veins.

Who of her own free will shall die,

And give her life as the price of yours.

In keeping with this romantic attitude, Nina ignores any rational

help and relies upon her intuition, the old book of the vampires merely

confirming her suppositions. In her uncanny awareness of the vampire
she instinctively feels that it is up to her to rid the world of this curse.

Thus, the German film does not rely on the trappings of folklore but

on the belief that Evil can only be halted by Good. And thus it is only
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the pure Nina (in conjunction with the Sunlight) that can eradicate the

foul Nosferatu (the Darkness).*

Although the sacrifice of Nina is a more romantic treatment of the

superstition, Murnau's conception of the vampire is decidedly unromantic.

He does not wish to draw upon Stoker's rather full characterization,

but depersonalizes the vampire so that he is less of an individual and
more of a type. Nosferatu is an IT not a HE. A kind of abstract thing

of evil, he has no nobility and does not inhabit the dark world of

majestic satanic villains. Instead, he is a lower kind of evil, an obscene

and loathsome creature that dwells amongst earth and slime and crawl-

ing rats—the very antithesis of light. With his hairy pointed ears, his

hideous fingernails, and his lecherous and lustful mask-like face, he is

an image of damned flesh and not of damned soul. There is no Byronic
romanticizing of him as we have in the Hollywood film, in which Dracula,

superbly portrayed by Bela Lugosi, is a suave Count -who is handsome
in a kind of fiendish way. He lives in a world that is shadowy but not

revolting and declares darkly that his new residence at Carfax Abbey
reminds him "of the broken battlements of my own castle in Transyl-

vania." When he hears the cry of wolves he says to the solicitor: "Listen

to them, the children of the night. What music they make!" It is no
wonder that both Lucy and Nina find his beautiful voice, his Hungarian
intonation, and his dark melancholy face rather attractive.

This is not to say that the one conception of the villain is necessarily

better than the other. Both are effective but for different reasons. One
is a foul beastly creature akin to the plague and a loathsome companion
of rats; the other is more darkly complex, an aristocrat of evil in the

long tradition of Milton's Satan and Maturins's Melmoth in Melmoth the

Wanderer (1320).

It is not impossible, however, that certain changes in the conception

of the vampire and of the general tone are a result more of necessity than

choice. Murnau could not rely on sounds of howling wolves, nor lines

of sombre dialogue, nor dramatic music. Perhaps, compelled to make his

vampire more visually frightening, he had to concentrate on stylization

in both movement and makeup.

Some scenes in Nosferatu are not well photographed. The blame
could be placed on the primitive camera work of 1922, but when one

compares this film to Warning Shadows (made the same year) one sees

that Murnau's is much inferior. Of course many shots in Nosferatu were

done on location in Hungary, and Murnau, and his camera-man, Fritz

*Kracauer in his From Caligari to Hitler, besides referring to the Vampire as a

"tyrant" figure, interprets this sacrifice in which there is

the suggestion that all suffering springing from tyranny or chaos should be

endured and overcome in the spirit of Christlike love. This suggestion recom-

mended itself by its implications that inner metamorphosis counts more than

any transformation of the outer world—an implication justifying the aversion

of the middle class to social and political changes. Here it becomes clear

why, in Nosferatu Ninas love alone succeeds in defeating the vampire. . . .

(pp. 108-109.)
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Arno Wagner, were forced to light long shots from a general source

( frequently the sun ) rather than from a particular point. For this reason

he could not avail himself of the beauties and suggestiveness of the

Rembrant-like playing with light and shadow of chiaroscuro. In the

interior shots, however, we can not ascribe the lack of evocative power
to technical deficiency alone; sometimes the failure is in the director's

imagination. In the close-ups of the hero and heroine, he is free to

manipulate the light at will, yet there is little use of shadow. Murnau only

seems to have been inspired in his treatment of the vampire. For in-

stance, when Harker looks through an open door at the castle and sees the

Vampire across the room, the scene is dramatically lit, and extremely

frightening. In the next few shots, as he moves towards Harker's

bed, the shadows of the Vampire's hideous hands and elongated body
play upon the wall. The scene is brilliantly handled.

It is perhaps because of the location work and the problems of light-

ing that the scenes at the castle are not so effective. Certainly Murnau
has not succeeded in suffusing the castle with a mood of shadow and
confinement. Here we can contrast the remarkably successful use of

chiaroscuro in the Hollywood Dracula in which the Vampire, obviously

a creature of the night, moves amongst shadows in a funereal castle of

broken battlements, leaden pointed windows, immense fireplaces, dust

and cobwebs and decay. We have large slabs of stone for floors, not

black and white shiny square pieces of tile; we have heavy oaken,

arched doors that creak slowly on their long, rusted hinges, not a flimsy

one-inch-thick door as in Nosferatu. However, such differences may per-

haps have been more the blame of the budget than of the imagination.

Although the scripts differ considerably, as has been pointed out,

there are some scenes which are similar in intent. By examining these we
shall perhaps be better able to judge the ability of the two directors. Of
course in doing this, we must add that we are, for simplification, placing

the responsibility for script, for photography, for acting, for sets solely

on the director since any careful and specific discussion would be of

too considerable length.

The script of the 1931 Dracula seems to be better in the opening
reels than Nosferatu. The film begins as a coach bounces along moun-
tain roads; the driver, in great haste, beats the horses in order to arrive

before sunset. When the coach pulls up at an inn, the solicitor insists

on continuing at night to meet Dracula's carriage. The driver is astounded

and during this discussion an old woman comes out of the inn, puts a

cross around his neck and says, "Wear this for your mother's sake."

There's a long shot of the village as the coach pulls away, and as the sun

sets, we dissolve to Dracula's castle, where we see white-garbed women
and then Dracula himself arising from coffins. At night the town coach

is met by Dracula and soon the Count's carriage is speeding danger-

ously along. The passenger looks out to complain but he sees only a

bat hovering over the horses in the darkness. The coach pulls up at the
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castle, the door opens by itself, and he is met by Dracula who says, "I

bid you welcome."
In Nosferatu the continuity of action is broken by a night spent in an

inn which, unfortunately, does not increase the sense of impending doom.
No one attempts to dissuade Harker and no old woman gives him a cross.

The only thing actually accomplished by the scene is that certain neces-

sary information is conveyed to the audience about vampires. (It is

quite possible that Murnau would have preferred the information coming
from the townspeople, but, because it is a silent film he used the narrative

device of the book to avoid sub-titles) . In an attempt to add to the sense

of impending horror, Murnau makes use of the startling and evocative

shots of the horses running in the moonlight, but he weakens this by
having to explain that their strange actions are caused by a wolf. Murnau
tries to render the supernatural and eerie quality of the Vampire's carriage

by shooting it in fast motion, but this tends to be more amusing than

frightening, and it seems that he would have been wiser using slow

motion. The Hollywood version does not experiment with film speed but

attempts to create a sense of the supernatural by using darkness and by
having the bat hover over the horses' heads. Unfortunately, it did not

adopt Murnau's excellent image of the carriage and the horses and the

driver all shrouded in crepe.

In Dracula the mood is sustained when Lugosi greets the visitor with

a flickering candle, leads him through a gigantic spider web, and declares

ominously, "The spider spinning his web for the unwary fly. The blood

is the life." In Nosferatu there is no such "grand" moment.
In both films we have the cut-in-the-finger episode. In Nosferatu the

Vampire sees the cut and lurches towards Harker; the action is too abrupt

and not dramatically handled and appears more awkward than frightening.

In the Hollywood version we see a close-up of the blood on the finger.

Then the camera dollies in on Dracula as he stands, with his cape fes-

tooned in one hand. In a longer shot he rushes forward but the old

woman's cross falls in front of the wound; the Vampire recoils in horror.

Dracula is told rather ironically, as the solicter sucks his finger, not to be

afraid; "It's just blood." Then follows a shadowy reaction shot of Dracu-

la's face in an evil, blood-lustful glow. This scene shows how an incident

can be expanded and made more effective by careful direction. But the

Hollywood film is not always superior; in fact, after the rather effective

opening reels, its imaginative qualities suffer and the film descends into

talk, derived, alas, from the Broadway play.

In Dracula the boat scene is not fully handled; we do not meet any of

the crew but just see the captain dead at the wheel. Murnau, to the con-

trary, has here perhaps his best scene. We see the dying sailor, the

hideous coffins with their crawling rats, the heroic captain tying himself

to the wheel and that adroitly handled scene in which the Vampire comes
out of the hold and stalks towards the captain. The movement, the camera
angle, the basic dramatic situations are imaginative.

There are other fine moments in Nos'feratu. Murnau suggests a kind
of damned ship in which the beauty of the sails and the flow of the
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waves are an effective contrast to the filthy horror which lies below

amongst the rats. While Nina sits between cross-studded hills of sand

and looks across the deceptive lovely white sea and awaits the evil fate

floating inevitably towards her, we can appreciate Murnau's talent in

translating the ship and the seas into symbols of doom and destiny.

Murnau's film is powerful also because it concentrates mostly on the

adventures of the Vampire while the Hollywood version concerns itself

at great length with Renfield, Nina, Lucy, Van Helsing, and Jonathan.

By limiting his scenes to a few fully-developed sequences, such as the

approach, the castle, the journey, the unloading of the boat, the plague,

and the conclusion, Murnau was able to suggest the idea of evil which

the Vampire, floating slowly towards Bremen, represents. Murnau gives

us a clash of force against force, of good against evil, that the Hollywood
film never approaches. This sense of brooding evil and the "tragic" sac-

rifice of Nina show that Murnau was much more than a mere monster-

monger.
EVALUATION

—

Nosferatn may be popular with horror fans, but to

a general audience it will hardly rank as a masterpiece. The film is flawed

by the extravagant acting of the hero and heroine, uneven photography,
and a weak and disconnected story. Nosferatu is, in the crudest sense of

the word, "dated." However, Max Shreck as the vampire and some of

the scenes of castle, the ship, and Bremen in spite of the awkwardness
of the rest of the film, have enough of that "chilling blast from Doomsday"
and enough imaginative use of the cinema to make a viewing by a mature
audience worthwhile.

— A. L.

WARNING SHADOWS
(Germany. 1922)

Directed by Arthur Robison
Produced by Defu
Script by Albin Grau
Photographed by Fritz Arno Wagner
Design by Albin Grau
Starring Fritz Kortner, Ruth Weyher, Gustav von Wangenheim, Alexander

Granach
Available from Museum of Modern Art

BACKGROUND
Paul Rotha states in his Film Till Now that Warning Shadows "was

made without the use of titles, save at the opening for the introduction of

the characters . .
." The few other titles in the existing print are helpful

and apparently differ from the "quite ridiculous and discordant cap-

tions" that Rotha says were in the British print. Rotha continues:

"At the time of production in 1922, Warning Shadows was a re-

markable achievement. Its purely psychological direction, its definite

completeness of time and action, its intimate ensemble were new attributes

of the cinema. It was a rare instance of complete filmic unity, with the

possible exception of the unnecessary roof-garden scene. The continuity
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of theme, the smooth development from one sequence into another, the

gradual realization of the thoughts of the characters, were flawlessly pre-

sented. It carried an air of romance, of fantasy, of tragedy. Every filmic

property for the expression of mood, for the creation of atmosphere,

that was known at the time was used with imagination and intelligence.

Its supreme value as an example of unity of purpose, of time, of place,

of theme cannot be over-estimated."
( pp. 282-3.

)

Although Warning Shadows is one of the finest German silent films,

it is because of the complexity of the four ''worlds" ( each within the

other I , the seriousness of the presentation, the lack of any comedy relief,

the stylization in the use of shadows, and the unpleasant subject of a

husband's cuckoldry that the film lacked popularity in Germany. Siegfried

Kracauer, however, finds more sinister motives for the film's lack of suc-

cess. Delving deeply into the Germanic psyche twenty-five years after

the film was made, Kracauer decides that the public did not like the film

because of the concluding shots which are a return to the light of day
and thus to the light of reason. "Contemporaries may have felt," says

Kracauer, "that any acknowledgement of the healthy shock of reason was
bound to sustain an adjustment to the ways of democracy." (p. 114.)

If one is to accept this incredible judgment, then the general public, which

must have sharpened its psychological, political, and aesthetic percep-

tions for this occasion, said "nein" to the democratic tendencies (the

bright lighting in the last shots) and by furtive whispering convinced

their fellow citizens to go to a beer garden, to read a book, or to see

another less democratic film. But one could just as easily argue that

the public avoided the film because of the cruelty of the central episode

(reminiscent of concentration camps, etc., etc., etc.)'"

ANALYSIS
Because Warning Shadows is rather complicated in structure, it would

perhaps clarify our discussion if we list and then analyze the various

functions of the four "worlds", each of which is a kind of play-within-

a-play:

1. The Prologue

2. The Story Proper

3. The Oriental Fable

4. The Hallucination Scene ( The glimpse into the future I

3. The Oriental Fable

2. The Story Proper

1. The End

*Dr. Kracauer's method is of course flexible and one regrets that he has not
chosen to psychoanalyse the perennial popularity of Frankenstein (1931)

and Dracula (1931) with the American public. Are the endings, which return
us to reason, indicative of our inherent democratic feelings or do we prefer
the fantastic sections of horror in which tyrant figures (the monster, the
vampire) run amock killing people? Unfortunately, Dr. Kracauer has not
chosen to plum the American psyche and so we, alas, shall never have the
definitive answer.
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( 1 ) The Prologue—The function of the prologue is twofold. First, it

introduces us to the major characters and thus becomes an economical
means of exposition. Second, it establishes an unabashedly theatrical tone

which provides an aesthetic perspective for the stylized phantasy world
which follows. In the first scene the conjurer takes the candle and puts

it in the prompter's box. Not only is it the source of light, it is also the

symbol of art whose shadows present to us a reality beyond actuality.

The degrees of light and shadow correspond to the situations of the

characters, and so the people who are caught in the web of their desires

live amongst the dark and sinister. It is only with the reassertion of the

husband and the resurgence of daylight in the last scene of the film that

the fearful shadows, the "warning'* shadows, wane with the dawn.

(2) The Story Proper—The "real" portion of the film begins with the

lover who sees the silhouettes of the wife and the husband through the

curtain. When he enters the house we can see that the motif of the theatre

is constantly repeated in the decor. The dining room resembles a minia-

ture stage in the proscenium arch that frames it, in the use of the wall

as a screen, and in the drapes at the entrance of the room which close in

the same way as do the curtains of a theatre. Thus we have the idea of

shadow and the idea of performance, which the prologue established,

continued throughout the film.

The conjurer who soon appears is a master artificer and quickly over-

whelms the servants and later the whole group with his genius. Easily

converting the dining room into a theatre, he begins his shadow show.

(3) The Oriental Fable—With cutouts the conjurer begins an orien-

tal story which parallels the plight of the husband who is threatened with

cuckoldry. But the story does not proceed long before the conjurer sym-

bolically moves the lights and takes the audience out of the fable world

into a phantasy in which we see the consequences of their behavior.

(4) The Hallucination Scene* — Here we see enacted not the inner

drives of all the characters—although we do have occasional glimpses of

the urges of the servant and the suitors—but we have essentially a drama-
tization of the husband's crazed solution to his painful dilemma. Imagin-

ing the last of the wife's inhibitions removed, he envisions the lover

visiting his wife's chamber. Almost paralyzed with shame and jealousy,

he observes in a narrow mirror placed on an otherwise blank wall, his

wife kiss her lover goodbye. Later, in a kind of surrealistic nightmare,

the husband is so plagued by the horrors of cuckoldry that he has his

wife tied up and melodramatically forces the foppish suitors to pierce her

with their swords. Each of these scenes—especially the servant with the

rope—is suffused with an air of sadistic and masochistic sexuality.

'It is more accurate to refer to this main section of the drama as an "Hal-
lucination" than to follow the Museum of Modern Art's comment in their

preface about the "sub-conscious." The term "Hallucination" is borne out
by the original subtitle of the German version which was "A Nocturnal
Hallucination."
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The fact that this section of the film is phantasy is reiterated by the

magical disappearance of the husband's body from the cobblestones in

the street below. The section ends as the camera gives the effect of a

dolly shot as the image appears smaller and smaller on the screen. After

the shadows are moved forwards again, the conjurer returns us to the

Oriental Fable. After its happy ending, we return to the "real" story,

which is swiftly concluded. The conjurer puts away his material, the

husband and wife are reunited, the lover bids a disconsolate farewell,

and the conjurer rides off.

The Role oj the Conjurer—The prologue establishes the conjurers as a

"creator" who derives motion from cardboard and drama from shadow.
Although this function of the conjurer is clear, his motivation and the

consistency of his action seem to be the main critical problem.

For the first half of the film the conjurer suggests the evil hunchback
of the fairytale with his gargoylish face, his strangely moving tongue, his

odd jumping about, and his general all-around impishness. His behavior

reflects his appearance. He is cruel, for he takes delight in tormenting

the husband as we can see when he moves the light during the Oriental

Fable to make it appear as if the lover and the wife are holding hands.

But this action has more than one meaning. The shadow of the hand-

holding reveals the true intent if not the true physical fact. The "moral"
of this scene is simply that shadow—or shall we say artifice?—is the truer

representation of reality. This is not. however, the only instance of the

"truth" of shadow. When the conjurer holds the candlelight behind the

wife's wispy dress in an otherwise polite drawing room scene, he not only

reveals her body in silhouette but also indicates her wish to tantalize and
the suitors' frankly sexual interest. This is perhaps more than mere
impishness.

In the second half of the film, after the hallucination the conjurer's

make-up is different. He appears less antic, less devilish and this change is

reflected in his attitude. The result of the conjurer's actions has been

"good" and not evil, for the husband and wife are reunited, the suitors

have been removed, and a healthy relationship restored. When he bids

farewell at the door there is a touch of the wistful in his expression as

if he had just completed a charming task. Although his face is no longer

"devilish" we must still contend with the medieval impish quality of

his riding off on a pig. Is he a devil or is the townsman who crosses him-

self merely misinterpreting? If he is a consistent devil, then there may
be further irony in the disturbing fact that he finds the greatest evil of

all to be in the continuation of the marriage. Although the lover appears

to be more dashing and less gross than the husband, the happy ending is

undoubtedly sincere so that any interpretation of this as a kind of

devilish irony seems wholly unwarranted. We are faced with accepting a

"good" and "moral" conclusion (that the wife will no longer flirt) which
is brought about by the talent of the conjurer.

If consistency is to be found, we must interpret the conjurer not as

a devil or imp—though he has these qualities—but as the creative artist
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who is able not only to entertain and torment by means of his feats of

legerdemain, but also as one who has control over shadow (or art) so

that he can give the characters insight into the nature of their inner

thoughts and to indicate the consequences of their unbridled desires.

Thus, in terms of the film, the artist is one who is somewhat "impish"

but who is capable eventually of helping mankind by his peculiar gifts

of dramatizing and articulating the depths within. If this be the case,

then the conjurer is consistent and clear in a larger sense than we would
at first suppose.

The Importance of the Film—A number of films made in Germany in

the early twenties dealt with the weird and macabre. The artistic success

of The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari— one of the most famous— was derived

almost solely from ingeniously painted expressionistic sets and not from
what we could call the basic resources of the cinema: lighting, varied

camera placement, and editing. Although Warning Shadows is derivative

in its rather neurotic and expressionistic theme, Arthur Robison has

directed a film that is essentially plastic and fluid. By drawing upon the

undoubted skill of his cameraman, Fritz Arno Wagner, Robison has made
one of the most cinematic of the German silent films. Not duty bound to

highly contrived sets, he freely varied the camera set-ups, and transformed

lighting from a technical necessity into a means of expression. Shadows
are not just used for their ornamental or melodramatic effect, but are

actually the very substance of the film. It is in this organic use of light-

ing that Warning Shadows merits our attention.

— A. L.

TARTUFFE
(Germany, 1925)

Directed by F. W. Murnau
Produced by UFA
Script by Carl Mayer from the play by Moliere
Photography by Karl Freund
Design by Walter Rohrig, Robert Herlth
Starring Emil Jannings, Werner Kraus, Lil Dagover
Available from Brandon Films and Film Classics Exchange

BACKGROUND
F. W. Murnau, one of the most famous of German directors, began

to make feature films in 1920, according to the scanty information avail-

able. After Januskopf (1920), a version of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde,
he did a crime picture, Vogelod Castle (1921), and a "farm drama",

Brennender Acker (1922). Prints of his next film, Nosferatu (1922) are

extant and can be obtained from the Museum of Modern Art. This un-

even film, based on the Dracula novel, depicted the evil quality of the

vampire with considerable skill. Obviously Murnau concentrated on

the supernatural aspects and not on the hero and heroine who painfully

overact; in spite of these flaws, the film has undeniable powers. Murnau's
most famous work is The Last Laugh (1924) which he made with Emil fA

Jannings. The story of a hotel porter who is dropped in rank to a lava-
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tory attendant because of his age is told by means of the moving camera.

This fluid and flexible narrative device was brilliantly handled and
became highly influential to Hollywood. The Last Laugh was not the

first film to use the moving camera, but rather the first one to use it

frequently. In 1925, Murnau did Tartuffe (of which more anon) and then

Faust in 1926 which is, unfortunately, unavailable in the United States.

This immense undertaking did not meet with outstanding success in

Germany because of its superficial treatment of the story, but Paul Rotha
in his Film Till Now considers it "a consummate example of German
craftsmanship" and one of the best of the German silent pictures. (P. 280)

.

On the strength of his previous films, Murnau was hired by William Fox,

who was anxious to buy ''art," and came to Hollywood with great ambi-

tions. As Lewis Jacobs says in his Rise of the American Film, Murnau
"was one of the few in Hollywood of whom it can be said that he wanted
to do great things in films not because of fame or fortune but because

of a real personal enthusiasm for the medium." (P. 365.) Sunrise (1927),
with Janet Gaynor, was his best film and had some beautiful atmospheric

effects: the marshes with the fog over them, the moon shining dimly, and

the mournful, brooding shots of the water. But the treacle from Fox's

Satanic Mills intruded and the script was hampered by a "Vamp" and
sentimentality rather than sincerity. After The Four Devils, a saga of

circus performers, Murnau planned to do a film called Tabu in Bali but

Fox wanted a love plot grafted to it. Murnau then teamed up with Robert

Flaherty, maker of Nanook of the North and other films whose stories

were indigenous to the locale, but Flaherty, in turn, disapproved of

Murnau's Europeanized additions to life in the islands and let Murnau do

the film alone.

In Film Culture (No. 20) Robert Flaherty's son, David, says that

Murnau who had been an actor under Max Reinhardt in The Miracle.

"was a man of simple, almost monastic tastes. When I first met him, he

was still a commanding figure in Hollywood though, as I later learned, he

was a man who wanted to get away from it all. He was not taken in by

Hollywood, and he knew that Hollywood was robbing him of his touch."

(P. 14.)

This man who had directed films of the supernatural was himself

somewhat mystical. He lived alone with his servants in a castle on the

highest hills in Hollywood and was addicted to fortune tellers. Driving

to San Francisco to take a boat to New York via the Panama Canal,

says Herman G. Weinberg in "Coffee, Brandy, and Cigars (XXI)," his

superstition cost him his life. "He took a route different from the one

he planned because a fortune teller had advised it. It was a rented car.

Besides the driver and Murnau there was Ned Marin (business man-

ager for Edward Small who wTas financing the synchronization of Tabu)

in the car. It crashed and Murnau was killed, the other two escaped with-

out a scratch." So Tabu, released in 1931. was his last film.
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ANALYSIS
The films made in Germany during the twenties gained international

acclaim for their excellent camera work, subtle lighting and studio-made

sets. Their technical precision, their bizarre quality, and the seriousness

of their plots lent an air of dignity to this new medium. Intellectuals

were attracted by the variations in decor and the richness of interpretation

made possible by the frame stories which set off the essential subject as

in Cabinet of Dr. Caligari, Destiny, Waxworks, Warning Shadows and

Tartuffe.

In these films there were two major influences from traditional art,

both of which tended to dissipate the dramatic vitality inherent in the

cinema. One grew from the respect for the art of painting and stressed

pictorialism: each shot was elegantly photographed and carefully com-
posed but beautiful pictures don't make a film, as many still photograph-

ers have learned to their grief. The other influence came from the theatre

in which the emphasis fell not only upon the sets but upon the actors

who frequently dominated the screen; because they were not properly

subordinated to the overall rhythm of the film, the creative act of

editing—the essence of cinema—was subjugated to mere continuity, a

smooth linking together of various shots. As these influences from es-

tablished arts grew in importance, they began to affect the studios and
their directors.

In 1922, Murnau made Nosferatu. Although frequently careless in its

technical details ( camera work, exposure, lighting, composition and actor

direction) it had variety and pace. Much of it was shot on location,

far from the studio atmosphere. Soon, however, Murnau was -working

entirely in the UFA studios whose technical resources allowed him to

develop his tendency to see the cinema as the linking of beautiful scene

to scene. The result of this was a lack of rhythm. Even his most famous
film, The Last Laugh (1924) is not without its slow moments, but this

lack of pace did not damage its effect because of the picture's serious

theme. In Tartuffe, however, the pace is considerably slower and the

film suffers from the contrast between the style and the content. In

spite of Carl Mayer's transformation of the witty and stylized French
play into a ponderous parable, there is supposed to be some humor in

the central portion of the film. But Murnau mutes whatever comedy
Mayer allowed to remain with his heavy directorial hand. The overall

effect is one of tediousness, hardly satisfying Mr. Eliot's definition of

art as a "serious kind of amusement." Murnau transforms what should
basically be a-shot-to-be-edited into a self-existent tableau vivant, super-

ficially slick, but uncinematic. Of course he uses close, medium, and long

shots, but he fails to get any feeling of dynamic interplay. The close-

ups are isolated portraits and not part of a large, living, filmic whole.

In spite of the beauty of the individual shots, the film is visually dull.

One feels that he has taken so many pains in lighting a scene care-

fully and in setting the camera just right that he is reluctant to end it.

This is perhaps the reason for his tendency to drag the editing of each
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scene. Take, for example, the housekeeper who walks through a door-

way in the modern story. Most directors would cut as she leaves the

frame and continue the action from the other room, but Murnau holds

the shot even after she walks entirely out of the picture. This is analo-

gous to the deadening wait between the cue line and response in the

amateur performances of comedies. This failure of pace—one of the

cardinal errors in cinema—is pervasive. Even within shots there is

slowness, as in the beginning of the Tartuffe story when the wife, who
has been treated coldly, thinks that perhaps Orgon is just teasing her.

He goes into his apartment and closes the door; she walks to it, hesi-

tates, opens it and goes in. The camera waits for about a half a min-

ute and then we see her come out, crestfallen. Here at least the camera's

immobility, if somewhat tedious, does have a peculiar eloquence of its

own. Although this static suspense is not unsuccessful, in the midst of

an already slow paced film, it deadens even further any sense of dramatic

flow.

The theme of the film is the difficulty of discerning truth from
hypocrisy in a world that follows Tartuffe's philosophy, "to sin in

secret is not to sin." Because hypocrites show their real selves only

when no one is looking, the film suggests that their dishonesty and
subterfuge can only be discovered by peering through an aperture,

whether a parted curtain or a key hole. This symbolic action is em-
ployed in all the major scenes of Tartuffe. By sliding back a panel

on the door (an aperture) the grandson enters the house. Later, in his

disguise, he sees through the drapes that the housekeeper is administer-

ing a drug. The old man's struggle to get through the curtains into the

viewing room indicates on a symbolic level the difficulties of finding

a way through barriers to truth. The cinema performance, itself an

exemplum of truth, is also behind curtains. This motif is repeated in the

tea table scene when Orgon spies on Tartuffe through the drapes. Truth
is being revealed until the wily lecher finds out he's being watched.

Later, however, Orgon is able to see Tartuffe for what he is by looking

through his wife's bedroom door. At the end of the film, when the house-

keeper is thrust from the shelter of the house into the sunlight, the

children, symbolically perceptive, see her as a hypocrite and call her

"Tartuffe." In all these situations the film has physically embodied the

metaphor, "the truth beyond the veil," in its use of the curtain, the

keyhole and the house. Although this symbolism is hardly profound
or subtle, it does indicate some sophistication in the construction of

the story.

In the frame story, Murnau has depicted the characters of the house-

keeper and the old man with undeniable skill and economy. Her greed,

her slovenly habits, and her contemptuous attitude towards her employer
are rendered not by the titles but through action. Murnau's insight into

character is disturbingly accurate. When she is playing the role of the

Lady before the disguised grandson, we share her humiliation as she is

finally obliged to get up and help the old man with his coat. The grand-

father is not a representative of the dignity of old age but of its weak-
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ness, hideousness and disability. Standing in his nightgown, ringing

the bell with feeble petulance, coughing and later attempting ineffectually

to get through the curtain to see the cinema show, the old man becomes
a representative figure of the selfishness and horror of old age; he is

reminiscent of Kafka's physically and mentally revolting symbolic por-

trait of his father. In terms of the film, however, the grandfather repre-

sents the basic weakness of those who are duped by hypocrites.

Murnau is hardly as successful in his direction of Jannings. In

Moliere's comedy, Tartuffe is witty, shrewd and convincing, an excellent

"con" man who manages to gain Orgon's possessions and is only thwarted

by the king's intervention. In Jannings' portrayal, however, we have

a grotesque rather than a satiric figure. The so-closely held Bible, for

instance, becomes too exaggerated to be comic. He is a leering, belching

caricature whose vulgarity seems more appropriate on the stage of a

German beer hall than in a French drawing room. The finely steeled

contrast between the "holy" and the "real" Tartuffe of the play has

disappeared. He is so broadly obvious that an audience's sympathy for

Orgon is dissipated. Instead of being a good man duped by a master

hypocrite, as in the play, he appears foolish for being taken in by such

a boor. Certainly this is a serious and unfortunate misinterpretation.

Murnau's own predilection for the supernatural and the experience

of his earlier films influence his treatment of Tartuffe. There is a definite

air of mystery when Tartuffe opens his door, and only his hand is seen

hanging his coat on the cuckold horns of the coat rack. This is sus-

tained by later shots when he walks down the hall and descends into

darkness. The next shot, from below, sees him on the staircase in heavy
shadows—a tall, black, curiously misshapen creature, strongly reminis-

cent of the superb vampire in Nosjeratu. Tartuffe here is more than a

hypocrite; he suggests the powers of evil.

Later in the film there is an attempt to quicken the pace by treating

Tartuffe in a wholly different way. In haste to get to his assignation,

and in decided contrast to his previous snail-like progress, he runs down
the stairs three at a time and into Elmire's room. The camera pans with ')

him—one of the only movements of the camera in the whole film. The
change of style is more than welcome but it comes too late to offset the

slowness which pervades the film.

It is difficult to see why Tartuffe has maintained its reputation as a

great work. The film does have its fine moments (the tear on the pic-

ture, the walking back and forth before the tall lantern) but it is hard
to share Paul Rotha's opinion in his Film Till Now that "there was an
underlying current of humor running throughout each sequence, a humor
that was not without its dramatic moments." (P. 279).

Because Tartuffe lacks cinematic vitality and because its theme is

too patently obvious, its excellent compositions and lighting can not

redeem this polished work of a talented diretcor. Tartuffe may be valuable

for its historic significance, but it is among the less desirable of "classic"

silent films. — A. L.



METROPOLIS
(Germany, 1925-6)

Produced by UFA
Script by Thea Von Harbou
Photographed by Karl Freund, Gunther Rittau
Design by Otto Hunte, Erich Kettlehut, Karl Vollbrecht
Starring Brigitte Helm, Gustav Frolich, Rudolf Klein-Rogge
Available from Brandon Films

BACKGROUND
I For information on Fritz Lang, see the note on Siegfried)

ANALYSIS
Metropolis, made in 1926 by Fritz Lang, is perhaps the high point of

the German expressionistic film. Unfortunately, however, the film was a

year or two too early for sound, and Lang's brilliantly creative visual

imagination struggles against the innate limitations of the silent film.

For this is an ideological drama, and such drama demands dialogue, and
the achieved and realized conflict of opinion. Further, Lang is restricted

by a pretentious, not fully coherent, and rather silly plot and script by

Thea von Harbou I Lang's wife ) . The lack of sound and the script conspire

to prevent both meaningful character development and the clarification

of issues which at times promise to touch very sensitive places in modern
industrial civilization.

But the unending glory of the film is Lang's decorative, formalistic

imagination, which creates memorable and viable images of modern mass
man and the machine age. The underground workers' city is a mechanical

jungle of transformers, dynamos and gears and the ubiquitous clocks. Par-

ticularly effective is Lang's stylized handling of men in masses, not the

free and brilliant flow of bodies, feet, and heads as in Eisenstein, but the

massive, patterned, inexorable movement of groups as conceived by a

German neo-baroque imagination. The shot of the great stairway and
the workers at the dials, and the imposed vision of the great fiery mouth
of Moloch, is one of the capital images in all film. The shots of the upper

city are brilliant: a genuine architectural horror in the worst tradition

of dated German "modern"—though Lang claims he first conceived it

while viewing New York from an ocean liner. The men moving in lock

step convey one conventional aspect of the dehumanized workers' life,

and the dance of the workers hand in hand after the destruction of the

underground city unforgettably completes the picture of the shame, rage,

frustration, and humiliation of the life of men lashed to the machine.

One can hardly generate so much enthusiasm for other aspects of

the film. Brigitte Helm, as the saintly Maria, is presented wreathed in

sentimental, purse-lipped nobility, but she is at least handled with re-

straint, whereas Gustav Frolich, as the industrialist's son who is instan-

taneously converted to the workers' cause on seeing Maria, frenetically

tears his obscure passions to tatters. Often enough, too, the "business" of

the film is allowed to assume proportions beyond its inherent value: for

example, the robot woman, who is an evil version of the Pygmalion
legend and the prototype of the Frankenstein sets, is a potent symbol of
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the machine-man •which is logically the ultimate goal of the new civiliza-

tion—but there is some question as to whether Lang sees the whole sequence

as anything more than absorbing diversion. Similarly, the supposedly

diabolical dance of the evil robot—Maria, prolonged beyond all dramatic

justification, suggests corruption on the level of a girly-dance at a stag

party.

But the deeper difficulty is with the theme and plot. Presumably the

problem presented in the German Brave New World is one of social

degradation, of machines above men, of the reduction of man himself to

the status of a machine. But the religious and Messianic overtones intro-

duce^jdislurbing implications which_are never brought to the surface.

Maria, that simpering Jeanne d'Arc of the boiler room, is not only a

preacher at the altar in the catacombs: she_is herself „the Messiah. In a

passage reportedly cut in the Museum of Modern Art version, she declares

of herself: "Behold the living Christ!" This socialism cum religiosity

reaches its apotheosis in the tableau vivant of the Tower of Babel story,

where we are told that the real meaning of the parable is that the leaders

lacked social consciousness. But this religious-socialist redemption turns

out to be a flat humanitarian slogan after all: between the brain and
the hand we need a mediator—the heart. We have a further problem in the

relation of sex and religion, in particular the chaste kiss (maternal?

virginal?) which Maria permits Freder—but this we may leave to ad-

vanced students of psychology. Also, the engineer, the one sympathetic

character in the film, is given the single enigmatic line: to destroy the y
machines is toje^triiy__yourself. This may only mean that they are endan- ^F
gering their children; but~~tKe statement seems weighted more porten-

tously: is it sinister (you only have meaning in terms of the machines),

or is it a profound commentary on modern life (it is folly simply to

destroy the machines, for they can also be made to serve acceptable human
ends)? We never learn the answer, "f««»»jT»»/.

All these loose ends are supposedly drawn together into a coherent

unity by the images of the finale. We are prepared for reconciliation

earlier in the film when the false Maria says, Your mediator will never

come. That mediator, we feel, will be the true Maria. But the Messiah

turns out to be Freder, playboy turned socialist agitator, who takes his

father's hand and that of the engineer. He will be the heart mediating

between head (capitalism? management? education?) and hand (labor?

the machines? the obedient populace,). What, in terms of the unspeakable

conditions of the underworld city, can this reconciliation possibly mean?
The humble engineer, we suspect, is the symbol of the stoff of the German
people willingly submitting once again, this time to a more benevolent

despotism. But the real enigma, of course, is the position of the capitalist

father. As he stands coldly looking on at his son reaching out for the

engineer's hand, we realize that he has had no discernible change of

attitude, that he has not explicitly granted a single concession to his

degraded workers. We need not accept Siegfried Kracauer's doctrinaire

thesis I in From Caligari to Hitler, 1947) that this is proto-Nazi propa-
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ganda and that the father has emerged the clever victor; but we may
well be disturbed, in a movie allegedly treating with prophetic insight

the problem of the -worker in a dehumanized society, by an ending
drenched in cliches and sentimental piety. )

But after these political and ideological questions are long forgotten,

Metropolis will remain an absorbing example of expressionist film-making,

especially in its magnificent use of lighting and spatial effects. Most im-

portant, Lang has created perhaps the most memorable symbols yet

created in any art medium of the involvement of men and machines in

the modern world.

— David J. DeLaura

OLYMPIA (Parts I and II)
(Germany, 1936-38)

Conceived, edited by Leni Riefenstahl
Produced by Tobis Film Kunst
Available from Museum of Modern Art and Audio Film Classics

BACKGROUND
The Olympic games held in Berlin in 1936 gave Leni Riefenstahl an

opportunity to present an embodiment of the Nazi slogan "Strength,

Grace and Endurance" under the respectable auspices of the International

Olympic Committee. She attempted further to link Naziism to the glories

of classical antiquity. This aim is passionately, if somewhat incoherently,

expressed in the film's program:

"Classical Antiquity formulated the ideal of Strength, Grace, and
Endurance, which we see so magnificently preserved in the archi-

tecture and drawings of that epoch. Seldom do the stone ruins

of the Temple of Zeus tell as much of Classic Beauty as do the

statues and paintings of the Parthenon and Erekthion. Those
colonnades are the form which classic art took. Forms of gods,

busts and statues of half-gods, heroes and statues, Achilles, Paris,

Alexander the Great stand as selected pictures of the ideal mascu-

line form. There is also the female form, in the eternal mould
of Aphrodite, standing as complement to the ideals of human
beauty in this eternal struggle toward strength . . . The flame,

born of the quest, lights the torch, the eternal fire, from the an-

cient altar at Olympus, comes through seven nations to Berlin

Stadium, where in the 16 days of the Xlth Olympic Games, the

youths of 52 nations begin their competition."

Because this was to be more than merely a sports film. Miss Riefen-

stahl had the entire resources of the Nationalized German Film Industry

at her disposal. The Olympic Stadium was specifically designed for the

production. Pits for cameras were dug in the turf of the field. Micro-

phones were placed at the borders of the tracks to pick up the sound

of the runners' feet. Strapped in reclining position to the running boards

of specially equipped Mercedes automobiles, cameramen photographed
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the legs of the marathon runners. Camera coverage of the games was^

unbelievably complete. In addition to the work of her own huge crews,

Miss Riefenstahl had all of the footage shot by Tobis-Melo, UFA, Fox
and Paramount crews at her command. Over a million feet of film had
to be edited to the 21,000 feet which form the final product. The screen-

ing of the unedited footage alone took over six months. The film was
released in four languages, each version specially edited. The English

version was available for distribution for only a few months in 1940.

Because of the Second World War it was withdrawn for fifteen years.

While she was supervising Olympia, Miss Riefenstahl was editing

Triumph of the Will, a film of the 1934 Nazi Party Congress at Nurem-
burg, which is comparable to Olympia in scope and intensity. Both are

universally acknowledged to be masterpieces.

ANALYSIS OF PART I

The Festival of Peoples

The Festival of Peoples, which forms the first section of Olympia, is

87 minutes long. To sustain interest in a series of filmed track and field

contests for this duration requires intelligent craftsmanship. To build in

pitch and intensity to a grandiose spiritual climax in this duration re-

quires genius. Miss Riefenstahl establishes the mystical element which
she will build throughout the film in a dreamlike prologue showing the

lighting of the Olympic torch from a brazier in the Parthenon. The
torch is run through the wild countryside, along shores at night, until a

runner brings it through the streets of Berlin to the cheering of the

crowds and finally stands alone in a portal overlooking the vast stadium,

where in a solemn ritual he lights the flame in a huge brazier. References

to this flame throughout the film renew the classical, almost supernatural,

atmosphere the opening has established.

Shots of this flame, of the crowning of the winners with laurels, and
of the raising the flags of the victors' countries, act as climaxes for each

contest, and as bridges between the events tying them into the exalted

framework of he whole. (Unfortunately, our print, which comes from
the Museum of Modern Art Film Library, has been somewhat mutilated

in these passages.)*

The events themselves are masterfully photographed. Close-up shots

through an early telephoto lens show classic profiles, tensed muscles,

* As Mr. Donnelly indicates, the crowning of the winners between each
event which act as a transition, were apparently missing. We examined the
print that we obtained from the Museum of Modern Art and found that

indeed there were splices made in the very places where some members
had remembered additional footage. The Editor wrote to the Museum on
Jan. 11, 1960, on Jan. 24, 1960, and again on March 15. Finally, on March 23,

we were informed that the Museum does not cut its prints. We were, of

course, pleased to hear of the Museum's policy but unfortunately their

answer did not solve the problem: was there footage missing? and would it

be replaced? and, if possible, who had mutilated the print? These questions
remain unanswered. For further information on Olympia, see the footnote
to the note on Siegfried. (Ed.)
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faces in entranced concentration. Slow motion and excellent camera
placement catch the hidden beauty of such events as the broad jump
and the hop, step and jump.

The most important job, however, was the editing of the film. When
Miss Riefenstahl cuts from the event to the spectators, it is never merely

to relieve visual monotony. The shots are of seriously involved country-

men of the contestants, and we are reminded of the patriotic importance

of the events taking place. If a cut is made from a tense moment in an

event, we can tell by the movement of the eyes and the expression of the

spectator what is happening. These transitions are so deftly made that

they are almost unnoticeable. The real intensification in mood which

takes place throughout the film is also the result of editing. Although the

apparent structure is chronological, the most important development

taking place in the film is one of pace and visual composition. Composi-
tions become more dramatic, shots of spectators under the floodlights

show violent response in crowded area, the cheering of the crowd becomes
more partisan, the silence before each jump more .excruciating. In the

last event the action is lengthened by shots of the rapt athletes before the

jump, cuts to spectators fervently following the action and shots of the

board on which the heights are posted. Then the smooth grace of the

pole vaulters flying to impossible heights in slow motion incorporates the

classical superhuman element of the transitional sequences into a mag-
nificent climax.

Instead of being content with this beautiful night sequence as a closing

scene, Miss Riefenstahl leaps up into a sublime coda in which she follows

the columns of a score of searchlight beams around the stadium up into

a center of tremendous brilliance in the night sky over Berlin. While this

conclusion is not as effective as the prologue, the film itself as reporting,

as a work of visual beauty, and as a developing and intensifying struc-

ture, even as an expression of a personal creed, is immensely successful.

ANALYSIS OF PART II

The Festival of Beauty

Part I of Olympia centered on games held within the stadium, Part II

records the games held outside it. (The program note furnished at the

beginning of the print owned by the Museum of Modern Art refers to

Part I and, except for the apology for its damaged portions, is totally

irrelevant to the part of the film which it precedes). Part II differs mark-
edly in approach from Part I. Part I, titled Festival of Peoples, was
structured by a grandiose prologue and references by imagery to classic

antiquity. Nationalistic feeling and individual rivalry were its basic

thematic material, and these themes demanded a documentary format in

which the narrator was essential. In Part II, the Festival of Beauty, Miss
Riefenstahl is freer, less reportorial, and more visual in her approach.
She starts in nature and in a triumphant wordless prologue lasting nearly

half an hour moves from pond and branch to the human form in move-
ment and finally to a ravishing montage of diving in a magnificently
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paced unbroken crescendo which is undoubtedly one of the pinnacles

of film art.

In place of the classicist column, brazier, and laurel of Part I, cloud,

tree, and pond form the underlying landmarks of Part II. Shooting the

acrobatic events, which took place within the stadium, Riefenstahl used

low placed cameras giving her athletes a background of clouds and

trees (which almost seem to have sprung up around the stadium since

Part I), not of the cheering crowd and the omnipresent scoreboard of

the Festival of Peoples.

Essentially, however, her editing technique is the same. She starts

a class of events in virtual repose, and builds in pace and vigor of imagery
from event to event until she reaches a spectacular climax. Thus the

viewer catching his first glimpse of a long shot of a mass of small sail-

boats flitting before a fitful breeze anticipates veering yachts, spinnakers

abloom, turbulent wakes, and straining sailors hanging horizontal over

the water. Often a section will end with a montage—in this part the win-

ners were superimposed against their background, in the first part they

were incorporated into their flags or the columns and braziers of the

stadium.

Frequently in this part Riefenstahl abandons all attempts at documenta-

tion in favor of visual excitement. She makes no real attempt to record the

exact course of the second boat racing event, for instance. At other points,

in the shell races, for example, where she shares with us the view of the

coxswain which one of the members of the crew might have, our interest

in the progress of the event is subordinated to our interest in the state

of mind and body of the athletes, so that we remember not the tension

of the race or the joy of the winners, but the wilted forms of the exhausted

crew members slumped motionless as the shells glide silently past the

camera.

At times this attempt at gaining subjective participation by the viewer

at the expense of the actual continuity of the game fails: the soccer match
is fragmented and disjointed. At other times it heightens the film to an
heroic pitch: as we follow Son to the gruelling climax of the marathon
in a group of what seem to be impossible shots, finally sharing with him
his view of his own running feet, and then wait at the finish to watch
runner after runner collapse.

Olympia has a temporal mode unlike that of most other films. Our
consciousness is so overwhelmed by its length and scope that it becomes
to us less an artful contrivance than an experience of existence, a Dosto-

yevsky novel among O'Henry's short stories, inducing in the viewer a

state which has been described as trancelike. Riefenstahl can stop at a

point and search it with what would in any other context seem outrageous
persistence. We wait with docile complicity as horse after horse fails to

cross a difficult barrier, or flounders in a pond, dumping lieutenant after

lieutenant, and are rewarded in due time with the study of the proud
impassive faces of these same officers in a pistol shoot.
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Even as we are consciously aware of the visual beauty of each shot,

as we are impressed, let us say, by the ingenuity of camera placement for

the bicycle races which catches the sunlight in a mesh of leaves at the

roadside or the fantastic explosion of our point of view when we realize

we are watching not just a few girls moving doing calisthenics, but a seg-

ment of a group of thousands moving in unison, we are being swept

along in a relentless procession of images, and it is in the control of this

world, in the pacing of this new reality that Riefenstahl's genius lies.

The final, staged, pageant of flags which ends the film, despite the

ingeunity of its editing, is a rather unsatisfactory conclusion by modern
standards. It does not, as one feels it was intended to do, sweep up the

existence into which we have been led in a mystical apotheosis, but

stands instead in sorry contrast to the magnificent prologue. Despite its

more visual approach The Festival of Beauty is the less successful film

because it lacks the strong competitive story line which sustained the

Festival of Peoples.

— Bill Donnelly
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STRIKE
(U.S.S.R.. 1924)

Directed by S. M. Eisenstein
Produced by Goskino
Script by Valeri Pletnyov
Photographed by Eduard Tisse
Available from Museum of Modern Art and Brandon Films

BACKGROUND
Strike was the first film of Sergei Eisenstein, who later directed Potem-

kin (1925), October {Ten Days That Shook the World) (1928), The Old
and New (1929), Alexander Nevsky (1938), and Ivan the Terrible (1940-

1944).

"Strike was to be unlike any film the Russians (or anyone else in the

world) had seen before. It was to cut across the two developing lines

of the Soviet Cinema—the newsreels, exemplified by Dziga Vertov's Kino
Pravda and the story film of which Lev Kuleshov was the theorist and
Pudovkin the most talented pupil. Eisenstein considered both tendencies

crude, primitive, and beneath contempt."

Eisenstein wanted to bring collective and mass action onto the screen

in contrast to individualism and the triangle drama of the bourgeois

cinema. Upon the completion of Strike, which was intended as the first

of a series of films on the history of the working-class struggle towards
revolution in Russia, Eisenstein was disgusted by his "failure." He thought

. . . that the whole film "floundered about in a floasam of rank theatrical-

ity." Then years later, he labelled Strike as an example of "the infantile

malady of leftism."

Drawing upon his knowledge of the Commedia dell'Arte types, Eisen-

stein made his major characters immediately recognizable to an audience.

What an unkind critic would call exaggeration Eisenstein would see

as a dramatic distillation of the many traits and pecularities of a "type"

of person focused sharply in one representative face. He did not want to

waste time building a character but wanted it to communicate readily

as in a cartoon so that he could concentrate on other aspects—on the

formal aspects of cinema—which had always lain neglected. Before one

should criticise him for exaggeration it would be well to understand

his aims.

Strike "was ranked a great success in Paris. Startling, extraordinary,

it won a prize at the Exposition des Arts Decoratifs in 1925. Germany
showed it publicly and people in Europe began to wait for the next

film of Sergei Eisenstein, the revolutionary voice of Soviet Russia."
(Quotations from Marie Seton's Sergei Eisenstein, pp. 67, 68, 70, 72.)

ANALYSIS
Eisenstein is an intensive director; he takes a brief instance and ex-

pands it dramatically by adroitly placing the camera, by swiftly intercutting
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a variety of shots, and by crisp movement of his actors. Shot follows

shot in quick succession; the camera is constantly changing, taking new
images, rearranging reality. This nervous, dynamic quality made its

appearance for the first time in the cinema in 1924 in Strike.

Eisenstein is, in short, the master of the episode and no one can equal

the ruthless dynamic surge of images. But because of his ability to expand
what other directors would consider a minor point, Eisenstein's films tend

to break down into a number of self-contained movements (as in music)

in which each section establishes its own mood. However, not always do
they flow into each other easily. Each is so self-contained that the film

tends to be more a series of episodes than one large dramatic fabric.

Strike, for instance, easily breaks down into these rather separate sec-

tions: (1) the factory & Bolshevik agitation, (2) hanged worker & begin-

ning of strike, (3) first hopeful days of the strike, scenes in woods, (4)

workers unhappy, capital exerts pressure, (5) King of Hoboes, (6) fire-

hoses, ( 7 ) the tenements and the slaughter. Because these sections are

too intensively handled, they frequently do not intermesh to give the

right dramatic sense of proportion. Thus a minor episode consumes many
minutes while the links that hold the "plot" together are slighted.

This tendency to be intensive and to be episodic can become a serious

fault if the story line of the film is weak. Strike is concerned with broad

issues—capital vs. labor—but by dealing with these broader concepts

there is a loss of the personal touch. It becomes difficult for an audience

to have sympathy with a whole mass of striking men. The wish to identi-

fy with one of the thousands is frustrated by Eisenstein's ruthless supres-

sion of the individual. To struggle with the personal drama of just one

or two actors makes him impatient, so he neglects to follow a "hero"

and prefers instead, to see hundreds of people running from one place to

another. To manipulate shots of fleeing people, to direct the paths of

each of the many runners, and to cross-cut these scenes with other action

gives him the opportunity to reveal the potentialities of the film form.

But the effect of the rushing crowds quickly wears off, no matter how-

brilliant the direction, and soon we feel that we are seeing just mechanical
action. The people become mechanism, just as the factory is wheels and
gears, and the film becomes more clinical than dramatic. It was later,

in the Odessa Steps Sequence, that he intercut the crowds with enough
close-up action to focus the emotions to concrete details in which the

predicament of one woman and the fall of a baby carriage personalize

the amorphous people.

Although Eisenstein's nervous, dynamic style can enhance, it cannot
lend meaning to a scene which is relatively void of content. Thus he
sometimes falls into the trap of sheer technique. In the water-hose sec-

tion, for instance, the brilliant manipulation of the shots, the remarkable
angles, the intense composition—all these dynamic qualities—can not
hide the fact that the point of the scene has been blunted by too much
repetition. The content does not merit the brilliant style lavished upon it.
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But in his treatment of the capitalists we can see the advantages of the

intensive method. The four men comfortably sit in a large room bordered

by palatial columns. The meaning of the scene is built by Eisenstein's

rendering of small portions of reality; thus the cigar smoke, the liquor

table, the drinking, the brilliant detail of the slice of lemon that falls

on the shoe. All these little "touches" make dramatically valid the contrast

between the life of the rich and the simple workers who meet in the

woods. The indifference of the capitalists, their sublime inaction and
unconcern and love of comfort is not shown by extravagant mugging and
blatant titles but by the observing camera. But this scene, which many
directors could handle, is in fact similar to Pudovkin's methods. Perhaps
this is the reason for Eisenstein's dislike of his first effort. There was
still too much of an air of theatricalism about the scene and not enough
of dynamic cinema. Only at the end of this section is there a hint of the

Eisenstein "epic" method which developed in subsequent films. Here,

in incipient form can be seen the great use he was later to make of

metaphorical cutting. The juicer which crushes the fruit is an embodi-
ment of the inexorable force the capitalists will exert over the strikers;

this force is given concretion in the actual setting by the intercutting of

the chargings of the policeman's horses.

However, these two actions are not quite parallel, for the comparison

of the juicer to the horses is perhaps dramatically more reductive than

enlarging. Four years later in October we can see the better treatment

of a somewhat similar idea. Kerensky, likened to a dictator, has been

compared to a bust of Napoleon. When the opposing army of General

Kornilov ruins Kerensky's plans of power, Eisenstein makes the action

dynamic. As a tractor lunges high into the frame, the plaster-of-Paris

bust of Napoleon is smashed. This is an imaginative metaphor; it tri-

umphs over space and logic to become dynamic and dramatically valid.

The fact that Dictatorship will be broken by the force of the people has

been made cinematic.

Still, we can forgive Strike its deficiencies when we realize how
cinematically revolutionary it must have been to audiences in 1924.

Never before was there such swift cutting, such brilliant manipulation

of crowds, and such a dynamic tone. In a sense his film was a continua-

tion of German expressionism. But rather than using painted sets to show
the emotions or predicaments of his characters, Eisenstein went out-of-

doors and used natural objects such as iron wheels, ropes, water, and
machinery. When the strikers plan their action, we see them among
piles of wheels or hovering around an anchor in the water. The "Owl,"
like a beast of prey, listens among the tangled ropes at the striker's plans.

Thus we can conclude that Eisenstein has focused so carefully on aspects

of reality that the natural object becomes a means by which he can

reflect the mental state.

In experimental form this interest sometimes outweighs his obligations

to the drama. For instance, when the strikers are spied upon by a gov-

ernment agent there is only a half-hearted attempt to build suspense in
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a chase sequence. Eisenstein is not interested in the pursuit nor in the

effect of the spy's action upon the workers, but he is fascinated by the

CONCEPT of watching. Thus the motif of the eye is repeated throughout

the scene: The spy stands in a doorway under an optometrist's sign of a

pair of glasses; there are the reiterated shapes of the eyeball in the reflec-

tions in the round globe and in the close-ups of the spy's eye itself. Many
directors could stir an audience's sympathy and point up the unfairness

of the government more successfully, but few would have even thought

of the eye motif. It is in the fertility of the imagination rather than in the

careful working-out of the story that Strike is important.

Unfortunately it is difficult to judge the conclusion of the film, the

climactic slaughter, because the print is not complete. As Ivor Montagu
says in an excellent article in Sight and Sound (Autumn, 1956) the print

of Strike is "defective only in that it has been topped and tailed. The
front lacks the credit titles; the end finishes abruptly and enigmatically

with two eyes, possibly of watching humanity, but certainly too short

in length." (p. 108.)

The print available from the Museum of Modern Art (and from Bran-

don as well, no doubt) has been neatly titled and effectively concluded.

But the last shot of the two eyes (which is reproduced in the above men-
tioned Sight and Sound article) is no longer in this print and the film

ends with a long shot of the dead crowd. One wonders exactly how
much of the end of the print has been lost. A shot breakdown, made
by Alexander Belenson in Cinema Today in 1925 (and reprinted in The
Film Sense), should easily solve the problem. But this breakdown sub-

stantially disagrees with the editing in this print to such an extent

that Belenson must have his shot breakdown from memory and not from
the actual footage. He says however that close-up of the glazed eye of a

bull ends the film. This is much too effective a shot to attribute solely to

Belenson's imaginative memory and so we could assume that the eye of the

bull was in the original print. But we must be careful in this supposition

because the National Archive print, as Montagu says, originally ended
with a short close-up of a pair of human eyes. Since Belenson doesn't

mention this shot, perhaps this is the one which his memory tricked him
into calling a bull's eye. For the do-it-yourself-detective I offer Belen-

son's shot breakdown and an accurate one I made on the editing table.

BELENSON'S SHOT BREAKDOWN 7. The shuddering body of the bull

1. The head of a bull jerks out of (head outside frame) rolls over,
shot, beyond the upper frame- 8. C.U. Legs of the bull jerks oon-
line, avoiding aimed butcher's vulsively. The hooves beat in a

knife. pool of blood.
2. C.U. The hand holding the knife 9. C.U. The bolts of a rifle,

strikes sharply beyond the lower 10. The bull's head is fastened with
frame line. a rope to a bench.

3. L.S. 1,500 persons roll down a 11. 1,000 persons rush past the cam-
slope—in profile. era.

4. 50 persons raise themselves from 12. From behind bushes, a chain of
ground, arms outstretched. soldiers appears.

5. Face of a soldier taking aim. 13. C.U. The bull's head dies under
6. M.S. A volley of gun-fire. unseen blows (the eyes glaze x
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14. L.S A volley seen from behind
the soldiers' backs.

15. M.S. The bull's legs are bound
together, in preparation for the
slicing of meat.

16. C.U. People roll over a cliff.

17. The bull's throat is slit— the
blood gushes out.

18. M.C.U. People lift themselves in-

to the frame, arms outstretched.

19. The butcher moves past the cam-
era (panning) swinging his
bloody rope.

20. A crowd runs into a fence,

breaks through it, and hides be-
hind it (two or three shots)

21. Arms fall into the frame.

22. The head of the bull is severed
from trunk.

23. A volley.

24. The crowd rolls down slope, in-

to water.

25. A volley.

26. C.U. The bullets seen leaving
gun-barrels.

27. Soldiers' feet walk away from
camera.

28. Blood floats on water, discolor-
ing it.

29. C.U. Blood gushes from the slit

in throat of the bull.

30. Blood poured from basin (held
by hands) into a pail.

31. Dissolves from a truck loaded
with pails of blood—to passing
truck of scrap-iron.

32. The bull's tongue is pulled
through the slit throat (to pre-
vent the convulsions from dam-
aging the teeth).

33. The soldiers' feet walk away
from the camera (seen at a

further distance than previous-
ly).

34. The bull's skin is stripped off.

35. 1,500 bodies at the foot of the
cliff.

36. Two skinned bulls' heads.

37. A hand lying in a pool of blood.

38. C.U. Filling the entire screen:
the eye of the dead bull.

39. (title) THE END.

NATIONAL ARCHIVE PRINT
1. C.U. of arm as blade moves

down.

2. C.U. of bull's head.

3. M.S. of entire bull lying on
ground.

4. Silhouetted hands and forearms
of people.

5. Butcher walks by with rope.

6. Repeat of shot 4.

7. L.S. of soldiers moving right.

8. Hand cuts throat of bull.

9. L.S. Soldiers shooting.

10. C.U. Blood pours out of bull.

11. Bull's head upside down, knife
cuts.

12. Soldiers moving right.

13. L.S. Soldiers moving right.

14. People rush over a fence run-
ning to right.

15. People running to right.

16. People running to left.

17. Soldiers aiming and shooting
guns, moving left.

18. Repeat of shot 16.

19. Soldiers moving towards right.

20. Similar locale of shots 16 & 18,

of soldiers.

21. People rush down hill, to right.

22. Shot of bull, knife at neck.

23. Entire bull seen, legs moving.

24. C.U. knife in throat, rushing
blood.

25. L.S. of people lying dead (Dis-

solves to:)

26. Legs of soldiers walking towards
left.

27. Repeat of shot 25, camera pans
left, fade out.

28. THE END.
[Original Archive print had four
frame shot of pair of human
eyes.]

If the eye of the bull does end
the film, it reiterates the idea of

the circle which is one of the major
images of Slrike: the wheel of the
factory, the eye of the pursuer, the
enclosing circle of the mask or iris,

and finally the eye of the bull. In
each, the circle predominates.

— A. L.



OCTOBER (Ten Days That Shook the World

)

(U.S.S.R.. 1927-28)

Directed by S. Eisenstein and G. Alexandrov
Produced by Sovkino
Photographed by Eduard Tisse
Starring N. Popov as Kerensky
Available from Museum of Modern Art

BACKGROUND
Sergei Mikailovich Eisenstein, born in 1898, became the foremost

director of the Soviet Cinema. He completely revolutionized film making
with Strike (1924) and Potemkin (1925). In 1927, he was asked to make
a film commemorating the 1917 revolution. That film was October.

Because of its complexity, it was not as appreciated as Potemkin, but

it does show further artistic development.

The American prints of October, called by the more dynamic title,

Ten Days That Shook the World, were unfortunately severely cut by
about one-third. Since 1928, this mutilated version,- from which many of

the central parts were removed, has been the only print available in the

United States, to the best of our knowledge. In the Fall of 1959, the

members of the Wisconsin Film Society contributed enough money to

purchase a complete print which was donated to the Museum of Mod-
ern Art Film Library in New York, where it can now be obtained.

ANALYSIS
In order to understand Eisenstein's procedures in October, it will be

necessary to examine some of his artistic theories. Basic to his method
was the individual shot—an entity spliced between others of equal worth

—

which has these three important qualities:

Narrative—the subject of the shot: the factual or literal content

Formal—the length of the shot; the placement in the edited whole
Emotional—the "feeling" one gets from looking at the shot, based not

only on subject matter but also on lighting, texture, angle, etc.

To Eisenstein, a film was more than just scenes which were linked to

match action and to tell a story. What was process (the mechanical join-

ing of shot to shot) became subject to Eisenstein. By careful manipula-

tion of shots, he transcended the film's usual prosaic and direct state-

ments in such a way as to achieve a richer means of expression, akin

in its clashes of ideas and suggestive overtones to some kinds of poetry.

He increased the vocabulary of the cinema by making ingenious use

of rhythm, space, and time. Juxtaposition was raised from an occa-

sional trick to an essential aspect of the art, and editing, which had been

mere device, a means, became matter itself.

The process by which disparate shots are edited into a whole is called

"montage", literally "to mount" pieces together. Eisenstein's procedure

was governed by his knowledge of the Chinese Ideogram, which is a

combination of individual concrete symbols. "To weep", for instance,

is conveyed by the joining of the symbol for eye with the symbol for
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water. He took his process, by which two relatively meaningless things

are united to form an idea, and propounded the famous theory: A -f- B
= C. That is, from the mating of two shots (A & B) which mean little in

themselves, he was able to present a new concept (C). In film, this new
idea (C)—which was the result of a juxtaposition of images—conveyed
both meaning (frequently metaphorical) and emotion (gained from Time,
the one quality the Chinese characters did not have). This manipulation

of the content and length of shots extended the language of cinema. But
to control this language properly, it was necessary for the director to

do his own editing, for the placement of the individual shots now became
the most creative aspect of the film.

This rather mathematical-sounding formula of A -j- B = C is actually

nothing new to film. When a mother-in-law is chattering endlessly, a

director may cut to some chickens clucking busily in the yard. Eisen-

stein himself uses the formula in a conventional way when he cuts from
Kerensky to a stableman to a close-up of the derriere of a horse. The
audience puts these images together and gets the "idea" (C). When a

director does this, he is of course embuing the camera with a person-

ality; it is no longer seemingly objective, a mechanical recorder of images,

but a commentator on mother-in-law's verbosity and Kerensky's political

skill. Occasionally such asides appear in films, but they are usually

only humorous interludes.

Eisenstein did not relegate this method to a few subsidiary comical

moments. He made it the substance of the film. His main concern was
not the plot but rather the ironic, satiric, and philosophical asides. The
narrative became a mere framework. The film was no longer a dramatic

vehicle but rather a dynamic interplay between objective reality and
the director's personality. When the means of communication shifted from
logic (cause and effect) to allusion (association of ideas), the process

of the creator's mind became vitally important. This raised problems of

audience understanding which prevented the Intellectual Cinema (as Eisen-

stein termed it) from developing further.

In the first part of October, for instance, Kerensky walks up a stair-

case in the palace, sits down, muses on the crown, and lies on_his couch. 7

This is the "pure" story, yet Eisenstein takes 263 shots to relate these

few incidents. These additional shots are not "narrative" but rather com-
ment. We see Kerensky, then we see a bust of Napoleon. Such an asso-

ciation of ideas is not bound by real time and real place. Thus it is not

only possible but indeed perfectly consistent (within the premises of the

film) that a tractor rising into the frame miles away can break a plaster-

of-Paris image of Napoleon in the palace. Here—without punning—is an
actual collision of ideas.

Eisenstein's editing differs from that of his cinematic confreres in

another important aspect. The tendency of most directors is not to call

attention to the medium itself. Shots are spliced together as smoothly
and unobtrusively as possible. In order to reduce the number of cuts, the

camera is set "amoving" and roams around the set in shots that last
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for many minutes. These methods, however, are diametrically opposed to

those of Eisenstein. He did not wish to hide the "joins" but to point

them out. He wanted each shot to COLLIDE, not to blend. He attempted

to preserve the "integrity'' of the individual shot, to call attention to its

lone sacredness. He did not want his audience to ignore the film form,

nor did he want his viewers to sit lethargically and absorb like a roomful
of blotters. He wanted them to react violently to the action on the screen

for, to Eisenstein, film was the clash of ideas.

The perplexity which many audiences feel with Eisenstein's method
is not wholly his fault. The success of allusive explication depends upon
the audience's knowledge and intelligence. We in the U.S.A. must remem-
ber that the film was made primarily for domestic consumption only ten

years after the Revolution; thus the director assumed familiarity with

the events depicted. Also, he was forced by the Russian rewriters of

history to recut the film—after it was completed—in order to remove the

emphasis on Trotsky who had fallen out of favor. These factors have not

been kept in mind by the superficial critics who condemn before attempt-

ing to understand what Intellectual Cinema really is. Certainly it is no
fault of Eisenstein's method that we are not Russians of 1928.

Still, Eisenstein does not make it easy for his audience. He dis-

dained the usual "story" film which almost anyone with any talent can

do. His great contribution to film aesthetics lay in his WAY OF SEE-
ING; it is his style which is important. Its crispness, clarity, and virility

are appropriate to the dynamic subject matter. Besides his personal

predilection for "epic" themes which transcend the problems of people

(he found their crises either irrelevant to the historical scheme or loo

domestically vulgar), he perhaps did not concentrate on individuals be-

cause this center of interest would limit him to "continuity editing",

that is, he would be forced to link the shots of the central character in

the usual manner. But this is only partially true. Kerensky in October^ as_

well as Marfa in The Old and New (1929), are still handled in the

collision and conflict method, even when we are following their actions.

The rigors of this method allow the character to be seen only through

the virile eyes of the director. (Note the camera's "introduction" to

Kerensky in the Czar's palace when he signs the order reviving the death

penalty: M.S. Long long shot, L.S., M.S., C.M.S.. C.U.) Eisenstein stands

just outside the line of the camera and prevents the audience from be-

coming too intimate with the screen character; the actor is refracted

through the personality of the director which is revealed by the camera
placement, the lighting, the movement, and the editing. Thus we never

see Kerensky as a person in October, but merely as a figure that goes

through different actions so that Eisenstein can reveal his own ideas.

It is not personal intimacy but IDEA that is communicated. This central

character is used more as a cipher, as a portion of an ideogram, than

as a real "human" person.

It is no wonder that Eisenstein is not too popular with critics who
see cinema more as "human document" than as an art form. He was ruth-
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less in his suppression of human interest and frequently removed people

entirely from the screen to work with concepts; he did not sugar-coat

his message nor did he let people wallow on the screen because they were

"people".

Perhaps the most classic example of Intellectual Cinema (omitted

in the Ten Days prints), is the scene in which Eisenstein explains the

"God" for whom the counter-revolutionaries are fighting. The idea of

God, represented by a beautiful Baroque statue of Christ, is reduced

by cross-cutting other statues and idols until the scene is concluded with

a perfectly contained and dull egg-shaped mask of Uzume, Goddess of

Mirth!

Eisenstein's camera does not, however, concentrate wholly on abstruse

speculation. When the bridges are opened, in the most famous scene in

the film, we go from objective to subjective time. Where a lesser direc-

tor would have used two or three shots, Eisenstein increases the tension

of the bridge-raising, reforces its symbolic meaning, and recreates a

scene of monumental force by intercutting over forty highly selected

shots which are carefully calculated to "focus" the audience's emotions

(the girl; the horse; the dead revolutionary in the water). He sustains

the superb drama of this scene by a careful manipulation of rhythm. Each
shot increases meaning and tension.

Eisenstein's interest in pure form and rhythmic cutting can be seen

in the Cossack Dance sequence. He has captured the swift action, the

jumps, the smiles, the quick turns—the very spirit of the dance. Having
at his disposal the film of a number of cameras, he is able to present the

dancer from a variety of angles. As the pace of the dance increases, the

editing becomes more rapid. Each shot is trimmed to its shortest expres-

sive length. Some, only five or six frames in length, appear again and
again. As the dance approaches its climax, the cutting becomes more
agitated: four frames, three frames, two frames, one frame! (Silent speed

is, of course, approximately sixteen frames per second). Here he tried

to reflect the rhythm of the dance. His attempt, however hard on the eyes,

is certainly a daring one and perhaps the cinema's most appropriate inter-

pretation of dancing.

There is another memorable scene in which Eisenstein attempts to

create a cinematic metaphor. When the machine gun shoots at the crowd,

he tries to capture in FORM the action depicted. The poet can shape his

words: "The rifle's rapid rattle." Eisenstein achieves a similar effect by
cross-cutting a series of shots two frames long of the gun muzzle and
the gunner himself. The subsequent clatter is a brilliant reproduction

of the actual event.

Eisenstein uncompromisingly omitted any "personality" interest in

October. His hero is the crowd—the people—not merely a familiar face.

Some will condemn this "cult of IMpersonality." At times the audience

will be hard pressed to differentiate between the opposing forces because

of Eisenstein's too vigorous suppression of identifiable individuals. But

it must be said that he did not choose any facile or conventional means
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to express his subject. He maintained the integrity of the film against

all odds. October is one of the milestones of cinematic experiment. Com-
plex, multi-layered, courageous in its austerity, profound in its concepts,

unwavering in its aims, it deserves the same careful attention given to

serious works in other fields of expression.
* -::• « a -::•

A BRIEF COMPARISON OF "STRIKE". "POTEMKIN" AND "OCTOBER"
In Eisenstein's three revolutionary films (Strike, Potemkin, and

October) there is a distinct growth in his ability to handle a scene

which is both moving and monumental. His use of certain elements to

focus the emotions of an audience improved with each film. In Strike,

there is just the parallel cutting between the slaughter of a bull and the

slaughter of the people. Each happening is physically unrelated and ex-

cept for the idea of slaughter, not ideationally united. The bull is much
too simply a symbol, an unintegrated reference. The murder of the

crowd in Strike is more a statistic than a tragic, slaughter because of

the lack of human interest; the audience identifies with no one.

In the Odessa Steps sequence of Potemkin, Eisenstein makes the im-

pact more powerful by cross-cutting minute elements (close-up material)

which dramatically represent the whole. But the murdered mother and
the baby-carriage do more than make personal the event. They are inte-

grated actions and not just clever symbols. Eisenstein has shrewdly

focused our emotions not by the artificial intrusion of the bull but by

the entirely believable and realistic suspenseful fall of a baby-carriage

which typifies the soldiers' brutality and the wanton slaughter of the

crowd. These shots, however, although more powerful than those of the

bridge sequence in October, are not as carefully inserted and the direc-

tion is not as painstakingly prepared. In the bridge sequence there are

shots of the machine gun firing, a revolutionary being killed by blows

of women's umbrellas, a horse slain, and a girl (analogous to the mur-
dered mother of Potemkin) lying at the junction of the halves of the

bridge. These specific shots become symbolically representative of the

slaughter and they proceed psychologically in this fashion: The concept

of the murdered crowd is typified by the "close-up" details of the dead

revolutionary, then by the girl, and finally by the hanging horse. In short,

the horse grows symbolically until it represents in one body the entire

slaughter. Later in the sequence, the symbolic power of the horse is rein-

forced by a return to the revolutionary's body, an action which is linked

by the element of water into which the communist pamphlets are thrown.

Thus the revolutionary, the horse, the banners, and the pamphlets — in

short, the people—have been stopped by the inhuman government.

In each of the three films there is a downward element that achieves

suspense and focuses the attention of an audience. In Strike it is the

crowd that falls and is killed. In Potemkin it is the baby carriage and in

October the horse. In terms of synecdoche, a part for the whole, there is

a distinct growth between the statistical crowd of Strike and the "close-

up" elements of the later films. But there is also a difference—although
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not quite as distinct—between Potemkin and October. Eipm a cinematic

point of view (that is, by the manipulation of shots and the careful

calculation from shot to s-hot) the bridge sequence is better handled than

the Odessa Steps. The concept of authoritarianism represented by the regu-

lar marching of the soldiers in the one, has been rendered more tellingly

in the slow, ponderous raising of the bridges, whose inhumanity and

mechanism become a gigantic metaphor, one which is majestic and
as heroic as the revolution itself. This epic scene is watched only by the

impassive Egyptian statue that agelessly broods over the corpses strewn

on the bridge below. This scene may lack a bit of the "human"' touch

of the Odessa Steps, but this event of October has been raised from
good guys - bad guys to the epic level of vast bridges, the hanging horse,

and the eternal stream below sentinelled only by the Egyptian statue. It

is more abstract, perhaps less "moving," but cinematically superb; it is

one of the glories of the silent screen.

— A. L.

THE OLD AND NEW
\ (mistitled The General Line)

U.S.S.R. (1929)

Directed and written by S. Eisenstein & G. Alexandrov
Produced by Sovkino
Photographed by Eduard Tisse
Starring Maria Lapkina
Available from Brandon Films

BACKGROUND
(For biographical information on Eisenstein, see the note on strike.)

Eisenstein's next assignment, after Potemkin, was The General Line,

which was to deal with the collectivization of farms. But its production

was soon halted when he was told to do a film commemorating the tenth

anniversary of the revolution. After October was completed in 1928, he
found that conditions had so seriously changed in the collectivization

program that his half-finished The General Line had to be completely

rewritten and rephotographed. The new film employed a more concen-

trated personal story than the earlier version. Although the title for

the uncompleted film was unaccountably used in England, it *was released

in Russia in September, 1929 as The Old and New and in the United States

in May, 1930, as The Old and New, or, The Struggle of the Soil. It was
his last film until Alexander Nevsky, eight years later in 1937.

ANALYSIS
It was Eisenstein's intention to make a film which would extoll the

virtues of collective farming. Marfa, his central character, is a young
woman who represents the rational, collectivised •way of improving the

condition of the peasant. As the opening shots in the hut suggest, the old

way of life was a hell, economically doomed in its inefficient division

of houses and fields. Only a revolution of attitude and method can coun-
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teract the misery engendered by encrusted tradition. This idea of change,

embodied in the first shot of the film when the land, which lies in shadow,
suddenly comes out from beneath the clouds, is metaphorically represented

by the title; the Old was shadow and darkness (typifying ignorance and
unbrotherly division) and the New is sunshine and light (collectivization).

Eisenstein contrasts the misery of the poor with the indolence of the

rich when Marfa goes to beg at the vulgarly decorated house of the

Kulack. As she walks in the yard, well-fed animals in the foreground
stand idle while poverty-stricken human beings back on the farm are

forced to harness themselves to sow their crops. Given no aid, Marfa de-

jectedly returns home past pastures full of dandelions to her fenced fields,

bereft of growth. Her cry, "No longer can we thus live," is answered by
her own efforts and those of the local agricultural agent to form a collective.

Eisenstein is not just a talented craftsman like so many other direc-

tors: he has his own vision of the world and his own particular method

—

one which is stylized (exaggerated if you will), but powerful and, in the

best sense of the word, "classical". This style, however brilliant and ap-

propriate to his earlier films, does not do the theme in Old and New
justice. Henry James' highly involved, rich prose would be disastrous to

the theme of Grapes of Wrath, and one would call Steinbeck's prose more
than inadequate to Wings oj the Dove. Each has his own method, be it

in prose, personal vision, or attitude.

Although Eisenstein's style is "epic" -— brave, taunt, masculine, and
formal—it lacks the warmth to make Marfa's plight moving and she re-

mains more of an abstraction than a human being. This is not to say

that, as a result, The Old and New is a bad film. To the contrary, it is

certainly among the better Russian films, but it is not as good as Eisen-

stein's previous work. This lack of greatness comes not from a weak-

ening of his creative abilities, but from a misapplication of his methods
to material for which—let us be frank—they are not suited. Obviously not

overjoyed with life-with-a-tractor, his inventive mind, straying from his

theme, imposed technical procedures in cutting, composition, and light-

ing which were excellent in themselves but essentially inappropriate. Al-

though the film is not a failure, the theme is weakened by the treatment

and the treatment by the theme.

Eisenstein's method is basically intensive; that is, he takes a few minor
situations (while arbitrarily ignoring others) and expands them by in-

volved cutting into major dramatic episodes as in the sawing, the girl's

begging, the plowing, the cream-separator, the reaping, and the religious

procession. The main point of each could have been communicated by

one or two shots and an explanatory title, but Eisenstein is interested in

breaking down a scene into its component units. These sections, which

have been formally organized and microscopically decomposed into a

number of highly selective shots, do not flow easily into other scenes. In

his desire to give a comparatively dull or prosaic situation a tension (

a

tension realized through form) he risks a mere technical exercise, a thing

in itself. As a result, his films (especially The Old and New) tend to be
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rather episodic. The effect is not cumulative because the individual sec-

tions are greater than the whole.

There are, of course, superb moments. In the opening sequence the

interior of the peasant hut becomes in its descriptive qualities and in its

allusions to a Dantean hell, a definitive statement of squalor and poverty.

Later, the sawing of the house into two pieces is symbolically and real-

istically effective. The virtuoso editing of the saw as it moves back and
forth in the wood becomes a valid symbol for the backwardness of the

peasant. As he follows tradition by dividing his house, Mother Russia

(in the persons of a woman and a child) watch in a carefully composed
attitude of despair. The piled-up wood and the dispersed thatch are fol-

lowed by shots of fenced-in lands, reiterating succinctly Eisenstein's point

that Russia suffers from selfish obstinacy and tradition which can only

be rectified by social revolution and collectivised methods.

Of the many other sequences, the religious procession is, of course, one

of the best. (Eisenstein speaks well of it in 'The Filmic Fourth Dimen-
sion" printed in Film Form). Thematically he shows that the church, a

part of "tradition", encourages the status quo and attempts to solve

disasters such as drought by spiritual means. When rain refuses to come,

the priests are depicted not too sympathetically as magicians whose trick

did not quite come off.

This religious procession, in the usual Eisenstein intensive manner, is

composed of many brief shots which are intercut to give a more dynamic
and faithful picture than reality itself. Shots of the peasants making the

sign of the cross, candles melting from the heat, animals panting, banners

furling slowly in the dry air—all these disparate shots fall together into

one impressive whole. This unblemished sequence in which form reflects

content with no intrusion of either one or the other can be contrasted to

Bergman's religious procession in The Seventh Seal in which the drama
is not obtained from cutting or juxtaposition but from acting, lighting,

and sound.

Although the cream-separator sequence is probably the most renowned
episode, it is blemished; its form is superior to its content and consider-

ably superior to its acting. The section begins as the peasants look first

with disbelief, then with expectation, and finally with admiration at the

orgasmic release of the cream-separator. The choice of the shots tran-

scends the actual setting and moves from the room (from realism) to a

more imaginative realm of milk in fountain-like streams and pools. By
lavishing his epic technique on such a lowly thing as a cream-separator.

Eisenstein, in spite of his best intentions, becomes perhaps unconsciously

satiric.

The first part of The Old and New is serious and more than adequate to

its informational purpose. But about half way through the film, Eisenstein

completely loses his enthusiasm for life-on-the-collective-farm and begins

to spoof other films. This is perhaps the clearest indication that he did

not feel his material, and that he could not contain his wit. The film

becomes a parody of the American Western. "Meanwhile in the nearbv
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inn" (the title says), Russian peasants, looking suspiciously like cowboys,
sit at a table and drink not Red-Eye but TEA! Another man, whom we
at best call a "wagon-rustler", after tying all the carts behind the tractor,

begins to jump from cart to cart, an action reminiscent of chases on tops

of trains. The peasants, finally roused, jump on their horses and ride to

the brow of a hill where the Russian line must have been, "Head 'em off

at the pass". These scenes, however clever and amusing, are essentially

irrelevant to the theme.

In the cow-bull scenes earlier in the film there are also some spoofs,

not only of American motion pictures but of a whole literary genre. The
bull, garlanded with flowers, appears in front of a circa 1800 romantic

setting. Amidst the flowers and before a delicately meandering stream,

he does not entone lyric verse but bellows lustily. One would hardly ex-

pect an average audience to recognize this satire, but peasants could chuckle

at the "Pillar of Industry" sequence in which the head of the tractor

company, seated near a huge white bust of Lenin, is finally convinced

to hasten the order. Everyone in the factory scurries in fast motion, the

deed is swiftly accomplished. This is good, broad humor which the work-

ing classes could easily understand.

This humorous episode follows one of the most poetic of Eisenstein's

scenes, the Harvest. With dark skies and rain, and the wind tossing the

bundles of hay, Eisenstein portrays in the same beauty as many painters

of the nineteenth century the battle between man and the elements. This

romantic scene is a luxury which, in terms of the film, can no longer be

allowed in an age of mechanization. Harvesting by hand, however lovely,

is superfluous, for the tractor can do the job faster and better.

There are many folk qualities to Eisenstein which critics generally

attribute only to Dovshenko; compare, for instance, the above-mentioned

harvest, the wedding ceremony, and, of course, the scene of the dying bull,

the three skulls on the poles, the old woman with her frogs, the death

watch—all are pictorially and cinematically well handled. The shots do

not dwell upon the screen (see the long shots in Earth) nor do they

violate normal editing procedures. The shots, no matter how thematically

buccolic or folkish, still are interesting as cutting; form does not lie

prostrate before the content, as in Dovshenko's editing. This much can

be said for Eisenstein—and it is indeed a compliment—he is never dull.

Even if the material is indifferent, he is able, sometimes by technique

alone, to prevent tediousness.

What are his methods? Eisenstein of course makes use of the juxta-

position of shots, but he also has a stringent way of viewing reality and

is much tighter in his control of different shots than most directors. The
Old and New is hardly the best source for finding examples, but one can

point out the "classic" clarity in the introduction of Marfa to the audience:

L.S., M.S., title, C.U., M.S., L.S., longer L.S. This way of presenting

shots did not later blossom forth in Ivan as many critics have suggested,

but was there from the very beginning. The bearded, staring faces by
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the cream-separator are not so differently edited and composed than

the faces of the Boyars in Ivan Part One in the supposed death scene.

With Eisenstein there is an uneasy alliance between his love of form
and his attempt to achieve drama. This alliance can more easily be ex-

plained if we recall one of the "classic" quotations used in so many film

books. The Russian director, Kuleshov, photographed the actor Moshu-
khin whose face appeared to be without expression. This shot was cut

into a film at varying points, in juxtaposition to a plate of soup, a child

playing with a teddy bear, and an old woman lying dead in her coffin.

In each situation the expression seems to be just right. True, this is an
excellent illustration of the potentialities of editing to create "acting",

but the method does not really work in practice if the SAME shot is

used—not because the face would not be effective but because an audience

would remember that very shot. The film viewer, if he is at all sophis-

ticated, not only remembers a shot—if it is repeated—but can easily recall

its earlier context. It is upon this extraordinary memory in an audience

that the silent film depended in its brief flashbacks.

Comparing The Old and New with Storm Over Asia, one can see the

superiority of Pudovkin's direction of actors. Eisenstein obviously didn't

cace about guiding an actor to the right reaction. He relied rather on his

theory of typage in which the face—somewhat like a Greek mask—stood

for the emotion or character he wanted. His procedure was to shoot a

few close-ups of people with different expressions on their faces and
to intercut them whenever needed. The results are not always so satis-

factory as they reputedly were with Mozhukin.

Midway in the film there is a crucial battle between the members of

the collective who want their money and Marfa, who wishes to spend

the profits on a communal bull. As Marfa struggles with a giant peasant,

Eisenstein cuts in reaction shots of the crowd. Some of the expressions,

as in the cream-separator sequence, are appropriate, but as the tension

heightens. Eisenstein uses some of the same shots again. Because these

expressions have not changed but the drama has, the reactions on the

faces are no longer right. The result is that the scene consists of a couple

of establishing shots and a few almost-still shots cut in again and again.

When the audience realizes that the same shot is used in different con-

texts, there is a loss of veracity, and the scene becomes too contrived, too

built up of disparate pieces which remain disparate. There is no fusion

of shots, no real interaction or interplay between the members of the

collective and the main actors. This is not a major flaw, but when this

artificial intrusion (occurring also in the cream-separator sequence), is

repeated, it becomes a serious drawback to the drama. What should have

been the dramatic high point of the film does not succeed. Even Eisen-

stein's brilliant cutting can not put IN the drama what was not on the

film itself. Juxtaposition, his usual recourse, could not help him here.

We can say that his zeal for editing and for a more involved conglomera-

tion of close-ups sometimes leads him into "continuitv errors"—not because

thev frequently don't match, but because they are dramatically Hawed.
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There are, however, some obvious continuity errors. (Eisenstein was
never one to worry over such minor details.) For example, when the giant

peasant raises his fist to the agricultural agent, the agent (in close-up)

smiles BEFORE he knows the peasant will peaceably put the money back.

In the two-shot which follows, however, the agent still looks worried, as

well he might. This error is just sioppiness. But in the other sequences,

Eisenstein is consciously being repetitive. When the cream-separator is

being uncovered, the cloth is really thrown of! just once, but the action

of uncovering is seen three times. This is Eisenstein's theory of emphasiz-

ing a shot by repeating it. Sometimes this method works, as in the fall

of the statue or the raising of the bridge in October, but here it is more
of an eccentricity; it does not succeed in such a realistic and matter-of-

fact setting. By drawing attention to itself, it is more of a trick than a

dramatic device.

The Old and New is, from an average audience's point of view, the

least satisfactory of the three silent films made by Eisenstein. Strike,

however uneven, has more drama, Potemkin a more coherent theme, and
October more fertile experiments. We must keep in mind that Eisenstein's

great contribution to film aesthetics lay in his WAY OF SEEING; it is

his style which is important. Its crispness, clarity, and virility far surpass

the subject matter. To the unsophisticated viewer who judges films purely

on their story, The Old and New may appear without merit. But to those

who are able and willing to discern his emphasis on form and his keen

interest in exploring aesthetics, this film is one of the cinema's most
significant achievements.

—A. L.

THE GHOST THAT NEVER RETURNS
(U.S.S.R., 1929)

Directed by Abram Room
Produced by Sovkino
Script by Valentin Turkin
From a novel by Henri Barbusse
Photography by Feldmann
Starring K. Kara-Dimitriev, I. Lovrov, L. Yurenev
Available from Brandon Films

BACKGROUND
There is not much information on the early career of Abram Room,

except that his first film was The Death Ship (1925). Eisenstein disap-

provingly comments on its long uncut "takes": "Abram Room established

something of a record in this respect when he used in The Death Ship
uncut dramatic shots as long as . . . 135 feet [over two minutes]. I con-

sidered (and still do) such a concept to be utterly unfilmic." (Film Form,
p. 59.)

A year later Room made Bed and Sofa which became notorious be-

cause of its story of two men and one woman who live together during
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the Moscow housing shortage. Paul Rotha in his Film Till Now feels it

is "one of the greatest films yet made", except for the conventional end-

ing of Motherhood. "Despite the failure of the concluding sequences, Bed
and Sofa was an unequalled instance of pure psychological, intimate, cine-

matic representation of human character." (p. 241.)

After Bed and Sofa, Room made The Pits and then Ghost That Never
Returns. Herman G. Weinberg, quoted by Brandon, says: "This is a real

rarity, not only because it has never before been available to film socie-

ties, but also because it represents yet another striking example of that

penultimate flowering of the great Soviet silent cinema ... I urge you
not to miss it. There are few enough rarities around at this late date."

ANALYSIS
The Ghost That Never Returns, which was based on a French novel.

is the story of a strike-leader whose spirit has not been broken by ten

years of imprisonment. This hero, Jose Real, in his unwavering allegiance

to the class struggle, becomes a symbol of the oppressed worker. But the

universality of his noble cause is reduced by the contrived plot. It is

difficult to accept the curious penal regulation of allowing a prisoner free-

dom for one day, and it seems impossible that such an important and
obviously dangerous prisoner would be released and then watched by
a single secret-policeman. An audience can activate its suspension of dis-

belief only a limited number of times before the arbitrariness of the plot

begins to undermine the serious intent of the film. To get suspense—and
thus to sustain interest—the script descends into melodrama where psy-

chological truth is sacrificed to momentary effects. After ten years of

waiting, the hero incredibly falls asleep TWICE in the one day allotted

to him. An audience of course impatiently awaits the outcome, but it also

feels it has been cheaply tricked. This is not to say that the whole film

lacks credibility; there are a few scenes in which the character's plight

is honestly handled: the hours of expectant waiting before his release,

the curious let-down when the time actually comes, and his slow realiza-

tion as he leaves the prison gates that he is free. In contrast to these psy-

chologically true episodes, there are the sleeping scenes, the unbelievable

encounters with the secret-police, and the grim comedy of not meeting

his wife—all of these melodramatically spoil what could have had more
dignity, and thus more dramatic power.

Room has an unhappy mixture of realism and symbolism. The warden,

with his grotesque face and crippled body, obviously represents the true

image of society, but he is so exaggerated that it is difficult to take him
seriously and reminds one, rather humorously, of one of Dr. Franken-

stein's ever-present assistants. The same exaggeration is used in the treat-

ment of the secret-policeman. In the warden's office he is a picture of

urbanity and neatness as he carefully brushes a piece of dust from his

sleeve. His appearance is as deceptive as the system he represents, for

he can pick a bouquet of flowers in his gentlemanly love of nature and

yet at the same time be pursuing Jose in order to kill him. Beneath this

dandified exterior there still remain the brutal and rapacious aspects of
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a society which is basically diseased. These are emphasized in close-ups

of the policeman's fat neck which are similar to shots in The Old and New
but which lack Eisenstein's wit.

The tone of the script and the direction is too indignant and didactic

to gain a sophisticated audience's sympathy. In the beginning of the

film, for example, men are being pursued on the oil fields and are finally

brought to the prison. The titles ("high techniques", "culture", "civiliza-

tion", "humanity") underscore too heavily the obvious contrasts between
a well-organized, established society and the punitive measures it takes

against its "enemies." In the tensions of a highly complex society, Room
gives us "Good Guys" and "Bad Guys" without really developing the

sociological conflict. The result of the film thematically is not that of

explaining issues or exploring character but of reinforcement of already

established prejudices.

According to the sub-titles, the film takes place in South America but

from the attributes of the "high" and "civilized" and "technical" cul-

ture, the setting is meant to be the United States. Confirmations of this

can be seen in the boxing match between the grandfather and the boy,

a Harley-Davidson motorcycle ad, the rifle on the wall, the signs in the

train station of WAY IN and WAY OUT, and the whole ersatz "Western"
atmosphere of horses, pool-tables, whisky, and saloon fights. All these are

intended to be representative of American culture as revealed in our films.*

For instance, the Jose Real house and the street on which it is situated are

reminiscent of the domestic scenes of Griffith's Intolerance.

There is little doubt that the strike is the major purpose of the film.

Jose's personal life is secondary and, as in Fragment of an Empire, the

social consequences are more important than the hero's return to his

wife and family. The emphasis in the beginning of both films is on the

hero as a personality; in the latter half of each, however, the social

aspects take precedence. Although the theme of the film is "radical" it

would hardly convince one to become a striker; at best, it points out that

the prisons and the secret-police agents (as well as the guards) are not

particularly pleasant people. We are to assume that strikers and dedi-

cated leaders are needed, but we are given no picture of conditions that

demand a strike. The few glimpses of the house and the local saloon

reveal the workers as hardly living badly. The propaganda does not make
a strong point.

Room is certainly a director with talent; the scenes in the prison,

the cells, the revolving center, the contrast between the clean, white sets

and their punitive function, the large chair and the small warden, the use

*A further confirmation of the American source can be found in a comment
by the author, Henri Barbusse (1874-1935) in One Looks at Russia (1930).

"I saw at Sovkino a film based on a novel of mine. . . . The
director. Room, and his colleagues have transformed the short,

sentimental story I wrote into a vast tragedy in which the
life of American prisoners is depicted with a wealth of

prodigious detail. ... I was unsparing in my applause
[for the film.]"
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of lighting and shadow in the cell, the walls of the prison, the confusion

at the train station, the long trek across the desert—all of these are much
better handled than the latter portion of the film. The scenes at the house
and in the saloon seem more perfunctory and the script, the acting, and
the camera work falter.

Room uses the swift cutting method which his fellow Russian direc-

tors had developed. Of course it takes no talent to cut shots short; the

talent lies in what is cut, in what rhythm, and with what meaning. Room
fails in what Eisenstein and Ermler so brilliantly accomplished. In Eisen-

stein, the montages are usually ideational (reduction of the idea of God
in October), or rhythmical (Cossack dance in October), or dramatic

(Odessa steps in Potemkin) . In each, the content supports the rapid edit-

ing. In Ermler, in his Fragment of an Empire, the cutting is held together

psychologically (the hero's confused impressions of Leningrad in the

streetcar), audibly ("sounds" of sewing machine, train, and machine
gun), pictorially (action of sewing machine, wheels of train, and wheels

of machine gun), and rhythmically (montage of all kinds of workers, ham-
mering, sawing, manufacturing). In each, the content supports the rapid

editing and the sequence holds together solidly. Room is not so success-

ful. In the swift shots of the riot, the angles are not distorted or "strong"

enough to merit rapid cutting, the rhythm clicks monotonously, and the

whole sequence seems out of keeping with the rest of the film. Room is

not temperamentally a montagist; he is more of a conventional director

and falters when he leaves his domain.

Here are two sequences of the prison riot. The first occurs right after

the cry, "Stand Together":

12 frame shot of tiers of cells (angled)

3 frames of Jose's face

4 longer, straight-on shot of cells

7 face ) these two shots remain the

4 cells ) same throughout the rest

7 face of the sequence

4 cells

7 face

4 cells

After this, the officials of the prison turn on the fire hoses. These

streams of water from the left and the right are intercut in a whip-saw

fashion. The momentary effect is good, but Room continues this montage

by intercutting a fire hose with Jose's face:

3 face 2 face 2 hose

hose 4 face

face 2 hose

hose 4 face

face 2 hose

hose 4 face

face 1 hose

hose 4 face

7 face 4 cells

4 cells 7 face

7 face 4 cells

4 cells 7 face

7 face 4 cells

4 cells 7 face

7 face 4 cells

4 hose 3

3 face 4
4 hose 3

3 face 4

4 hose 3

3 face 4
4 hose 3
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3 face 4 face 2 hose
4 hose 3 hose 4 face

3 face 3 face 2 hose

4 hose 2 hose 2 hose (different)

3 face 4 face 4 hose

These shots, not particularly dynamic or vital in themselves, are inter-

cut in a mechanical manner as their frame lengths indicate. In his

''Methods of Montage", Eisenstein says that although cutting should give

an impression of rhythm, a heat should not be recognizable, but felt. "Its

clarity can bring into unison the "pulsing" of the film and the "pulsing"

of an audience". (P. 73 of Film Forum.)
In Room's case, there is a rhythm in the cutting but not in the con-

tent and so the rapid effect and excitement are imposed and not derived

from the action. The purpose of the above mentioned sequences is to

enhance the drama; instead, it vulgarizes. With Room the cutting is a

trick, with Eisenstein and Ermler (and sometimes Pudovkin) it is really

an organic means of interpreting reality. —A. L.

FRAGMENT OF AN EMPIRE
(U.S.S.R., 1929)

Directed by Friedrich Ermler
Produced by Sovkino
Photographed by Yevgeni Schneider
Starring Fyodor Nikitin, Ludmilla Semyonova
Available from Museum of Modern Art & Brandon Films

BACKGROUND
Born in 1898 in Rezhitsa, Ermler joined the Communist Party in

1919 and studied at the Leningrad Film Institute. After Fragment, his

fifth picture, he co-directed Counterplan (1932), one of the first films

to introduce "socialist realism." He spent three years writing and direct-

ing his next picture, Peasants (1935) which won him the Order of Lenin.

Then he made a fictionalized biography, The Great Citizen (Part one,

1937; Part two, 1939). Among his other films are She Defends Her
Country (1943), The Turning Point (1946), a portrayal of the Battle

of Stalingrad, and Great Force (1950) in which communist scientists

end their obeisance to foreign influence.

Following Lenin's dictum that the cinema was the most important

of the arts, the Soviets began to rebuild the severely damaged industry

that resulted from the revolutionary war. Soon a state school of cinema-

tography was formed to fill the depleted ranks of technicians who left

for Europe. The film industry's purpose was to convey communist ideas

to the people. It was dedicated to "messages" just as Hollywood to

money; the theme scrutinized in one, the box office receipts in the

other—and in neither was art much more than incidental.

During the early thirties as the Russians developed the sound film,

the Communist Party began to exert greater control over the scripts.

They wanted the directors to stress the propaganda more and the aesthetic
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aspects less; as a result, simple and conventional narrative devices super-

seded the montage method (the intercutting of shots in rhythmic and
ideological patterns) . In short, Russia went "Hollywood" as the re-

nowned school of montage ended in official disrepute.

Perhaps because of Ermler's early allegiance to the Party, his films

did not suffer from the ideological "errors" which severely curtailed the

work of Eisenstein, Trauberg, and Pudovkin. He was apparently able

to confine his aesthetic experiments within the framework of the Party's

desires.

Fragment was one of the last great Russian pictures to win approval

in the West, because the silent films w4iich Russia continued to make
were obsolete for American audiences who quickly demanded only

sound features.

Fragment of an Empire, perhaps because it has only been cursorily

mentioned in film criticism,*"' has largely been ignored by film societies.

When occasionally booked, it is grouped with other "propaganda" films

and considered basically as a prime example of that genre. But it is

unfair to reduce Ermler's brilliant expression and carefully conceived

effects to the message alone. It is rather tragic that so many essentially

meretricious sound films are shown year after year while Fragment lies

unheralded, for it is one of the great, but little known masterpieces of

the silent screen.

One of the reasons for its lack of recognition can be attributed to

the Museum of Modern Art. Its print, a particularly grainy and scratchy

one, does not contain any subtitles; an omission which prevents an audi-

ence from following the action clearly. The resulting confusion has no
doubt left film audiences disappointed, and perhaps this has by word of

mouth tended to undermine the film's deserved reputation. The Museum
does not aid matters by neglecting to state either in its catalogue or in

its filmed preface that their version lacks the subtitles which were trans-

lated from the original Russian print for the American release.

The Museum in this instance, as alas in so many others, is hardly

taking its role as a custodian of the Art of the motion picture seriously

when it allows, with no compunction or explanation, such a mutilated

version to be shown. Because their print is so confusing, a plot outline

for our own society members had to be extracted from a review in the

New York Times of January 27, 1930. Fortunately, this recourse is

unnecessary because Brandon has a print which is clearer, less scratchy,

and which—most important—has titles. Although its titles do not seem
to agree entirely with the original American release, they are infinitely

better than their complete absence in the Museum's copy. In the Brandon
print, Fragment becomes not only perfectly lucid and completely untedi-

ous, but that rare experience, a film which is both a great exercise in

form and a great human document.

*Even the carefully compiled British Film Academy publication, The Tech-
nique of Film Editing (which may well prove to be the definitive work on
editing\ does not even MENTION Ermler.
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ANALYSIS
Ermler, during his long career, has been extraordinarily successful,

as his Soviet prizes prove, because he has managed to serve satisfactorily

the cause of propanganda as well as art. It comes as no surprise that the

theme of Fragment, the marvelous accomplishments of communist life, is

artistically and entertainingly presented. This is done by having the

achievements of the revolution viewed through the fresh, child-like eyes

of a man who has recently regained his memory. The film achieves a kind

of fairy-tale quality. Just as pumpkins turn into carriages, so do shacks

and hovels metamorphose into tall buildings and empty squares burgeon
forth with statutes of Lenin—the inspirational source, the "godfather,"

of this new material and spiritual wealth.

There is a disarming charm to this naive character's journey to

knowledge and fulfillment. Before the film ends, he is even lecturing his

fellow workers on small points of the communist program! He is con-

trasted in his idealism to the cynical husband who, ironically paid to

spread communist ideas, is revealed in his actions, and even in the decor

of his home, as a petty-bourgeois, a fragment of the old empire of cruelty,

ignorance, and lack of communal purpose. *

Because the film was made for a purpose, one should then perhaps
examine at least briefly the implications of the film's message. The hero
is ritually cleansed of his Czarist and personal past in the shower room.
The ideal life of a Soviet citizen is implied in the asexual dormitory life,

where desires of individuality, private gain, and even family life are

sublimated to animated political discussion. In this odd version of Plato's

Republic, it is patently obvious that the Party—at least in terms of the

film—is interested in man as a social being and not in the private aspects

of his personality. That is why the hero first seeks a job and is well

on the way towards complete political adjustment before there is a meeting

with his wife. The implication is "First things first." His personal hap-

piness is essentially irrelevant to his function as a citizen of the state. He
may have lost his wife but since marriage has more than a hint of the

bourgois it is not as important as his love for Lenin and his co-workers.

In spite of the obvious message of Fragment, its propaganda is not

offensive; Ermler infuses his message successfully and achieves artistic

worth in spite of limitations. The naive simplicity and dogged good will

of this Russian Rip Van Winkle redeem the crude flag waving and
allow us to view the pervasive shots of Lenin without distaste. But of

course time and distance may lend enchantment.

Ermler's theme is broad; he sketches in the aftermath of the revo-

lution, the horrors of war, the return of memory, the vitality of city

life, the feeling of comradery, working conditions in a factory, and a

domestic squabble. What so easily could have been a disorganized tangle

of shots of modern Russia is brilliantly held together. Part of this

coherency is achieved by the use of a central character, but Ermler does

Tor a fuller description of the plot and some of the high points see Paul
Rotha's Film Till Now (pp. 221-22, 248-49) and the Museum's Film Notes (p. 55.)
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not falter as does Pudovkin in Storm Over Asia in the balance be-

tween the personal problems of the hero and the broader ideological

message. Avoiding the "mass-hero" of Eisenstein, Ermler has concentrated

on the drama of a shell-shocked man who regains his memory to find

himself suddenly in a vastly changed Russia. The excellent acting of

Fyodor Nikitin does not dominate the image, but is subordinated to

stringent, yet sympathetic editing procedures. The hero becomes a

cantos firmus in a visual fugue as Emler wholly succeeds in combining
dramatic truthfulness with a highly developed sense of form.

Although many of Eisenstein's editing methods have been adopted,

the overall effect is not derivative but essentially original. In fact, Erm-
ler's ingenious handling of film is in its deeper psychological, humani-
tarian, and technical procedures superior in many ways to Eisenstein.

Scenes are carefully broken down into their basic elements, facilitating

cutting which is firm, occasionally rhythmical, and complex. The pyro-

technics are meaningful and organic, and not self-consciously imposed
as are some of Abram Room's experiments in The Ghost That Never
Returns.

Perhaps the finest sequence of the film occurs when the Sergeant

begins to regain his memory after having just seen his -wife in the

window of a train. Although the cutting is complex and varied, each

of the shots belongs, for Ermler has carefully thought out his methods
of linking shot to shot. There is cutting for "sound," for image, for

psychological truth, and for narrative. Each of these has been used

before by other directors, but few have tried to combine all four so richly.

We have some experiments by Eisenstein in The Old and New. After

establishing long shots (for narrative), grasshoppers are intercut with

the sickle blade of a tractor. Here there is a unification of the visual

(teeth), sound (buzzing), and "psychological truth" (both devour).
But this use by Eisenstein, because of its brevity, and its lack of psycho-

logical complexity, does not really affect an audience; it is clever rather

than emotionally stirring (which of course was just Eisenstein's inten-

tion.) But Ermler, in this regaining of the memory sequence, touches

a number of responses in an audience because of the drama of the

situation. The editing of the scene, as the following breakdown and
analysis shows, is complexly, yet simply ordered around these four links

which were just mentioned. First, shots which are connected because
of their visual similarity, second, shots which are used for their "sound,"
third, situations which reveal psychological truth, fourth, shots which
further the narrative. (See frame enlargements at end of book.)

1. M.L.S. Sgt, thinking, stands be- 1. sound: recalls train bell
hind a table. He rings a bell. narralive link: bell connects
In the left foreground is a sew- previous train scene with Sgt.
ing machine. at home.

psychological link: memory ac-

tivated by bell,

visual: bell/bell
2. C.U. of box of cigarettes which, 2. narr./psych.: strengthens link

he thinks, the woman (his wife) with wife at train station.
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threw from the train win-
dow. 16f

3. M.S. of station bell which sig-

naled the departure of the train.

Earlier, having just seen his
wife, he had tried to stop a
man from ringing it. 9f

4. C.U. of box of cigarettes, as
in 2. 15f

5. M.S. of station bell, as in 3. lOf

6. M.L.S. of Sigt. at table, as he
grips and puts cigarette box to
his mouth, as in 1. 33f

7. two white frames. 2f

8. M.S. train rushing on a diag-
onal. 33f

9. C.U. of his wife. 7f

10. M.S. of train, as in 8. 7f

11. C.U. of wife in bridal veil. 7f

12. M.S. of train, as in 8. 7f

13. C.U. of wife. 5f

14. M.S. of train, as in 8. 5f

15. C.U. of wife, facing left. 5f
16. M.S. of train, as in 8. 15f
17. C.U. continued action as wife

from shot 15 turns head. 5f

18. M.S. of train, as in 8. 18f

19. C.U. of wife. 3f

20. M.S. of train, as in 8. 24f
21. C.U. of wife. 4f

22. M.S. of tnain, as in 8. lOf

23. C.U. of wife, similar to when
she looked out of train win-
dow. 2f

24. M.S. of train, as in 8. 16f

25. C.U. of headlight of train; screen
becomes white. 4f

26. M.S. of Sgt. biting the cigarette
box in anguish; puts it down.

714f

27. C.U. of wife as she turns her
head.

28. C.M.S. He begins to turn the
sewing machine. 311f

29. C.U. of needle. 51f

30. C.M.S. he continues to turn the
machine, as in 28. 67f

31. C.U. of sewing machine quickly
moving. 28f

3. narr./psych.: strengthens link.

6. psych.: reveals his emotion.

7. psych.: flash of light—return of

memory.
visual: sets off scenes that fol-

low.
8-24. sound: clickety-clack effect

of train with wife's image.
visiual: rather regular rhythm
to reflect clickety-clack.

psych.: blending of wife with
train; train representing surge
of emotion, (c.f. shots 100-101).

25. psych.: emotions coming to

a head.
visual: sets off sequence, as in 7.

narr.: suggests searchlight in

war scene.

26. psych./narr.: links with earlier

shot of cigarette box (thus wife)

visual: long shot to rest audi-

ence's eyes.

28. psych.: reminds him of his past

job at textile factory; turning
of the machine also acts as an
emotional release.

30. psych.: the speed increases as

his emotions mount.
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32. M.C.U. of Sgt. 30f

33. E.C.U. of needle. 22f

34. M.C.U. of Sgt., as in 32. 28f

35. E.C.U. of needle, as in 33. 20f

36. M.C.U. of Sgt., as in 32. 20f
37. E.C.U. of needle, as in 33. 13f

33. C.U. of ratchet catch on ma-
chine gun. 12f

39. E.C.U. of Sgt. as he listens. 22f

40. E.C.U. of needle, as in 33. 22f
41. C.U. Sgt. backs away slightly

and looks off into distance. 21f

42. C.U. of ratchet, as in 38. 16f

43. C.U. he turns back and forth,

confused. 28f

44. C.U. of ratchet, as in 38. 7f

45. C.U. He looks around,
as in 43. 16f

46. C.M.S. looks around turning
the sewing machine, as in 28.

18f

47. C.U. of ratchet, as in 38. 6f

48. C.M.S. He starts to turn the

machine wildly, as in 28. 84f

49. C.U. of needle, as in 33. 17f

50. C.U. of machine gun nozzle
from left. 6f

51. C.U. of needle reversed from
right). 5f

52. C.U. of machine gun from left,

as in 50. 4f

53. C.U. of needle, as in 51. 4f

54. E.C.U. of machine gun nozzle,
from left. 4f

55. C.U. of needle, as in 51. 4f

56. C.U. of gun nozzle from
right. 3f

57. C.U. of needle, as in 51. 3f

58. C.U. of ratchet, as in 38. 3f

59. C.U. of needle, as in 51. 3f

60. E.C.U. of gun nozzle, as in 56. 2f

38. psych.: as he goes deeper into

his trauma, the war reveals it-

self.

sound: noise of the machine re-

minds him of the machine gun.
39. sound: his listening blends the

sound of the sewing machine
and the war.

41. psych./narr.: looks off into dis-

tance, preparing audience for
the surrealistic shots to come.

48. psych./narr.: his emotion now
at its peak; the separation be-
tween reality (sewing machine)
and trauma (war) disappears,
and the "abstract" shots of the
ratchet are superseded by shots
of the actual machine gun.

49.-77. psych.: represents the hor-

ror of the trauma.
sound: gives an affect of rat-

tat-tat.

visual: rhythmic interaction of

gun and needle.

51. psych.: shot is reversed as ten-

sion increases.

visual: more variety.

56. See explanation as in shot 51.
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61. C.U. of needle, as in 51. 2f

62. E.C.U. of gun nozzle, as in 54. 2f

63.

64.

65.

66.

67.

68.

C.U. of needle, as in 33. 2f

E.C.U. of gun nozzle,as in 54. 2f

C.U. of ratchet, as in 38.

C.U. of needle, as in 49.

E.C.U. of gun nozzle, as in

54.

C.U. of needle, as in 49. 2f

69. C.U. of ratchet, as in 38. 2f

70. C.U. of needle, as in 49. 2f

71. E.C.U. of gun nozzle, as in

54. 2f

72. C.U. of ratchet, as in 38. 2f

73. C.U. of needle, as in 70. 2f

74. E.C.U. of gun nozzle, .as in 71. 2f

75. C.U. of ratchet, as in 38. 2f

76. C.U. of needle, as in 49. 2f

77. E.C.U. of gun nozzle, as in 74. 3f

78. E.C.U. of Sgt.'s face. 5f

79. E.C.U. of wheel on sewing
machine. 1 If

80. C.U. of Sgt.'s face, as in 78. 5f

81. C.U. of needle, as in 49, going
extremely fast. 24f

82. C.M.S. of Sgt. as he suddenly
stops turning the sewing
machine. 179f

83. C.U. of ripped cigarette box. 14f

84. C.U. of ratchet, as in 38.

85. C.U. of wife.

86. C.U. of ratchet.

87. C.U. of army officer.

6f

4f

89.

C.U.
C.U.
83.

of ratchet.

of cigarette box, as in

4f

25f

78. visual: first shot of his face in

28 shots.

narr.: begins further stage of

montage.
79. visual: sequence (49-77) is or-

ganized around sound; the next
sequence, beginning with this

shot, is organized around the
visual, the wheel.

81. visual: transition shot to blend
the sound montage with the
visual (wheel) sequence that
that follows:

82. visual: besides continuing the
narrative, these 179 frames give
a visual rest.

83. visual: recalls earlier shot of

cigarette box, but not ripped.
84. sound: machine gun lever con-

tinues sound.
narr.: war imagery continued.

85. visual: recalls earlier shot.

psych.: connects memory, war
with wife (past).

87. psych./narr.: first introduction
of an army officer during the
war. This shot will appear
much later in the tortured re-

membrance of the battle, and
symbolizes the futile necessity
of fighting even though the
soldiers wish to lay down their

arms.
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90. M.S. of Sgt. as he stands up
and grips cigarette box. 26f

91. M.S. a spool of thread rolls on-

to the floor. 12f

92. M.S. Sgt. knocks over the
table. 24f

93. C.U. spool of thread rolls into

the room off the screen. 53f

94. M.S. Sgt. falls on to the
floor. 22f

95. L.S. to C.U. a machine gun rolls

unto the screen from the same
direction into which the spool
of thread disappeared. 59f

96. M.S. of train, as in 8; very fast

action. llf

97. C.U. wheel of the machine
gun. 15f

98. C.M.S. wheels of the train, llf

99. C.U. of wife in bridal veil,

as in 11. 8f

100. M.S. of train, as in 8. llf

101. C.M.S. foreshortened statue of

a horse. 6f

102. C.U. of ratchet, as in 38. 9f

103. M.S. of spray of water. 15f

90. narr.: return to actual setting;

it anchors montage to avoid
confusion.

91. visual: falling spool anticipates
knocked over table, and intro-

duces motif of wheels (93.95).

96.-98. visual: idea of wheels ce-

ments train, sewing machine,
machine gun.

99. psych.: train suggests wife; her
bridal costume suggests love
desire.

101. psych.: horse rearing in the
same direction as previous
train shot, reinforces surge of

emotion with sexual desire.

103. visual: adds to visual excite-
ment.
psych.: in conjunction with
bridal costume and rearing
horse, represents sexual release.

(Ermler was condemned more
than once for his "Freudian-
ism.")

104. C.U. of Sgt. looking down. 18f

105. E.C.U. of spool of thread. 40f

106. M.S. of Sgt. HOf
In the next few shots he fails

to floor where he then relives
the tensions of battle . . .

This is a carefully worked out sequence that succeeds on all levels,

both in sound, in pictorial similarities, and in the rhythm of the cutting.

The shots of the train passing on a diagonal, in which close-ups of the

wife are intercut, have become a standard sequence in Hollywood, attest-

ing of course to Ermler's success.

There are many shots that are no longer than two or three or four

frames long. Since silent speed was about sixteen frames per second,

these shots take no longer than ^2? V-i or Vs of a second. And yet

they communicate. The vitality and life of Ermler's film comes from
this brilliant cutting. Visually it is extremely exciting and one can only

lament the death of this way of seeing reality. Ermler does not let his

love for cutting go beyond the bounds of continuity. His film can be
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followed easily and he does not fall into the formalistic trap in which
Eisenstein sometimes floundered."

The best example of the powers of the art of the motion picture can
be seen in the memories of the war: First, the shots of the train, then

the searchlight slowly and inevitably crossing the screen (an admirable
metaphor), the scorched fields lit only by lights, the surrealistic shot of

Christ with a gas-mask, the frightening shot of the tank climbing over a

knoll as if it were a monster (similar to a shot in Eisenstein's October.)

Since the soldiers are all actually the same man, merely dressed differently,

Ermler makes his point easily and cinematically and does not have to

resort to the shopworn devices of untalented directors who rely on the

word—whether it be in a title in the silent film or in dialogue in the

sound film.

Ermler does not have only a few sequences that are a tour de force.

Each section is invariably handled with just the right touch. In the

street-car ride, for instance, through the use of close-ups of the hero's

face, of other people in the car, and of the streets seen through the win-

dows, Ermler is able to give not only the excitement of the ride but an

excellent recreation of the world inside the car. The scene is pure cinema
and yet it communicates psychologically and emotionally. Perhaps the

best montage occurs in the latter part of the film when the different

workers of Russia are seen in action. Someone is hammering, another

sawing, and another digging. Each of these actions is linked together

in a rhythmic fashion, the movement of one shot continuing somehow
in the next. Not all the shots are the same length, but each is adjusted

to its own action and to the sequence in which it is to be cut. Thus the

wrapping of a package is done in fast motion and other shots of actions

that take a long time are held more than a brief shot of a hammer.
Ermler is interested not only in cutting but in the acting. The hero,

Nikitin. studied actual cases of amnesia and obviously spent some time

thinking about his role. He is entirely believable and does not overact

or "emote." His perplexity before the revolving door, his confusion and
amazement at the loud-speakers, his hiding of his old hat underneath the

chair are just some instances of Emler's inspired psychologically truthful

direction of the hero.

Of the many silent films. Fragment is certainly one of the most cine-

matic and one of the most stirring. It is unfortunate and unjust that

Emler is so much neglected in books and writings on the cinema. His

other films are not available for rental because of the few people who
would book them. Perhaps he was only a one-film director and his other

pictures do not measure up to this masterpiece, but this seems hard to

believe for he has achieved much success in Russia. Certainly Fragment
in its brilliant employment of the devices of the cinema is infinitely better

*Since this note was set in print, an exchange of letters in Partisan Review
(Fall, 1938) has been called to my attention. These letters intimate that
Eisenstein helped Ermler to cut portions of Fragment. At this late date,

however, there is no way to ascertain what direct aid, if any, was given
by Eisenstein.
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than the much praised Earth of Dovzhenko. A few critics praised Earth

for its "lyric" tone in its documentary approach to the life of the peasant.

Their bucolic nostalgia for life on the farm and shots of ripe apples lying

in the rain has made them speak glowingly about a film whose use of

the resources af the cinema is quite limited. When Earth is considered

one of the twelve "greatest" films and Ermler's work is largely ignored,

obviously a serious reappraisal of some sacrosanct reputations and other

neglected ones is sorely needed. —A. L.

YUS£/JAI.

I
EARTH
(U.S.S.R.. 1930)

Directed and written by Alexander Dovzhenko
Produced by Vufku-Kino (Ukraine)
Photographed by Daniel Demutski
Starring S. Shkurat, P. Masokha, N. Nademski
Available from Brandon Films

BACKGROUND
Dovzhenko was a director noted for his lyrical and philosophical

handling of Russian themes. His first two films were Zvenigora and
Arsenal; "the former a queer mystical fantasy of the changing ideas and

strong belief in folk-lore in an Ukranian village, and the latter an account

of the revolution in the Ukraine."'"' While praised for these and his sub-

sequent productions. Earth is considered his masterpiece.

Paul Rotha, the noted English film reviewer, praised Earth for its

philosophical mysticism, its folk qualities, and its cinematic techniques.

He called it "one of the few films up till now which means something."

Though this statement was written in 1931, shortly after the film was
made, time seems to have borne out his feeling; it was chosen as one

of the twelve finest films ever made at the Brussels World Fair.

Dovzhenko continued his creative work in the Soviet cinema, depict-

ing the life of the Ukrainian people. His sound films include Ivan (1932),
Aerograd (1935), Shors (1939, Liberation (1940), The Battle for the

Ukraine (1943), and Life in Blossom (1947). Dovzshenko died Novem-
ber 25, 1956, aged 62.

ANALYSIS
Earth is an unusual product of Soviet silent cinema in that, as Paul

Rotha points out. it "attempts the philosophical rather than the socio-

logical or political content."'"" This is evident in the thematic development

of the three sections of the film, the prologue, the main body, and the

epilogue. The prologue opens with a series of beautiful shots of grain

fields and ripened fruit, some fallen, some still on trees, a suggestion of

the fecundity of nature at the time of harvest. A group ranging over

four generations is gathered around the eldest, the patriarch. He is

These and all subsequent quotations will be from Paul Rotha, Celluloid:

The Film Today (Longmans, Green, 1931).
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dying in the calm, quiet manner which he lived, surrounded by the abund-
ant fruits of his labor. He, like the apples which lie in heaps around his

blanket, has ripened and fallen. It is the old making way for the new,
a temporal progression against a backdrop of the eternal cycle of nature.

The main body of the film is a particularization of the temporal aspects

of the theme; the argument between collective mechanization and in-

dividual ownership using traditional methods; the coming of the tractor

and its effects on production and the usual threat which leads ultimately

to the affirmation of the new order. While this section has most of the

elements of the typical Soviet "tractor" film, its thematic relationship to

the prologue elevates it above propaganda. The epilogue is a succinct reit-

eration of the thematic content of the entire film. The larger design of

the enduring fertility of nature within a smaller pattern of change is

represented by shots of fruit and melons, before during and after a

storm; sunshine gives way to rain which develops into a torrential down-
pour before returning to sunshine.

While Dovzhenko is to be commended for his intent and overall

vision, the dramatization of the theme and hence the total effect of the

film is marred by several important flaws. One of these is the general

pace of the film. Despite the philosophical implications, of Earth, the

story line is essentially straightforward; whatever symbolic richness

it has is to be found primarily in the prologue and the epilogue. Instead

of developing the plot simply and economically, however, Dovzhenko
presented it in a slow, ponderous fashion. Take, for example, his handling

of the argument between Vassily and his father. The camera cuts to

Vassily speaking and gesturing while his father moves from behind a

table to a position with his back almost to the audience. Again and again

similar shots are presented. Since the expressions on both their faces

show little change of emotion, the cross references serve more to reiterate

the fact that an argument is in progress than to develop an interplay of

the two points of view. The collective leader and his group come in to

help Vassily. The camera then stolidly records the leader's contorted face

for almost the length of time necessary for him to have made a speech.

This is followed by more shots of Vassily arguing and his father silently

resisting. The scene is reminiscient of Hollywood "talkie" in which the

novelty of conversation has replaced visual action, only, in this instance,

there is no sound track.

Dovzhenko's poor pacing is the result of his being too literal for his

medium. Instead of indicating a passage of time or the completion of

an action, which is only important to the furthering of the plot, Dovzhenko
presents it fully. After the killing of Vassily, the camera fades in on his

father sitting before a table with his head resting against one of his hands.

He is pondering his son's death. The scene fades out and fades in—on the

identical shot. The shot is held until another fade-out occurs. When the

camera fades in again—nothing has changed. Nor does it for the re-

maining seconds it is on screen. Neither the father nor the camera have
moved their positions during the entire sequence. While the use of the

same shots is a cinematic sin, the length of time involved for the subject
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presented is damning. The three shots took one minute and eighteen

seconds, or a total of twelve hundred and forty-six frames!

Dovzhenko's poor pacing is indicative of an even greater flaw, his

lack of feel for the dramatic. In scenes where a lyric mood is the main
intent—the prologue, the epilogue, the moonlight section—this is no
handicap. However, when Dovzhenko tries to build to a climax, his direc-

tion is inadequate. His worst failure is in the section leading to and
including the death of Vassily. What Dovzhenko attempts is a con-

tinuation of the mood of quiet tranquility of the preceding moonlight
scene, a building up of pace in Vassily's dance, and an abrupt and dis-

cordant ending of the section with the killing. The sequence begins with

a tracking medium shot of Vassily walking down a quiet moonlit road.

This is the last time the camera moves! What follows is a series of sta-

tionary shots of Vassily at various parts of the road. A little variety is

added to the quality and length of these shots by having Vassily walk
toward the camera and off first to the left of frame and then to the right.

As the camera is planted in the center of the road at some distance from
Vassily, Vassily never gets near enough to run the danger of a close up.

When Vassily begins his dance, the camera indulgently waits, still at a

safe, stationary distance, while he first puts out one foot, then another,

then twists one foot, then another, and finally breaks forth. The camera
continues to keep a discrete distance through the next few shots, still

patient. There is then a cross cut of a horse, craning its neck, as if it

hears something, followed by a long shot of Vassily's crumpled body
lying next to a bush from which emerges the white figure of his murderer.

Still inexaustible, Dovzhenko waits for the murderer to run down the

road before ending the scene. The entire sequence consisted of twelve

shots. It had a running time of four minutes and two seconds, or a total

of three thousand eight hundred and seventy-two frames.

The scene had good dramatic potential with the right selective cutting

and shortening. Vassily's dance sequence, especially, would have profited

by a variety of closeups and rhythmic editing which could have made
the viewer feel the dance as well as just seeing it. The whole scene, how-
ever, was handled in such a way that by the time Vassily was killed so

little had happened in so long a period of time that the only reaction

the event produced was one of relief.

Dovzhenko's filmic techniques, however, are not always so primitive.

But even where they are not static, they are usually basically undramatic.

One of the central episodes of Earth is the wait for the tractor. The object

of the section is to communicate the excitement and tension of the peasants

as the tractor draws nearer and nearer. These emotions should be height-

ened by the break-down of the tractor and with it the threat to the ful-

fillment of the dream of collectivized progress. The section contains close

ups, medium shots and long shots of horses, of oxen, of people, of the

tractor, of the road of telephone lines—and only lacks one thing,

dramatic development.

Dovzhenko seems to have gotten carried away with the individual
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images he presented on the screen. Each shot in the sequence is well

composed, perhaps even exciting, but there are too many shots which

do nothing to further the action: the shots of the telephone poles, groups

of three men, two women, three horses, two oxen, etc. Because Dovzhenko
never bothers to give an over-all long shot, the viewer has no idea of

where the tractor is in relation to the people. Nor do the people seem to

know either. Their faces in close-ups display excitement, but no sense

of anticipation. Nor do the facial expressions change as the tractor

breaks down or even when it finally arrives. This section, rather than

giving the effect of individual shots dramatically contributing to a filmic

whole, produces the impression of shots chosen for their separate merits

and randomly placed in relation to each other. They seem only to have

in common a loose association with the action being depicted.

Rotha, in commenting upon Dovzhenko's qualities as an "exceptional

genius" of cinematography, contrasts him favorably with the traditional

school of Soviet cinema. "Dovzhenko projects as an isolated figure quite

alien to the main flow of cinematography headed by Eisenstein and Pudov-

kin. His poetic outlook and his love of mysticism set him apart from the

formalist school, with its great interest in technical problems. The simple

technique employed by Dovzhenko—and it is remarkably simple when
compared with the complex montage principles of Eisenstein—is merely

a means to an end and not an end in itself." Rotha here seems to be

confusing the artist's intent with the artist's achievement. Eisenstein may
have used his material for the sole purpose of technical experimentation,

as Rotha intimates, but what he achieved often was a fusion of form
and content to produce great dramatic and cinematic effects:—the Odessa

Steps section in Potemkin or the cream-separator sequence in The Old
and New, for examples. Dovzhenko's ends may have been different from
Eisenstein's, philosophical rather than formal, but the intent is not the

product itself. With his camera and editing techniques Dovzhenko weak-
ened his philosophical purpose by displaying his inadequacy in the

medium he had chosen to present it; he visually oversaturated and
dramatically starved the viewer.

Aside from technical difficulties, Earth was weakened by its portrayal

of people. Like so many Russian films of this period, Earth dealt with the

peasants, but in a mechanical manner. Instead of capturing the then

real ideas, feelings and qualities, Dovzhenko, as Eisenstein had been,

was content to subordinate them to his preconceived ideas and "sophis-

ticated" intent. The characters in Earth, therefore, emerge as stereotypes

rather than as human beings, as shallow abstractions to be manipulated

rather than as subjects to be developed.

Rotha takes an opposing point of view. He claims that "throughout
the film we can perceive Dovzhenko's peculiar understanding of local

types, mentalities and superstitions, a quality not found in the work
of other Soviet directors but which is linked up with Rene Clair's appre-

ciation of human weaknesses, Chaplin's sensitivity to pathos, Griffith's

feeling for intimate sentiments and Sjostrom's tendency toward poetic

lyricism." This is high praise, but where does Dovzhenko merit this
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description? As far as folk material is concerned, Dovzhenko only intro-

duces three situations which could unquestionably be tied to this idea.

The first of these appears in the prologue. A friend of the patriarch asks

him to let the friend know if there is a heaven or a hell and what it's

like. The second involves the same character. He goes to the grave of his

friend and repeats the question. The third instance is Vassily's dance.

A dubious fourth might be the frenzied gyrations of Vassily's murderer,

some of which had dance elements. These are, at best, somewhat skimpy.

Another possible addition to this list could be the major and minor
characters as seen in close-up studies. This would perhaps roughly cor-

respond with Rotha's reference to "local types." It is strange, however,

that Dovzhenko should be singled out for this distinction. These "types'

don't seem in any way different in either appearance or actions from
the "types" found in most of the Russian films made at this time. If any-

thing the faces used in the Dovzhenko film are disappointing. They have
neither the depth nor the "earthiness" of those found in some of the

Eisenstein films—the women watching over the dead sailor in Potemkin;
the cossack dancers in October, the hungry children in Strike, the peasants

watching the cream-separator in Old and New.
Part of this emphasis on the "folk" in Earth no doubt comes from

the authenticity of Dovzhenko's people. He did use natural settings and
non-actors for the film, "in place of an artificial story performed within

the limits of a cast-iron studio by made-up actors and actresses who by
their ill-assumed sophistication merely succeed in being vulgar." Dovz-

henko's realistic approach, considering his theme, is to be commended.
It is hardly justifiable, however, to single him out for praise. This particu-

lar practice, while in sharp contrast to that used in Germany, was a com-
monplace in the Russian cinema. Rarely was a professional actor pre-

sented on screen and even more rarely was an artificial set used. In this

instance, Rotha should have commended Dovzhenko for keeping within

the so-called "formalist" tradition of Soviet cinema.

While Earth is a film with some excellent moments, one wonders
whether the extent of praise leveled at it was not stimulated more by its

aims than by its inherent merits. It is more philosophical, less political,

than other Russian films, but the means by which its theme is presented

are weak. Technically, the film is bad, not for the superficial, picky

matters of differences in exposure from shot to shot, or for continuity

errors, but in the larger dramatic sense. Rotha called Dovzhenko "a

painter," and though the element of scenic beauty is strong in the film.

Dovzhenko's basic techniques translated into cinematic terms are that

of a still photographer. As a still photographer, he has a feel for the

individual shot, but his limited capacity to make use of his medium
caused him to isolate his shots rather than to link them into a scenic

whole. In short, Dovzhenko's philosophical ideas were better than his

capacity to present them. —Gilbert Schloss



The Great Comedians
In the summer of 1959, the Wisconsin Film Society presented three

evenings of silent comedies: The Mollycoddle (Douglas Fairbanks), The
Freshman (Harold Lloyd), and The Strong Man (Harry Langdon). The
shorts were The Clever Dummy (with Ben Turpin), His Bitter Pill (with

Mack Swain), The Doctor's Secret (by George Melies), Gertie the Dino-

saur (by Windsor McCay), and the Chaplin comedies, The Floor Walker,

and The Count.

Although progam notes were provided for each of these films, only

the ones of the features—which are the most valuable—are included.

Because we had not yet established a uniform format and because back-

ground information and the full credits are available from the Museum
of Modern Art, no additions have been made by the editor and the notes

are reprinted, unabridged, as written.

The note on The Mollycoddle was written by J., Quinn Brisben, The
Freshman by William Donnelly, and The Strong Man, as Avell as an

essay on the silent comedians, by Gilbert Schloss.
* -55- *

THE MOLLYCODDLE
(U.S.. 1920)

Directed by Victor Fleming

The general title for this summer's film series is The Great Comedians.

But our first feature film is not a comedy in any ordinary sense. Douglas

Fairbanks was not a great comedian nor even a great actor by most
standards. However, with the possible exception of Chaplin, no actor

of the silent films is remembered with more affection. There is good
reason for this. He was a great acrobat, a great star, and most of all

a great personality.

Fairbanks' chief quality was his incredible grace in all situations.

Paul Rotha, the English film critic remarked: "Fairbanks, by reason of

the rhythmic beauty of his graceful and perpetual movement, is in my
estimation utterly a product of the medium of the film. True, he has
no talent other than his ever-present sense of action to support my claim,

save perhaps a flair for showmanship. . . . but surely this marvelous
feeling for natural rhythm, in the curves of his leaping from place to

place, in the panther-like motion of his swinging stride, even in the rip-

pling muscles of his superb form, marks him as a pure child of the

cinema."

Certainly Fairbanks was one of the most likeable personalities that

the screen ever produced. Even though the plots of most of his pictures

were absolutely ridiculous, it is almost impossible not to be sympathetic
with the character that he is portraying. More than one critic called him
the "essence of heroism," and that about sums him up. He -was the

living embodiment of an adolescent daydream.
Perhaps the most charming aspect of the Fairbanks personality was

that he never took himself very seriously. It is this attribute that justifies
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his inclusion in a series devoted to comedy, and it is certainly the only

quality that could make the absurd plot and infantile patriotism of a

picture like The Mollycoddle palatable to modern audiences. The most
enjoyable portions of the film, such as Fairbanks' attempt to use a dead
fish for a pillow or his attempt to make an educated Indian understand

his absurd sign language, illustrate this quality.

The plot of the film deals with the efforts of a Europeanized dandy
to make a "man" and more specifically an "American" out of himself.

He does this by learning to roll his own cigarettes, charging about the

landscape on a magnificent white horse, and foiling an oily foreign

smuggler (Wallace Beery, believe it or not). Despite its absurdity, all

this has a certain nostalgic charm. The absolute innocence of all the

American characters, their naive belief in their own superiority and the

virtues of the strenuous life, is touching in view of the rugged forty

years that separate them from us.

Technically, this film cannot be accused of advancing the art of the

cinema, but it does have a certain facility that reminds us how much
freedom the screen lost when it learned to talk. The camera revolves

a full 360 degrees to induce a feeling of seasickness. One of the com-
plexities of the plot is explained by an animated cartoon sequence. The
director, Victor Fleming, shows a great deal of skill in adjusting the

movements of the camera to best display the Fairbanks personality.

Although this is not a great film, it is entertaining, which is more than

can be said for many more pretentious efforts.

* * #

THE FRESHMAN
(U.S., 1925)

Directed by Sam Taylor and Fred Newmayer

Like virtually all of the film comedians of the twenties, Harold Lloyd
learned his craft making two reel comedies under Mack Sennett at Key-
stone Studios. As vaudeville died feature length films came to be more
and more in demand and Lloyd, like many others, left Keystone to pro-

duce his own.

The Freshman offered Lloyd a character perfectly suited to his comic
traits: the awkward and unabashed enthusiasm, the uncomprehending
almost aggressive innocence. Lloyd had thought of making a college film

during his Sennett days, but was afraid of being typed as a student. The
rise of public interest in football and flaming youth in the twenties over-

came Lloyd's qualms, and The Freshman was released in 1925. By 1928
it had earned $3,000,000.

The film is quite competent technically. The camera moves along

with Lloyd as he takes a few acquaintances out for ice-cream and backs
farther and farther away as the group grows into a horde. Lloyd also

uses extreme close-ups to point out details, animated sub-titles, and special

effects photography. The comic use of sound effects: the breaking stick

when the battered Lloyd straightens up after football practice, the insist-
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ent bell in the party sequence, and the steam whistle which ends Lloyd's
run in the football game, were introduced to exploit the sound effects
which by this time almost all theaters had introduced to supplement
musical accompaniment.

Structurally the film could be divided into four two-reelers: the
freshman introduces himself to the student body, the freshman at foot-
ball practice, the freshman gives a party, and the big game. For this
reason, the film suffers from some of the defects inherent in an extended
development of one situation. Lloyd has some difficulty reconciling the
development of a sympathetic character and a unified story line because
his best pace is still the hectic scramble of a Sennett two-reeler. In the
scene on the train where a solicitous matron mistakes an exchange of
crossword puzzle possibilities for a budding romance, and Lloyd bolts in
embarrassment, Lloyd could not resist putting a porter with a full tray
in the path of the retreat, undercuting the fine anguish of the scene with
adventitious slapstick.

Lloyd's comic character is a limited one. He lends no poignant grace
to his pathos as does Chaplin, nor does he possess the comic stoicism and
inventiveness of Keaton. The joke is always the same one, and Lloyd
is its butt. Only at the end of the film in Lloyd's ninety-nine yard run
does mischance finally work for him. Lloyd's redeeming quality is sup-
posed to be spunk. Consider some of his pictures' titles: Never Weaken,
Safety Last, Why Worry., Welcome Danger. He presented a character
with no real sympathetic qualities but innocence and determination. He
is memorable for the nightmarish dilemmas in which he placed himself,
but it is hard for us today to understand what special quality made him
the idol of a generation and led, heaven help us, to an era when the
Lloyd gulp was considered as necessary to successful fraternity living as
a hip flask, and millions of lensless, celluloid, Harold Lloyd glasses
were sold on the campuses of the land.

* * *

THE STRONG MAN
(U.S., 1926)

Directed by Frank Capra

In The Strong Man, Langdon tries to recapture the Sennett and Chap-
lin muse. His attempt, however, is like a Roman imitation of a Greek
drama—more gore, but less good. Langdon uses most of the trappings
of this slapstick tradition. For most of the film he has on a tight, thread-
bare jacket and baggy pants, the standard costume of the clown. His
characterization also follows these lines. He portrays the small, strangely
childlike man whose innocence and ingeunity both isolate and protect him
from a hostile world. These qualities are at least striven for in the open-
ing section. After a short film clip of men in battle, Langdon is found in
No-Man's Land, alternating between target shooting at a nearby tin can
with a machine gun and kissing the picture of his girl, completely oblivi-
ous to the war going on about him. When an enemy finally appears and
his machine gun becomes jammed. Langdon, at least temporarily, routs
him by firing a slingshot loaded with onions. For the remainder of the
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film, he manages to deal with all obstacles—from pails to people—in a

similar, ingenious manner. When he finally achieves his film-long search

for his lost love, Mary Brown, he exchanges one symbol of the tradition

he has adopted for another by making his last appearance in the baggy,

low-belted uniform of a Keystone Cop.

Langdon's portrayal of good and evil also follows the conventions of

slapstick in that it is made through a series of sharp contrasts. The city

is cold and indifferent. It is peopled by sirens who live in expensive

apartments and by men who bring corruption to the small town. The
small town man is a bible-toter who, with the help of God and a Langdon-
ex-machina, can fight this disease. The small town girl, always seen in

a garden, is innocently longing for love. Langdon is, of course, on the

side of the "Christian Soldiers." Notably absent in Langdon's delineation,

however, are encounters with hostile symbols of authority which the hero
must deal with. The big German is not his foil but his master. He fear-

fully salutes the doorman and follows his facetious advice, blindly obey-

ing what he mistakes to be an officer.

Despite Langdon's use of many important elements of the slapstick

tradition, The Strong Man is deficient in several major ways. Most of

Langdon's comic situations display little build-up and no sense of time.

In scene after scene he introduces at least potentially comic incidents but

strings them out so far that they go past even the point of tedium. Though
he sometimes incorporates clever touches, his lack of selectivity and his

inability to expand them often results in the loss of their effectiveness.

One of Langdon's weaknesses is that he often seems a parody Chaplin.

Where Chaplin would have been innocent and child-like, Langdon seems
cunning and infantile. When Chaplin would have been tender and sym-
pathetic, Langdon seems exploitive and obscene. These characteristics

are particularly pointed up in Langdon's big love scene with his Griffith-

like heroine—the blind little dear one.

While Langdon often spoils a comic opportunity, his very bizarre,

almost perverse personality makes him one of the most fascinating though
by no means the funniest comedian of his age.

* -X -X-

SOME NOTES ON "THE GREAT COMEDIANS"
With the omission of such important figures as Laurel and Hardy,

Buster Keaton, W. C. Fields and Will Rogers, this series spans rather

than covers the comedies of the teens and twenties. The survey, however,

has attempted to perform three notable services. It has tried to give some
indication of the more important changes in treatment comedy under-

went from the rather free-formed, often impromptu ingeunity of Sennett

to the polished, carefully constructed but not necessarily funnier produc-

tions of Harold Lloyd. The series, by its very nature, also looked past

the noise of the last thirty odd years to the time when filmed comedy
was strictly a visual art. The third service belongs more rightfully to the

artists themselves. Chaplin, Langdon, Fairbanks. Turpin, Lloyd and even

the Drews—each brought to comedy a distinct personal contribution, the
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outcome of their individual talents wedded to their sometimes bizarre,

often extravagant reactions to the world about them. It is their achieve-

ment which helped make this period the unchallenged Golden Age of

Comedy.

Comedy of the teens was almost solely in the form of slapstick. Comic
communication was made through movement, facial expression and the

easily-followed situation with its ingenious twist. This was an age in

which a comedian had to be an acrobat and a pantomimist as well as

a clown, in which timing was a thing of the whole body and not just

of the mouth.

The guiding genius of this period was Mack Sennett. His one and two
reelers contain an extraordinary variety of frantic sight and situation

gags, trick shots and speeded-up motion. His Keystone Cops put the

nightstick into slapstick.

Sennett worked under the philosophy of "more"'; if a fat man taking

a pratfall was funny, two fat men taking two was even funnier—the comic
potentials were endless. Turpin's two-reeler, "The Clever Dummy", shows
him at his best—a cross-eyed romeo impersonating a robot. Typical of

most Sennett comedies, consistency bowed before the gag and so did

Turpin's fidelity; he chased after every girl he met, seeming to forget

his own shyness and his "only love" once he was installed in the Vaude-
ville theater. "The Clever Dummy", despite the brilliant movements of

Turpin, is a more restrained "pie-less" and "cop-less" production than

is usually associated with this team. A bit of the old Sennett sticks out

when pursuer and pursued crash through walls and over tables in the

frantic final chase.

Chaplin's two short films, "The Count" and "The Floorwalker", though

made for First National, are in the same slapstick tradition as his earlier

Sennett ones. They contain the same large proportion of pratfalls and
graceful movement for which Chaplin was already famous. Though he

used the cane, derby, baggy pants and large shoes, Chaplin's character

was not so much that of the pathetic tramp for which he is now best

known, but of a "down-in-the-heels" but cocky little fellow whose cun-

ning and quickness made him always able to cope with the rest of the

world. The world was a harshly-lit, naturalistic one in which everyone

was a thief, from the customer to the manager of a department store. It

abounded in unscrupulous adventurers, phoney Counts and even Chap-
lins who stole silverware. Still, it was a simple world with few real dan-

gers and no real pain.

While Chaplin's popularity as the tramp grew, comedy of the late

teens and twenties began to change in a way perhaps anticipated by

Sennett in his direction of "The Clever Dummy." The slapstick of the

earlier years was taking on a few coats of polish. Though somewhat early,

the Drews were typical of this movement. Their mild, somewhat urbane

brand of humor had little of that once famous eccentricity or vulgarity.

Sidney Drew, though only a minor figure, also reflects the added stress

in comedy of personality. Instead of the dead-pan antics of many Sen-
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nett figures, Drew's good-natured smile and somewhat sly charm make
a good deal of his light comedy palatable.

Doug Fairbanks belongs to this somewhat more "charming" trend,

though there might be some question whether to place him under the

heading of comedian at all. Best known for his dashing suavity and dar-

ing acrobatics, he is more good humored than humorous. However, at

least two of his films, His Majesty, the American and The Mollycoddle,

contain major elements of the comedy of manners. They are even Jamesian
in theme though not in style. In the first he is an American in Europe
who introduces democracy, slang and other American characteristics to a

kingdom he has been left heir to. The other takes a different twist. He is

a Europeanized American who must be stripped of his monocle and
cigarette holder and who must learn the rugged American way of "roll-

ing your own" before he is entitled to the heroine. Both plots are extra-

vagantly complicated by such things as hidden diamond mines, smugglers

and assassins, but these only serve to give Fairbanks the opportunity

to bound from boulder to boulder and swing from tree to tree so that

he can foil the villain and rescue the heroine.

Unlike Chaplin, Fairbanks is never really the under-dog; he is never

really menaced. But like Chaplin in his two-reelers, Fairbanks neither

takes any situation seriously nor allows the audience to do so. The blows

he gives and receives, like the pratfalls of Chaplin, do not hurt. Fair-

banks somewhat spoils this image of himself in the "sea-sick" scene of

The Mollycoddle when he rolls on the coal heap in agony and feels and
sees the boiler room spin. By the end of the scene, however, he is

restored to the role of the Fairbanks who, after joking with an Indian,

can good-naturedly slap him on the back and join in a tribal dance.

Always smiling, Fairbanks looks as if he is enjoying himself and makes
the audience enjoy watching him do so.

While Fairbanks usually adopts the role of the mature hero and Chap-

lin that of the "child", Harold Lloyd's portrayal in The Freshman is that

of an adolsecent. His characterization has the style of a twenties' "Henry
Aldridge" and the approach to life of a "George Babbitt". As a naive

bumpkin with a great desire to be the hero of "the gang," Lloyd fills him-

self with secret slogans, formulas and rituals for "getting off on the right

foot," and for "making a go of it." Because he is so serious about his

social goal, he is too involved in the life around him to achieve any
ironic distance. Nor does he ever rebel against or even question the

system in which he finds himself. Instead, he strikes a pose or acts the

role which he thinks will fool people into believing that he is an outstand-

ing part of the established order.

He never rebels nor even defends himself against authority. While
acting the part of the worldly freshman, he finds that he has slapped the

Dean of the college jovially on the back; Lloyd receives a withering look.

Chaplin would probably have pretended he was dusting off the Dean's

jacket and, smiling sweetly, would have waited until the Dean had again

turned around, booted him and dashed away. Lloyd can only gape in
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helpless, open-mouthed horror. The football coach uses Lloyd as a
tackling dummy. Turpin probably would have stood patiently until the

coach dashed at him and, at the proper moment, moved aside. All Lloyd
can do is to pick himself up and prepare to be tackled again.

Because the troubles and frustrations arise out of his serious, preten-

tious, usually self-provoked predicaments, the laughter of the audience
is directed at Lloyd himself; he is the butt of the jokes. Therefore, there

is very little sympathy and not a great deal of pity evoked for Lloyd's

dilemmas. A notable exception to this is in the dance section. There he
is also the object of the joke as he desperately attempts to keep his basted

suit from falling apart while still upholding the role of perfect host. This
scene, however, is different in that the state of his clothes is not of his

own making; he is a victim of circumstance. Also, instead of acting help-

less and horrified, he actively and ingeniously works towards staving

off the inevitable end. When he is finally unmasked, he has done so well

that the audience is more sympathetically than sadistically amused by
his pants' parting. Lloyd's comic inventiveness and competence make this

section the funniest in the film.

Unfortunately, the humor for most of the film plays on a mixture of

sadism and embarrassment. As a result, the chief difference between laugh-

ing at a Chaplin and a Lloyd fall is that with Chaplin the audience also

knows he will not be hurt; with Lloyd, at best they probably do not care.

Langdon, rather than following Lloyd's lead, seems to have sought

inspiration largely from Chaplin. The outward trappings and general

tone Langdon attempts are similar. He is a little fellow with an innocent,

almost childlike face, dressed in the traditional tramp-clown costume,

Langdon also tries to intercut pathos with slapstick, but achieves a de-

cadent, almost perverse caricature of Chaplin. His meeting with Mary
Brown in The Strong Man has this grotesque quality. Langdon, starting

the scene in a Chaplinesque manner, spruces up his ragged clothing and
bounds out to introduce himself. He goes through a short routine in

which he alternates boldness with shyness in a somewhat gracefully awk-

ward series of movements and facial expressions. Ashamed of her blind-

ness, Mary turns, stumbles about and bursts into tears. Where Chaplin's

reaction to his first revelation of her condition would have been a sudden y

moving flash of pity and an attempt lo soothe and entertain her with his

whimsy— a scene he played so beautifully a few years later in "City

Lights"—Langdon almost seems glad that she is blind, that she is even

more helpless than he. The little love scene he enacts with her under

the tree has the facade of sentimental innocence. However, when Langdon
runs his hands in the air, grasps her hand and finally kisses it, he does

so in such a sensual manner that he seems to be exploiting her helpless-

ness. The whole scene becomes a probably unintentional parody of shy-

ness, innocence and young love.

In The Strong Man Langdon displays neither the precision nor the

comic flair of the Chaplin and Sennett comedies. Often he belabors

rather than builds in a comic situation. When he tries to carry the
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fainting siren up a flight of stairs, he steps into a pail, walks halfway up
trying to shake it off and finally puts her on the banister. She, of course,

slides down. Picking her up, he again tries the stairs only to find her

too heavy to carry. He pauses only an instant. With good comic inventive-

ness, he sits down and carries her up, step by step. Unfortunately, Lang-

don is shown going up almost every step—and it's a long staircase. A work-

man has left a ladder at the top of the stairs and, when Langdon arrives,

he predictably continues climbing. If he had had Sennett's inventiveness,

he would have topped the gag by probably having the workman come out

at precisely the right moment with a taller ladder on which he

would descend to the amazement of the worker. Langdon would con-

tinue on his way, never realizing what had occurred. Instead, both

Langdon and the gag reach the top of the ladder and fall to the floor.

The reasons for Langdon's popular appeal are harder to find than

for Turpin, Chaplin and the rest. Perhaps it was his unique mixture of

innocence and perversity. And, not to underrate his comic accomplish-

ments, he did have some very funny moments in the Ellis Island, the bus

and the tavern scenes of The Strong Man. Still, he is one of the last and

one of the weakest links in the Great Chain of Comedians.

—Gilbert Schloss

THE GENERAL
(U.S.A.. 1927)

Written and directed by Buster Keaton and Clyde Bruckman
Produced by Joseph M. Schenck for United Artists
Photography by Dev Jennings and Bert Haines
Starring Buster Keaton, Marion Mack
Available from the Museum of Modern Art

BACKGROUND
The historic basis : During the Civil War at Big Shanty, Ga., about 100

years ago, 22 Union spies, led by a civilian named James Andrews,
swiped a Western and Atlantic locomotive named "The General" from
under the noses of Confederate troops. Their plan was to wreck tracks

and bridges behind them as they raced north, to cut off the Confederate

supply line from Atlanta so the Yankees could capture and hold Chatta-

nooga. This action developed into "one of the classic pursuits of U. S.

History" when a Confederate conductor, William Fuller, chased "The
General", first on foot, then in a borrowed locomotive (which had to

run backward for lack of a place to turn around) until "The General"

ran out of fuel, and the Yankees took to the woods. Captured, eight

were later hanged (including Andrews), six were exchanged and eight

escaped. The Union survivors were the first ever to receive the Con-
gressional Medal of Honor. The locomotive, "The General", stands as

a monument in the Chattanooga Depot. Disney reused the incident for

his live action thriller, The Great Locomotive Chase (1956). Although
Keaton's film is 30 years old, his photography is of the finest quality,

and so authentic that it is "within hailing distance of Matthew
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Brady", the late James Agee said. In making it, "there were no doubles
used, no Process Shots or miniatures", Keaton said in a letter dated Sept.

21, 1949 and quoted in Roosevelt University Film Society Program Notes
(5-10-56). The notes also report that The General seems to be Keaton's
own favorite film.

Keaton, the man : Joseph Francis Keaton was born of circus and vaude-
ville acrobats known as "The Two Keatons" at Pickway, Kansas, Oct. 4,

1896. Three and a half years later he was a trouper in his parents' act,

then rebilled, "The Three Keatons". Harry Houdini gave the child the

name "Buster" in admiration for a wild fall he took down a flight of

stairs. His father had taught him how to fall without injury and never

to smile while performing. These became the trade-mark of his brilliantly

individual, comic style. In 1917 he began doing two-reel comedies at

$40 a week for Joseph M. Schenck (contrary to accounts that he was a

Sennett comedian, which he never was.) He graduated to full length

features in 1922 with The Three Ages. He rose steadily to become
one of Metro's biggest stars and earners. A Keaton feature cost as little

as $200,000 to produce and reliably grossed $2 million. The General
cost $335,000. When the screen began to talk (1927) the silent Keaton's

popularity began to slowly fade. But due to his undying devotion to his

art, he has hung on. And he continued never to smile on the screen

(except once, when it failed to bring a laugh).

In the 1930's he made features with such players as Jimmy Durante,

Wallace Beery and Robert Montgomery. He made several dozen sound
shorts and starred in his last feature in 1937. Then he became a gagman
and advisor on comedy scripts for M-G-M, particularly construction

comedy sequences for Red Skelton (as in The Yellow Cab Man). He
has continued to play small Hollywood parts, most notably as himself

in Sunset Boulevard and as the comic pianist in the final burlesque scene

of Chaplin's Limelight (a film story that hauntingly parallels Keaton's

own ups and downs) . In addition he has made talking comedies in

France and Mexico, clowned in a French circus, played the straw hats

(in Three Men on a Horse in 1949) and in the early 50's regained popu-

lar fame, a comfortable income and a new public in British and U.S.

TV, appearing on most major shows.

Now, still during his lifetime, Hollywood has seen fit to pay Keaton
the ironic tribute of a sound-film biography, The Buster Keaton Story.

Paramount engaged the 60-year-old artist to coach Donald O'Con-
nor for the part of Keaton. It is a film that should have dished up large

qualities of Keaton life and humor, but it was not too successful. "Most
importantly, it lacks Keaton", said Life.

ANALYSIS
Keaton's comic brilliance depends on his deft handling and interplay-

ing of three types of visual gags. The first is a simple comic irony; a

happening clearly seen and understood by the audience, but unbeknownst

to the victim, even after its completion. Johnnie Grey knows his sword

has flipped out of its handle one last time and in disgust he throws the
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handle down. What he does not know—but the audience is let in on—is

that the blade has impaled the enemy sniper just in time to save Johnnie's

very life! Our pleasure comes from both being in the know and from
the logic defying character of the gag.

But if the simple comic irony were the only type of gag Keaton em-
ployed, the humor would be thin and we would soon know what always

to expect. Our delicious anticipation of surprise would be gone and we
would find Johnnie Grey dull and unaware—not worthy of our sympathy.

But Keaton is a master at keeping us always interested and he engenders

great sympathy for his stubborn, steadfast hero. The classic chase with

its chain of anxieties and the slow build-ups to certain delayed-action

gags are standard comic devices, but it is his superb mastery of the other

two special types of visual gags that add immeasurably to his unique

style.

The second type is also a visual irony in that we see it happen to its

unaware victim—but with this type the victim does not remain finally

unaware. Rejected from the army and rebuffed by his girl, Johnnie sits

down on the eccentric rod that connects the drive wheels of the loco-

motive. The engine starts up and he rides the rod, up and down, danger-

ously unaware until just before he disappears into the roundhouse—at

that very last moment he grasps the situation and looks frantically

about. Or after the water spout has soaked him, as his cab passed it,

he shows discomfort, then tries to fathom the occurrence by holding out

his hand for falling rain and at last looks back; we then see the glimmer
of final realization come over his eloquent face. When an occurrence of

simple comic irony is capped by the victim's own final realization of

what has actually happened to him, we are allowed to renew respect for

Johnnie; it forms a bridge for our sympathy and we are not allowed

to believe he is always unaware.

The third type of visual gag is a reverse irony that makes the audience

the butt of the gag. Johnnie has so often been the victim that we are never

quite prepared to think he won't always be, until suddenly in a most
impossible situation—with all the cards stacked against him—he ingen-

iously comes through, usually just in the nick of time and with the great-

est skill. He has just strained to wrest the timber off the track and lands

with it on the cow catcher, when we see the second timber directly in

his path. He seems helpless with his arms full of the first timber and our

hearts sink. His deft toss of the first timber removes the second! Or,

gradually we are allowed to gather concern over the half-conscious enemy
officer lying on the floor of the cab. But in the end, instead of a real threat

he becomes the prize prisoner of war, General Parker himself, at the

point of a revolver we never imagined Johnnie had (and which a moment
later—at the General's formal surrender—he proves he doesn't know how
to use properly) . And it is the prisoner that makes Johnnie a hero, not

all his other really heroic acts. The irony-contra-audience keeps us guess-

ing and never allows us to underestimate our hero for they happen with-

out warning, to reveal his hidden ingenuity, always applied where it is
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most needed. Even though the joke is on us, we are gratified and relieved

to see our hero win through.

As these three types of visual gags are interplayed, we never know
which to expect. This sustains our interest and the variation constantly

tickles our funnyhone. Just how they are ordered and perfectly timed

with appropriateness to the plot is something we need not analyze. Let's

call it Keaton's artistry: a comic ingenuity never surpassed.

—Cameron Macauley

DUCK SOUP
(U.S.. 1933)

Directed by Leo McCarey
Produced by Paramount
Script by Bert Kahlmar, Harry Ruby, Nat Perrin, Al Sheekman. etc.

Starring Groucho Marx, Harpo Marx, Chico Marx, Zeppo Marx,
Margaret Dumont, Louis Calhern, Edgar Kennedy

Available from Museum, of Modern Art v

BACKGROUND
With the coming of sound, American screen comedy declined greatly.

None of the great silent comedians, with the single exception of Chaplin,

produced sound films to equal their earlier masterpieces. However,
vaudeville and the musical comedy stage provided new comedians, a very

few of whom deserve to range along side the silent masters. Among these

few are the Marx Brothers.

The world of the Marx brothers is one of utter confusion. The plots

of their pictures defy rational analysis. Their method is to set up a

situation in the briefest possible time and then reduce it to complete

absurdity. There is no subtlety in their humor. Their aim is to set up
the greatest possible number of gags in the shortest possible time. Unlike

many other great comedians, they spend little time in developing each

separate gag and make no effort at all to relate one gag to the next. The
brothers lack the pathetic dignity of Buster Keaton, they do not engage
our sympathies as Chaplin does, their sole aim is to make us laugh. They
achieve this simple aim better than any other comedians of the talking

screen.

Duck Soup was the last picture the Marx brothers made for Para-

mount before moving to MGM. No doubt their later films, like A Night
at the Opera, were better organized, but they lacked the utter abandon
of Duck Soup. This film makes full use of the possibilities of the medium,
especially in the final war sequence, but it lacks none of the humor that

made the Marx brothers so successful on the stage.

ANALYSIS
Harpo has received more attention from intellectuals than the other

brothers. His character is the farthest from ordinary reality and his

mute antics have a universal appeal. His mind has its own inner logic,

but from any ordinary point of view he is completely mad. He lights

cigars with a blow torch with a nonchalance which suggests that he
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regards this as completely normal behavior. He snips off ties and coat

tails, bathes his feet in lemonade, and conducts a telephone conversation

with automobile horns with a wild and irresistible abandon. When we
discover that the tatoo of a dog house on his chest contains a barking

dog we are amused, but not particularly surprised. No doubt a Freudian

could make an interesting analysis of Harpo, especially of the scene

where he is shown sleeping with a horse, but it is more fun to laugh than

to analyze.

Groucho is the anchor man of the team. Portraying Rufus T. Firefly,

prime minister of Sylvania, he advances what little plot the picture has.

His humor consists chiefly of unparalleled effrontery. He is perfectly

capable of existing with the "I must go home and clean the cracker

crumbs out of my bed. I'm expecting company." He insults every char-

acter in the cast, makes outrageous puns, and generally behaves in a

despicable manner. Like W. C. Fields, he acts out everyone's secret

desire to overthrow all the conventions of organized society. He delivers

such a profusion of jokes that we do not notice that about half of them
are quite bad. Although his humor is primarily vocal, his outlandish

make-up and slouching walk, add greatly to his effectiveness.

Chico is used chiefly in support of Harpo and Groucho, but he is an
admirable comedian in his own right. He is the soul of dishonesty. He
changes his allegiance from one country to another with the greatest of

ease and turns his treason trial into a punning match with Groucho. At
one point he even puns lemonade with eliminate and gets away with it.

The one great weakness of Diick Soup is that it does not provide Chico /
f

with an opportunity to display his famous pistol shot piano playing

technique.

Zeppo is the least famous of the brothers and deservedly so. He
seems to contribute absolutely nothing to the act. He sings a little, mostly

off key, and acts as occasional straight man for Groucho. He is possibly

the worst actor ever to appear on the screen, which is saying a good deal

in a medium that has seen Wallace Reid, Henry Wilcoxon, and Mario
Lanza. At highly dramatic moments in this picture he can be seen staring

dreamily off into space, no doubt watching the cameraman and lighting

crew. Despite his incompetence, he added a certain bumbling charm to

the act. Duck Soup was his last picture, which is regretable.

The supporting players add greatly to the wonderful confusion of this

picture. Margaret Dumont was a lady of great dignity, which she badly
needed under the circumstances. At one point Groucho declaims: "We
are fighting for this woman's honor, which is probably more than she

ever did." She is the perfect foil for the insults of the brothers. Louis
Calhern also absorbs insults with great dignity. It must be very difficult

to be an ambassador to a country where Groucho Marx is the prime
minister. By far and away the ablest support is provided by Edgar
Kennedy. Kennedy was a very able comedian who specialized in a tech-

nique for showing anger called the "slow burn." Chico and Harpo give

him several excellent opportunities to display his talent.

—/. Quinn Brisben



The Scandinavian Film
THE SAGA OF GOSTA BERLING
(Sweden. 1923)

Directed by Mauritz Stiller

Produced by Svenska-Biograf
Script by Ragnor Hylten-Cavallius
From a novel by Selma Lagerlof (written in 1894)
Photography by Julius Jaenzon
Starring Greta Garbo, Lars Hanson, and Gerda Lundeqvist-Dahlestrom as the

Countess of Ekeby
Available from Museum of Modern Art

BACKGROUND
"In the first years after the war the Scandinavian Film and the Swed-

ish film in particular attained such importance that there were many who
believed that the Northern countries had become the chosen land of the

motion picture. No month passed, in 1920 and 1921, but there appeared in

Paris some new film by Seastrom or Stiller, in all of which the beauties

of the landscape and the nobility of their simple plots constantly expressed

a love of nature and a heroic attitude to life. The influence of Selma
Lagerlof, most of whose books were filmed during this period, continued

to be extremely strong for several years. Thanks to this talented woman,
both purity of heart and devotion to duty took on new meaning, and,

whether under her inspiration or not, men like Seastrom, Stiller . . .

(and others) for an all too short period set before our eyes a sort of

solemn and spiritual beauty such as the screen was seldom to give us

again." (The History of Motion Pictures, by Maurice Bardeche and Robert Brassil-

lach, 1938, pp. 177-8)

"If . . . Seastrom ... is the greatest of Swedish directors, he never-

theless shared his glory with his erstwhile companion, Mauritz Stiller.

Less forceful and less literary than Seastrom, more of an aesthete, he
was also an artist who more than once merited the closest attention by
his original and striking works. It was in 1919 that he made his master-

piece, The Treasure of Arne, after Selma Lagerlof. The Swedes have never

regarded their past history as something dead and gone; they have

always treated it as part of an undying legend, realizing to the full that

the essential elements in it were drama and atmosphere and the snowy
landscapes whence all its romance stemmed." (p. 180)

In 1923, Stiller began work on Gosta Berling, based on another novel

by Selma Lagerlof. In the early spring of 1925, Louis B. Mayer of MGM
saw the film and imported Garbo and Stiller to Hollywood. According to

Louise Brooks in the Winter 1958-59 Sight and Sound, Mayer "knew as

sure as he was alive that he had found a sexual symbol beyond his imagin-

ing. Here was a face as purely beautiful as Michelangelo's Mary of the

Pieta, yet glowing with passion." (p. 15.)

Garbo made this film when she was 17 and gained world-wide fame
during the thirties as MGM's most impressive actress. She left Hollywood
in the early forties and has remained in seclusion. Her director, Stiller,
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was not as successful as Garbo. He did not feel at home in the com-
mercial atmosphere of Hollywood and his films did not have the merit

of his native productions. On returning to Sweden in 1928, Stiller died.

The original version of Gosta Berling, which lasted for four hours,

was revived in 1954 in Stockholm and was accompanied by a full orches-

tra in the pit. The Museum's print is approximately half the length of the

original and its sound track was added in the early thirties. The continuity

and characterization have suffered as a result, but it is the only version

that is available for showing in the United States. Perhaps some day the

Museum will see fit to furnish the complete print.

ANALYSIS
The Source—"Ah, Gosta Berling—strongest and weakest of men," says

Lagerlof of her hero. Her novel is peopled with characters who are keenly

aware of life's Janus-like dealings with men. The Saga is regarded by
most critics to be Lagerlof's masterpiece despite its loose and episodic

construction similar to the medieval metrical romances. Set in the mag-
nificent Varmland country, the story is centered upon the activities of

twelve vagrant pensioners who live on the charity of a powerful woman
landholder, the Countess of Ekeby. She is almost witch-like. One pensioner

dies each year and another is found to take his place and yet they work
her iron mines and foundries with a dogged devotion. The youngest and
most cavalier of these is Gosta Berling, once a priest and an unflinching

idealist. Now he is content to make an occasional foray in an effort to

regain his lost self-respect, only to step back into comfortable and strange

servitude to his Countess.

Woven into the fabric of this basic plot are numerous tales and legends

from Swedish tradition. There are many incompletely drawn characters

and an ambling, dreamy chronology. Parts of the book are written in

poetry; much of the prose is distinctly poetic in handling. Most stunning

is the power which Lagerlof's characters have for self-analysis; their out-

cries against poverty, infidelity, and the tricks of Fate are akin in their

greatest moments to Shakespearean soliloquy.

Techniques of the Film — The film has several outstanding features

which are immediately apparent. The geography which Lagerlof so loving-

ly and mystically describes is breathtakingly photographed. Nature is

a living presence in the frozen icy wastes, towering pines, white roads

through black woods, smooth lakes. The settings are often like picture

frames or studies for paintings—Elizabeth in the flower garden, Marienne
in the black cape on the white drifts, the Countess and her mother turning

the mill. The costuming is rich, dramatic in its use of draping, and almost

barbaric in its use of furs. Silent films are often guilty of pantomimic

extravagance and the crowd in the opening church scene is not wholly

convincing. Under Stiller's direction, however, the actors are surprisingly

free of stereotyped posturing.

Plot— Plot-wise, the film suffers for two reasons. First, it has been

drastically cut from its original length of four hours to two hours. Con-

tinuity suffers, some of the action is almost meaningless. The brief scene
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in which Altringer is mentioned is explained later when we learn he was
the Countess of Ekeby's lover. All the cavaliers have assumed for years

that Samzelius (the Countess' present husband) has taken the Manor
and the seven foundries owned by Altringer in exchange for silence—

a

payment from a lover to a husband for non-interference. Neither is the

raving of Kristian at the banquet table adequately explained. This cavalier

has also loved the Countess for years and served her silently. He has

watched her forced marriage to Samzelius and her love affair with Alt-

ringer. The night of the banquet, the Countess has set the cavaliers at a

separate table, fed them crows for meat, and Kristian can stand it no
longer. In a drunken outburst he cries, "I am the dog that guards her door

and the slave who bears her burdens. She may strike me and push me
aside, but I bear it in silence. I have loved her for forty years." He reveals

her past to her husband, and her atonement for sin begins. We discover

her husband had never known of her lover.

Secondly, a silent film is unable to transmit with even the finest actors

the subtle kaleidoscopic nature of the minds of Lagerlofs characters. In

the opening scene, Gosta is portrayed as a drunken pastor. But Lagerlof

explains the drunkenness. Freezing weather, lonely parochial rounds,

isolation. "Life without drink was unbearable in that lonely part of the

world and they all knew it." His inspired sermon is high irony. Like

Dimmesdale of The Scarlet Letter, he must preach the goodness he be-

lieves in, while inwardly he knows the depths. He cannot stand the

hypocrisy of his triumph, and flings victory back into the faces of his

accusers.

By telling Gosta of her own degradation, the Countess saves him from
suicide. In the film, this scene is delayed until quite late in the plot develop-

ment (in the novel the Countess finds Gosta as a beggar after his expul-

sion from the priesthood and convinces him to become a cavalier) . In

either case, the scene makes them allies in their disillusionment with life

and in their determination at all costs. "Don't you think, Gosta Berling,

that all people in the world are dead or half dead?" she says. When she

at last convinces him to live on, she concludes, "I have fought for you
as I have for my own soul." She is equally as involved in almost diabolic

contract with the soul of each of her pensioners.

The Love Affairs—Gosta's love affairs are conducted with a combina-

tion of abandon and medieval chivalry. He proves (in the novel) to be

a disappointment to all the women who love him. The Countess Ebba is

so shocked to discover that her winning tutor, Gosta, is in reality a

defrocked priest that she commits suicide. Destruction of those he loves

becomes an established pattern when Marienne Sinclair sacrifices family,

honor and finally beauty for Gosta. The film Marienne is a two dimen-

sional character. The novel's Marienne is much more complicated a crea-

tion. She vacillates, torments, and cajoles. After her siege of small-pox,

she loses any real sensitivity as a woman, and becomes a monster of

self-analysis. "She lay there and played the part of being ill and being

unhappy, she played at being in love and being revengeful." She toys
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with Gosta and he gives up in disgust and leaves her forever.

The Italian Countess, Elizabeth (played by the youthful Garbo), is

a composite character. She is created from two women of the novel, Anna
Stjarnhok and Countess Elizabeth. She epitomizes for Gosta all the

obstacles, pain and renunciation which attend deep love. Anna Stjarnhok

of the novel in a moment of passion flees with Gosta from a fiance she

does not love, and the wild flight from the wolves ensues. Gosta regards

the appearance of the wolves as an ill omen, renounces her love, and
returns her to her fiance. The Countess Elizabeth story is also less elemen-

tary than the film indicates. Elizabeth is accused by her mother-in-law

of marrying the foppish Henrik for his wealth. She is abused, made to

do common servant's labor in the household, and learns after she runs

away that her marriage was never legal. The marriage contract signing

scene in the film is spurious. Elizabeth is expecting Henrik's child, and
marries Gosta to give the child a father and a name.

Thus, all of Gosta's love affairs are marked with suicide, renunciation,

destruction of beauty or sacrifice.

The Symbols—Gosta Berling's life is saga-like in its reaches. He is a

leader of men, capable of godly heights and fiendish depths. There are

numerous studies in familial and filial love (Countess Dohna and her

daughter, Ebba; Marienne and her parents; Countess of Ekeby and her

aged mother; Henrik and his mother). Ekeby Manor, for the Countess,

is a concrete symbol of her adultery, and the burning of it is essential

for atonement of her sin. The rebuilding of Ekeby by Gosta is a project

which makes a man of him and restores the self-respect he has lost in years

of drunken Cavalier living. The communion with Nature is almost a

Nordic religion, and Gosta with the homeless wounded bird sees a truth

like that which Lady Chatterley sees on her knees before small birds:

Gelsomina in La Strada has the same insight when she catches insects on

a twig.

Lagerlof tells of Gosta's struggle in her conclusion:

"He knew well that joy was a blessing to the children of men
and that it must exist; but like a great mystery the question still

hung over the world how man was both to be joyous and to be
good. He said it was the easiest and the most difficult of things."

—Gretchen Schoff

LEAVES FROM SATAN'S BOOK
(Denmark. 1920)

Directed by Carl Theodor Dreyer

Produced by Nordisk Films Kompagni of Copenhagen
Based on Marie Corelli's novel, The Sorrows of Satan (1895)

Available from the Museum of Modern Art

BACKGROUND
Carl Theodor Dreyer is a Danish director who has spent most of his

professional career wandering around Europe searching for sponsors
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for his highly individual films. Considered by many film critics to be
one of the world's finest directors, his work has been infrequent due to

the serious and uncompromising nature of his stories.

Dreyer began writing scripts for films about 1912 when he was a
young journalist. After his first film, The President (1920), he made
Leaves from Satan s Book, The Fourth Marriage of Dame Margaret, an
allegory, and in 1925, the Master of the House, a study of a-ma«^who

-is- a tyrannical husband and father. His next picture, the world famous
Passion of Joan of Are, was made in France in 1923. Since then he made
Jjimpyr (1932), Day of Wrath (1943), and Ordet (1955).

The Museum of Modern Art's print of Leaves from Satan s Book is a
particularly fine one and was no doubt made from the original negative.

Just recently made available, it is the least known of the films of Dreyer

which can be rented in the United States.

The following comments from an article* written by Dreyer for

Sight and Sound give his views on some aspects of film direction: "To
make the form more evident, more striking, simplification must cleanse

the director's inspiration of all elements that do not support his central

idea. It must transform the idea into symbol. With symbolism we are

well on the way to abstraction, for symbolism works through sugges-

tion. This abstraction through simplification, so that a purified form
emerges in a kind of timeless, psychological realism, can be practiced

by the director in a modest way in the actual rooms of his films. How
many rooms without souls we have seen on the screen. The director can
give his rooms a soul through simplification, by removing all that is

superfluous, by making a few significant articles and objects psychologi-

3al witnesses of the inmate's personality."

A word about actors. "Anyone who has seen my films—the good ones

—

will know how much importance I attach to performance. Nothing in the

world can be compared to the human face. It is a land one can never tire

of exploring. There is no greater experience in a studio than to witness

the expression of a sensitive face under the mysterious power of inspira-

tion. To see it animated from inside, and turning into poetry."

ANALYSIS
Carl Theodor Dreyer is one of the few directors whose films undeniably

bear the stamp of his personality. Whatever be the subject matter of his

pictures, each is touched by his own mystic vision of the world, a world

frequently medieval in its reference to witches, vampires, and other

supernatural manifestations. For this reason, the student of his films

ought to examine Leaves From Satan s Book in spite of its somewhat
absurd metaphysics and plodding narrative, for in it can be found in

embryo many of the themes, techniques and situations of his later films.

The prevailing theme of the work of Dreyer can be summed up as the

eternal battle between Good and Evil. In Leaves, Good (faith, unselfish

patriotism, the willingness to sacrifice) is opposed to Evil (jealousy, sex-

*Carl Dreyer, "Thoughts on My Craft," Sight & Sound (Winter, 1955-6).
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ual lust, selfish revolutionary spirit). But this struggle is not just seen

on an abstract plane. As in the Book of Job, these two forces wage their

battle with human pawns. Satan appears as a person in different historical

periods who entices others to succumb to his evil ways. Dreyer, how-
ever, suggests that the eternal punishment of God's rebellious angel is

that he must work foul deeds which he implicitly abhors; thus it is with

some sadness that Satan carries out God's order: "Continue thy evil

doing." Dreyer of course can not solve theological points (such as the

source of evil itself) which have plagued theologians for centuries, but

attempts to simplify matters by inventing a 100 year—1,000 year game
in which Satan's servitude to God depends on the decisions of the charac-

ters. Thus Satan must try to work his evil through other men (Judas,

the monk, the revolutionary, the young mother). He can only gain

respite from his punishment, if the people whom he attempts to seduce

refuse to become the instruments of his demonic force.

Dreyer has attempted to fuse three worlds: the theological and spirit-

ual, the social and historical, and the intimate and personal, but he
is unsuccessful in this formiddable task. Each episode is a com-
plete story in itself which illustrates the intervention of Satan, but an
audience is not really concerned with the outcome, nor is there any mean-
ing behind the action. As a result, the film is quite tedious. The follow-

ing remarks will attempt to point out why the audience's sympathy
and attention are not gained, and what dramatic principles are violated

to bring about this failure.

There are four main types of multi-storied films. First, there are stories

that have no connection with one another (Somerset Maugham's Trio
and Quartet) ; second, stories that are held together only by physical

objects such as Waxworks in which the wax figures of Ivan the Terrible,

Jack the Ripper, and Harun-al-Rashid prompt three tales that are entirely

devoid of any unifying theme; third, stories which are connected by '

some prevailing idea {Leaves), and fourth, stories that are connected

which are also intercut {Intolerance) . Of these types, the last is, of course,

the most challenging.

Dreyer was undoubtedly influenced by D. W. Griffith's Intolerance

(1916), a film which demonstrated in four stories which were simultane-

ously intercut that throughout the ages the theme of intolerance and
persecution occurs again and again. Recurrent shots of a cradle ("Out

of the cradle endlessly rocking") unify the four stories: Christ's cruci-

fixion, the St. Bartholemew massacre, the Fall of Babylon, and a modern
story of economic and social injustice. Griffith's stories varied in their

success. (1) His treatment of Christ was brief and sketchy and not par-

ticularly interesting; (2) the Bartholemew Day massacre had a rather

boring plot and seemed to concentrate more on historical accuracy and
on the idea of the massacre than on the drama of its characters; (3) the

Fall of Babylon had marvelous spectacle and what it lacked in charac-

terization was made up in action; (4) and the modern story which had

imaginatively conceived tension, dramatic construction, acting, cutting,
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and pace. Juxtaposition can add richness and suggestiveness, can tighten

parallels, can create subtle ironies, and, by ellision, can make points more
succinctly. This is not to say that Dreyer's method of telling three stories

consecutively could not be successful. Although it does not have as com-
plex a narrative structure as Intolerance, the method is a valid one.

Unfortunately, as in Griffith, Dreyer fails in the disparity between the

profundity of the theme and the superficiality of its treatment. The idea

that Satan wreaks evil in this world and the significance of the theological

concept that God allows Satan his mischief are not really developed.

The theme is not imbued with subtle meanings in the four stories but

is rather blatantly stated: evil continues throughout the ages.

Although Leaves is a derivative film, it seems odd that except for the

restraint of the acting, it is aesthetically and dramatically weaker than

Intolerance. Certainly Dreyer did not profit from Griffith's mistake in

his St. Bartholemew Massacre of inserting the rather tedious affairs of

a few people in a broad historical event. Their dramatic problems do

not reflect or focus the historical Fact; their fate is essentially irrelevant

or, at best, coincidental to the major action. Erring in the same fashion

as Griffith, Dreyer has not enriched the Fact nor has he created empathy
for his characters. These historical settings were perhaps instrumental

in diverting both Griffith and Dreyer from succinctly and dramatically

communicating, but it does seem strange that both directors were
by far the best in their modern episodes.

These are the four stories of Leaves: (1) The tale of Christ which
centers mainly on Judas' soul struggle, (2) The Spanish Inquisition, (3)

The French Revolution, and (4) The Red-White Russian struggle in Fin-

land in 1918. Each of these will now be examined.

The first few minutes of the Christ episode flounder in local color.

Glimpses of Palestine and, later, numerous introductions to Mary Mag-
dalene, the apostles, and others are so uncinematically sandwiched be-

tween explanatory titles that the film becomes nothing more than a series

of illustrated Biblical texts. Eventually Dreyer settles down to depict

Satan's temptation of Judas. Then follow shots of soldiers walking to the

woods, of Christ praying, of local streets where the Tempter meets Judas,

but there is no dramatic creation of the relationship of Judas to Christ,

nor is there sufficient motivation. Because the immense importance of

Judas' deed is not dramatically presented, the story remains flat and
unmoving. Whatever response this episode evokes stems not from the

powers of the drama itself, but from the reservoir of emotion in an
audience aware of Christianity.

Just as this Christ story suffers from diffuseness (in spite of its short

length) and what should have been moving results in being merely

bearable, so Dreyer fails to create empathy in the episode of the Spanish

Inquisition. True, one can sympathize with Don Fernandez' more-than-

monkish attraction for Isabella, but this is hardly a valid illustration of

the machinations of Satan through the Inquisition. The domestic prob-

?
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lems and the Satanic influence are united in plot, but not in meaning.
Perhaps even this fault one could accept, but unfortunately Dreyer has
not made the domestic scene effective. There is no attempt to create a

character for the father, except that he is a scholar, and his relationship

to his daughter is not given dramatic expression. When he is killed by
the Inquisition, one can not be more than abstractly sorry for his death
when his life did not consist of anything more than a few long shots

of him in his room. The Father is not Dreyer's only failure. None of

the people in this episode really achieves a valid characterization. At best,

one must be content with the unusual faces. Jose, the servant of the house
as well as an obvious servant to the plot, has a cruel and insensitive face;

the frustrated monk appears saintly in his sad, suffering way; the father

does as well as he can in his limited role. But Dreyer somehow fails to

create anything meaningful out of their situations. They remain merely

well chosen faces.

The third episode of the film, the aftermath of the French Revolution,

suffers from the same problems as the Spanish Inquisition. Dreyer tries

to show that Satan is not only behind the terrors of the Revolution, but

that he is also intervening in the individual action of his characters. But
by mixing historical Fact and personal drama he has muddled both. The
ladies of the French nobility and their betrayal have not been warmly
enough created to enlist an audience's involvement in their welfare. The
betrayer is not enough on the screen nor do we see in his few moments
any serious attempt to show his soul struggle. Instead of dwelling on his

character, Dreyer spends valuable time on building "Atmosphere." Ob-
viously the director is trying to show that the Satanic influence is not

only in this one betrayal but in the Revolution itself. But his characters

do not have the stature to sustain this symbolism. The presence of Marie
Antoinette is of course to show the vast difference between the culture and
sensitivity of the nobility and the low-mindedness of the rabble now in

control. In terms of what an audience sees, however, the Queen, who is

being sacrificed by the Satanic revolutionaries (a questionable metaphys-

ic), is not sufficiently developed. She has not been shown in action, nor
has the audience been told of her solution to the political problems. As
a result of the script and the direction, the Queen fails as a valid sym-
bolic figure and as a sympathetic character; her dependence on the

erratic twistings of the plot appears more absurd than effective.

It is only in the last story that Dreyer does not blunt his point by suc-

cumbing to a welter of atmospheric shots which are basically irrelevant

to his theme. Somehow he finds an emotional center to his story so that

the action depicted appears, for the first time in the film, really mean-

ingful. Because of the simple plot and because of the interaction

between the wife and the husband (the furtive looks, the encouragements,

their love, their parenthood, their patriotism) the audience becomes not

only concerned but emotionally stirred by the action. Of course the plot

is melodramatic, but there is a sincerity which triumphs over the mechanics

of story-telling. One feels that the actors are not isolated in a vacuum but
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are looking at one another; there is a creation of filmic space and not

merely the intercutting of close-ups. The emotions created by this last

sequence are hardly profound, but Dreyer does not dissipate the action

or the tenseness, and so for the first time one is really disturbed by
the death. It is not the metaphysical sacrifice that Dreyer meant it to be,

in terms of the thousand year respite of Satan, but it is moving.

Dreyer emphasizes culture and humanism in his view towards Christ

(the Soul of gentleness), towards the scholar in the Spanish sequence,

towards the cultured French nobility who play music and who are

"grand" in their last moments, and towards the purity of motives of the

Finnish couple. The evils of the world are brought about by the auto-

cratic repression of the intellectual pursuits and personal inclinations of

the scholar in the Spanish episode. But Dreyer also opposes the idea

of revolution which improvidently knocks down culture and humanism
and inevitably becomes brutal and callous to the very precepts of civilized

life. The French rebels are obviously degenerate and depraved in their

wholesale slaughter of people of sensitivity and culture. The Russian Reds,

on the other hand, are composed of an evil Monk, cigarette-smoking fol-

lowers, and a betrayer who considers rape a solution to his desire.

Although one can interpret Dreyer as being anti-revolutionary, it would
perhaps be more accurate to say that he opposes any social force which

removes the individuals or classes who promote a humanistic culture.

He opposes revolutions not necessarily because of a political bias, which

a Marxist critic would find, but because these violent social upheavals

destroy established values and allow man the freedom to reveal in the

resulting chaos his bestial nature and thus to allow the powers of Satan

free reign. If there is a bias, it is a spiritual one, in which both the

complete authority of Catholicism and the complete anarchy of atheism

are seen as hindrances to the full development of the human soul.

Leaves contains a number of scenes that are more fully developed

in Dreyer's later work. This Danish director has a rather mediaeval

metaphysic in which the idea of possession by devils, vampirism, martyr-

dom, exorcism are entirely valid and eternal ideas. In short, Dreyer is

a kind of version of Montague Summers, the English priest who delved

deeply into all aspects of the supernaturalism and black magic of the

middle ages. With this in mind, some of the scenes of Leaves are quite

revealing of Dreyer's thought. The idea of martyrdom is of course present

in Christ, in the old scholar killed by the Inquisition, in the "grand" way
the Queen dies, and in the sacrifice of the voung wife in the last episode.

This idea prevails in Dreyer's St. Joan, in Vampyr, in Day of Wrath, and

in some aspects in Ordet. Concurrent with this idea is that man is pos-

sessed by Devils. This is present, of course, in Leaves in the figure of

Satan. The possibility that man can be held by a Devil and become a

wizard, a witch, or a vampire is perfectly valid to Dreyer's mystical view

of the world. Thus, when the girl in the Spanish section holds off the

sex-crazed monk with the cross one can not help but recall similar scenes

in many vampire films. It is significant that Dreyer made in 1932 a film
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called Vampyr and that later, in 1943, he dealt with a -witch burning in

Day of Wrath. He announced just recently that above all he would like

to make a film of Christ.

Although Dreyer does not adequately embody his difficult theme in

characters who have depth, his direction in Leaves is not without merit.

The acting is, for its time, remarkably restrained and in some of the per-

formances beautifully controlled. Faces are invariably chosen that reflect

the characters that Dreyer wishes to create. The degenerate French revo-

lutionaries, the fine-featured nobility, the weak and whining face of Judas,

the strong countenance of Satan, the cruel and insensitive expression on
Jose, the servant, the rather noble homeliness of the Queen—all these show
that the director is well aware of expressive character. One is, however,

amazed that with all these fine faces and with all the talent of Dreyer
the film is not more effective than it is. The actors look their parts out

except for the girl in the last story they do not really communicate.

After all these strictures about the lack of characterization, it seems
odd to point out that Dreyer developed within a few years into probably

the finest director of the introspective. Seldom have thoughts and shades

of emotion been more sensitively recorded. Either his script for Leaves
did not provide for him the means by which he could focus the inner

strife of his actors or he was too inexperienced to release on the

screen what he himself felt. Certainly within a few years he learned

his craft, for what was just talent in Leaves metamorphosed into the

genius which made Joan of Arc in 1928—a masterpiece of the silent screen.

And when one approaches Day of Wrath (1943) one realizes that Dreyer

has expressed on film subtleties which have heretofore been capable of

release only in literature. The carefully photographed faces reveal in their

every movement, in their every gesture and expression, exactly what
they are thinking. Each of the major characters is so photographed that

his face becomes remarkably eloquent so that—in a kind of silent mono-
logue— the depths of personality are revealed. No other director has

achieved this physical and mental "close-up."

Leaves is a work of apprenticeship, yet within it can be found
the themes which proved central to Dreyer's life's work, a number
of films devoted to the accurate rendering of emotional states and to

profound probings of the human soul and all its mystical and metaphysical

overtones. —A. L.



ROAD TO HEAVEN
(Sweden, 1942)

Directed by Alf Sjoberg
Produced by WIVEFILM
Script by Rune Lindstrom and Alf Sjoberg. Adapted from Rune Lindstrom's

"Ett spel om en vag som till Himla bar."
Photography by Gosta Folke and Gosta Roosling
Settings and Design by Arne Akermark
Music by Lille-Bror Soderlundh
Cast: Rune Lindstrom, Eivor Landsrom, Anders Henrikson
Available from Brandon Films

BACKGROUND
In the center of Sweden lies the province of Dalarna where the people

retain their ancient folkways, costumes and architecture to a remarkable
extent. The unique cultural traditions and artistic style are still very much
in evidence in the handicraft and folkfestivals associated with this region.

The feeling of the stylized art form is perhaps best preserved in the

wall paintings of the churches of Dalarna. These paintings and the spirit

of their naive translations of Biblical motifs into terms of Swedish life

and dress have served as the inspiration for Road to Heaven.
It is difficult to convey to non-Swedish viewers the many subtle de-

vices by which the film repeatedly identifies with the landscape and
spirit of Dalarna. Examples are the recurrent shots of small birch trees,

the flying formation of geese and the typical peasant design on the mit-

tens of the blond-haired, blue-eyed Virgin Mary. Even the apparently

incongruous interjection of the copper mine has its purpose to those

who know that Dalarna was one of the major world sources of copper

in times gone by.

Some of the other films Sjoberg has made are: They Staked Their

Lives, Flowering Time (1940), Home From Babylon (1941), Torment
(1944), and Miss Julie (1950).

Besides being a compilation of folk motifs, Road to Heaven has itself

become incorporated into the very folk tradition it seeks to portray. Each
year, at the midsummer festival, it has become customary to present it

in play form as part of the celebration in Dalarna.*

ANALYSIS
Alf Sjoberg, best known to American audiences for his version of

Strindberg's Miss Julie and for Torment, gave great impetus to the re-

vival of the Swedish film in the forties in his Road to Heaven. Based on a

play by a young theological student, Rune Lindstrom (who plays the

principal part in the film), Road to Heaven is an imaginative and uncon-

ventional exploration of themes and literary modes rarely handled in

the history of film.

The blend of fantasy and realism in the picture is evident enough,

though unfortunately it is usually less a blend than a succession: the

rather long film tends to divide into two uneven sections, the first the

*These paragraphs were written by Bert Pressman, a member of Film Society.
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realistic preparation for the longer allegorical journey along "the road
to heaven." The first part reminds one of a number of the somber studies

of medieval and seventeenth-century witchcraft which have become familiar

in more recent years (e.g., Day of Wrath, The Crucible, The Seventh
Seal), whereas the bulk of the film is almost entirely sui generis—a joy-

ous and lyrical pattern of experience evocative of the best in genuine folk

art.

Perhaps the dramatic tradition which the picture most recalls is that

of the medieval drama; it is a mixture of the morality play (a kind of

Swedish Everyman) and the mystery play (in which Biblical characters

of different periods appear—three of the Prophets, Solomon, and Mary
and Joseph). The setting is intentionally unclear, but in the creative

theology of Road to Heaven history is compressed; different cultures and
different ages intersect without incongruity, perhaps in seventeenth-cen-

tury Sweden—and all under the eye of God, a role played with restraint,

dignity, and gentle humor by Anders Henrikson in frock coat and stove-

pipe hat.

In the first sequence, Mats Ersson's idyll of love and trust with his

intended bride is shattered by the since familiar succession of the Hog-

ging angel, the dead cow, plague, witchcraft, Satan, lust, malice, and
the fanaticism of a fear-filled community. Perhaps faith is the central

theme of the film, faith between man and woman, between man and man,
and, ultimately, between man and God. Mats and his love swear they

will never forget heaven, and strong in what they call "our faith," they

answer the question—is there a life after death?—by promising to meet
finally in heaven. Faith and trust lead to community, then, and the film

again and again shows the loneliness which results from foresworn

allegiance and broken ties. The second and complementary leading

motive is grace, or God's never broken fidelity to man; God's promises

are never broken, His love and mercy outlast even the perversity of

man. The mysterious stranger who witnesses the baleful elders as they

condemn the girl, and who assures her (a bit ambiguously) that there

is no burning after death, is God the Father, Who from this time pre-

sides, not too intrusively, over the whole action.

Mats falls from faith almost at once; in the extremity of his grief

he questions God's justice in letting his love be killed. Filled with a

desire for revenge, he resolves to demand justice of God himself. From
this moment the character of the film changes, and the story becomes
a strong but carefully controlled version of the theme of spiritual quest,

an archetypal pattern of journeying towards truth and self-realization.

The morality play scheme is hereafter dominant: God is above all, and
Mats' soul is fought over by the forces of good and evil. Imaginatively

dominant among the good is the folk painter, according to whose two-

dimensional and stylized wall paintings Mats visualizes the personages

of his spiritual education.

Elias sweeps Mats off in a cart to the upland farm where his spiritual
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noviceship is instructed by the prophets Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Jonas.

The nature of that formation is rather unclear, beyond the fact that sturdy

Mats is to sing a gay song, and the warning that the way is hard.

Apparently weaned of thoughts of rebellion and revenge during this inter-

lude, he sets off through storm and flood towards his destiny.

Mats meets Mary and Joseph on the road to Jerusalem, learns that

no one knows God's will and that God takes back his own, and resolves

to be of assistance to the Holy Family in the city. A willing victim of

a splendidly glowering Satan, Mats sleeps through the birth of Christ:

this is his first great fall from faithfulness. Only lightly touched by re-

morse, he joyously rides off to the court of King Solomon, the strutting,

debauched Lion of Judah. Here, in a scene of immense power, he learns

after the orgy that the empty heart is the price of betrayal of self-

integrity. Solomon's favorite, played with an unforgettably abandoned
hopelessness, brilliantly conveys the loneliness of sin and imparts the

bitter wisdom that the pure are not allowed to live. Mats' own decline

is hastened by his killing a man as he and Solomon's castoff favorite flee.

At this point the film suffers a steep decline into the cliches of conven-

tional melodrama, a falling off from the imaginative integrity of the

preceding sections. The rest of Mats' career— his betrayal of the blind

farmer who regards him as a son, the grotesque greed of his old age,

his final abandonment of Solomon's favorite out of a new lust—all of

this deserts the imaginative world in which Mats' falls from grace can

be set off against the prim angel with the pasteboard wings, and huddles

the rest together in weak scenes lacking in dramatic tension.

The concluding sequences recover some of the lost tone and restore

us to a richer imaginative world. The style, too, enters a new phase;

Sjoberg brilliantly employs the dark cloud masses and murky depths of

the expressionist tradition, and the road of life itself becomes a dubious

path in an uncertain, horizonless infinity. Mats is called to himself by

the sight of his beloved's place of punishment, and God intervenes once

again to touch Mats' heart. Glory belongs to God alone, as a remorseful

Mats learns too late. Friendless at the end, Judas-like Mats tastes the

extremity of isolation prefigured at Solomon's court, the result of break-

ing the ties of love and community. Satan, the umbrageous coachman of

death, completes Mats' journey along a route flanked by the victims of

Mats' selfishness, until he arrives at the final crossroads of life. Here

only Mary, the living symbol of grace, remains, and reminds Mats that

"No one is big enough." Mat gets to heaven; he forgot God, but God
did not break faith with him. We do not seek God so much as He seeks

us. Snatched from death, Mats is returned to his "father's house," to

the farm of his youth and to his lost love. Mats thanks God for divine

justice, a justice in which mercy is compounded. And God, using the

image of the broken thread, insists: "I too have only begun."

Road to Heaven is a joyous movie; it is one of the few worthwhile

explorations of a religious theme in this century which conveys a genuine
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and creative joy. But it is important to note that it is a joy in the shape
of the pastoral convention. At its best it is very effective, this use of the
familiar domestic community of farm, family, and simple goodness close
to the land. At one moment, when Solomon's favorite, in a kind of ecstasy
of loss, recalls from her girlhood the figure of her father watering the
horses, it is transcendent. But the film misses this kind of excellence

elsewhere because it relies too heavily and too uncritically on the pas-
toral. Perhaps it is ultimately too dangerous simply to identify religious

joy and fulfillment with human norms, to visualize heaven according to

the domestic conventions of rural Swedish life. Moreover, evil itself is

not ultimately real enough in the movie; the possibility of damnation
is never a convincing alternative. The charming stylization suggested by
the folk art on the walls of the painter's home ends by leaving every-

thing a bit softened, touched with a solid but sentimental Lutheran
pietism. Mats, too, never seems deeply involved in evil; he falls too often

through weakness, or is the victim of circumstance.

Inevitably one contrasts Road to Heaven with Bergman's exploration

of the meaning of death in the Seventh Seal. The latter is not a document
of religious faith, and is a disturbingly inconclusive treatment of the
theme of the search for God; but it remains a deeply honest effort, of
tremendous evocative power. The contrast with Road to Heaven, if thus

a bit unfair, is not to Sjoberg's advantage. Charm, simplicity, and a
certain boldness of attack cannot compensate for metaphysical timidity.

Road to Heaven lacks the kind of honesty which our generation demands
of religious art, while its admittedly fresh stylization prevents it from
becoming a deeply emotional experience.

Nonetheless, Road to Heaven is admirable for its deliberate avoid-

ance of the psychological complexity of the modern novelistic plot, and
for its exploration of the possibilities of an emblematic art which turns

its back, at least at times, on the conventions of late nineteenth-century

realistic drama which are the dubious heritage of most contemporary
film. One is genuinely grateful for Sjoberg's self-effacing generosity in

adapting himself to the simplicities of what is in fact a popular religious

play, almost a pageant; and the picture should be of great interest to all

who are concerned with new directions for the cinema. Unfortunately the

film remains a singular experiment in latter-day movie-making, an isolat-

ed and rather abortive example. Part of the difficulty is attributable to

Sjoberg's uncertainty as to style and to the inherent limitations of the

play. More perhaps is due to the contemporary climate of international

audience expectation, a mixture of sex and hokum in which a picture of

such beauty and stimulation seems painfully naive and irrelevant. The
loss is entirely ours. One's melancholy conclusion is that Sjoberg's brave

pointing out of a new road—if not to heaven, at least to something beyond
Italian and New York neo-realism—has been elaborately overlooked.

—David J. DeLaura



THE NAKED NIGHT (Sawdust and Tinsel)
(Sweden, 1953)

Original title, Gycklarnas Afton
Directed and written by Ingmar Bergman
Produced by Svensk Filmindustri
Music by Karl-Birger Blomdahl
Photography by Sven Nykvist and Hilding Bladh
Starring Ake Gronberg (as Albert), Harriet Anderson (as Anne), Kiki (Albert's

wife, Agda), Hasse Ekman (Frans), Anders Ek (Frost), Ameke Tretow
Alma, Frost's wife), and Gunnar Bjornstrand (the stage director).

Available from Brandon Films

BACKGROUND
After a brilliant start (Victor Sjostrom, Mauritz Stiller), the Swedish

cinema has been in a period of "malaise", in which only Alf Sjoberg

created significant work. But it seems that at present the Swedish cinema
has reconquered an important position in the world of film. Mainly-

responsible for this is Ingmar Bergman, an exceedingly versatile and
gifted artist. His recently made films (The Seventh Seal, Wild Straw-

berries, The Magician) won much international appraisal and made
Bergman one of the most important film directors of the continent.

Bergman, now 41, is of orthodox Christian background, his father

having been a country parson in Sweden. His youth is described as not

very happy, and much of his work is often commented upon as reaction

on his parental environment. Originally interested in playwriting and
theatre direction, his first film scenario was accepted in 1944, known to

us under the title Torment, a film made under the direction of Alf

Sjoberg. In 1946 he directed his first film (Crisis). Since then, his ex-

tremely successful career as theatre director, and since 1959 also as

manager of Stockholm's Royal Dramatic Theatre, has hardly intervened

with his productivity in film art, which can be measured by his oeuvre,

comprising by now twenty-two feature films.

Gycklarnas Afton, literally "Fools Night", was made in 1953. As in

the case of almost all other Bergman films, the scenario was entirely

written by Bergman himself. We intend, therefore, to discuss at length

the "literary" qualities in the analysis.

ANALYSIS
The theme of the film seems to be representative of Bergman's con-

tinuing interest: the story of a man coming to self recognition through

intense suffering and pain. Self recognition is not meant here in a posi-

tive, exclusively intellectual sense; it is more a "demasque," in which
one is forced to see oneself, without the pretenses, without the self-justifica-

tion of one's most secret wishes and anxieties, which we so easily accept

in the "average" mode of living. The hero of Gycklarnas Afton is cer-

tainly not an intellectually aware person, but rather an essentially primi-

tive and masculine character. Hence the causes that bring about his

self recognition are of a more elementary nature: the deterioration of

his relations with the people around him. It is neither the attempt of an
intellectual comprehension of the meaning of one's own death, as in the
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Seventh Seal, nor the attempt of recapturing one's own self in a lost past,

as in Wild Strawberries, that causes the "demasque". It is the life with

other people itself, that lays bare his soul. The masked comprehension

of what he is, the hidden desire for escape, is suddenly "uncovered" due
to the judgment passed on him by the people, with whom he thought

himself "safe", by whom he thought himself understood differently. This

rather compact formulation will be elucidated in the following more
detailed discussion.

The environment that functions as background of Albert's little tragedy,

is the raw and rootless life of a traveling circus. Three years have passed

since Albert has left his wife Agda, who now lives in a small peaceful

town. The circus is almost bankrupt, and Albert, tired of the insecure and
wandering life, entertains the thought of leaving the circus and settling

himself in the town with Agda. But in as far as this thought implies

implicitly a condemnation of his whole life, he escapes it in a frantic

effort, to appear to the other people as the distinguished, gallant "dandy",

who can afford to be careless. His "grandeur" is pathetic, and easily seen

through by the director of a theatre group in Agda's town, where the

circus arrives at the beginning of the film. The director's judgment is

the first revelation of the inescapable paradox: in order to forget our-

selves in a life of pretense with other people, we have to accept the

possibility of becoming an object of judgment. But since we cannot be

the "sufficient ground" of this judgment, passed upon us by others, we
finally are led back again to a confrontation with ourselves: we exper-

ience the judgment as fair or unfair! This is exactly what happens to

Albert. He is not seen by other people as he wants them to see him. On
the contrary: what he decides to cover by escape, is revealed to him by
the director. As a result, he decides to reconcile with his wife, and con-

form himself to her mode of living. His attempt, however, ends in a

total failure. He did not realize that his wife could find both freedom
and fullfillment in a silent street, which is far from the turmoil and
excitement of life on the open road. This existence of timeless containment,

in which the guess, the daring plan, is replaced by the acceptance of

the standards of a stable, external society, has made superfluous her

love for him. It is here that we see again clearly the nature of his

humiliation. Her wish to maintain this passionless life against any intru-

sion forces Albert to realize the fear of his condition, the lie of his

appearance as self-possessed circus director. His wife passes implicitly

a judgment on him, and moreover closes to him the only way out. To this

humiliation is added a new one: the discovery of the unfaithfulness of

his mistress Anne with the theatre actor, Frans, someone entirely alien

to the circus world. Events close in on Albert, and he is forced to recog-

nize fully his being "stuck" in this life, enslaved in his jealousy, fearful

of loneliness, and totally rootless. This humiliation is climaxed when, in

an attempt to revenge himself, he is, in spite of his primitive strength,

unmercifully beaten by the actor in front of his circus audience. His soul

now lies naked before him. The judgment passed on him by the theatre
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director, by his wife, by Anne (and implicitly by the actor) and finally

by the impersonal circus audience, has forced him to see himself: there

is no resort to pretense any more. Even the pretense in his final self judge-

ment (the suicide scene) is unmasked and revealed to him. Incapable of

this deed, the desire of life itself winning out, he shoots the bear, who
represents for him his own enslaved, enchained but unresigned spirit. But

the circus moves on, and the last shots of the film show Albert and Anne
together, drawn by the surge of life to the departing caravan and its

bridled horses.

To tell the story as the story of Albert, is in a sense to destroy the

simple symmetry in which the plot evolves. For the fate of Albert is also

that of Anne. She too lives through pain and humiliation. She also exper-

iences the judgment passed upon her that at the same time escapes her.

She realizes the unfaithfulness of Albert towards her in his attempt to

escape the circus world. Wishing to revenge herself on him, she also

looks for a way out, and thinks to have found it with the theatre actor

Frans. But she makes a mistake similar to that oT Albert with respect

to his wife: she recognizes correctly the narcistic tendencies of Frans
r

simulated affections, but underestimates the strength of his self-love.

Frans is just as isolated and contained in his played passion as Albert's

wife in her bourgeois life. Anne recognizes the pathos of the played

passion in the suicide act of Frans, but under the "magic" influence of

the pretending artist, mistakes it as belonging to his own nature. In short:

his affected style, lacking the masculine strength (better known to her

in the person of Albert) is not recognized as of more subtle destructive-

ness. At the end of the film, both have to face the dilemma: to live in

a carefully hidden loneliness like the wife or the actor, or to accept the

crushing burden of love and care — to lead a protected, "contained"

life, or to live in the open "on the road", where the human spirit is ex-

posed to pain and bitterness, but free to embrace what touch of warmth
there is in this world.

The film is considerably more simple in the realization of its theme
than the later Bergman films. The long flashback in the beginning, essen-

tially a prologue, is not an anticipation to be elucidated by later events.

It speaks for itself in a forceful immediateness. The clown Frost actually

takes on the crushing burden of his wife, of his love. Frost's humiliation

consists again basically in the love for his wife being an object of judg-

ment by an impersonal audience. But he accepts this judgment, and con-

forms himself to it, instead of trying to mask or to escape it. The abstract

little comedy for the soldiers is transformed into the personal tragedy

of a man; and significantly, after being silenced, the commanding army
officer abruptly turns away and finds relief for the uncomfortable situa-

tion by returning his men and himself to the military duty, in which they

are "contained." The symbolic value of this prologue is strengthened by
the grainy, almost abstract play of white and black tones, by the curious

intermixing of music and gunfire, by the surrealistic quality of the

"dialogue"; in particular: we see in close-up the clown, shouting without
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actually being heard, the name of his wife, whereas we hear on the

sound track only an almost mechanical, detached laughter.

After having the main theme clearly set in the "prologue", Bergman
concentrates on it with powerful images in the story itself. Three "worlds"
of human life are carefully contrasted for us: the circus world, with its

earthy smell of sweat and manure, subject to the immediate arbitrariness

of the elements; the neatly ordered, static life of the society, where only

the sterile tinkling clock is a measure for time; and the world of affected

pretense of the theatre: a world of shadows, masks and space-dissecting

mirrors, a world in which man can so easily disown his fate, can so easily

disown himself. If the dream story of Frost towards the end of the film is

correctly interpreted as an epilogue, then it seems justifiable to see in the

light of this story as womb-desire both the desire towards the bourgeois

life of Albert's wife, and the desire towards the theatre life of Frans.

It is the desire towards not being alive, the desire towards escaping the

glaring white light of the open road for the protective dimness of a shell.

The film enforces its theme upon us also in more concrete images. The
film opens with shots of the legs of the stepping horses, and the caged

bear. The horses are resigned to their life as a senseless moving onwards,

the bear, unresigned, battles restlessly his cage. In the drunkness scene

of Albert and Frost, the former, raging against his jealousy, is carefully

shot between the two animals: over him the dumb struggle of bear and
chain; watching him passionless and pained—the horse. At the end of the

film, after having killed the bear, Albert is seen caring for the foot of a

horse, this being the turning point in his attempt to overcome his

humiliation.

One comes unavoidably to the question of what the answer is to the

dilemmas, that Bergman poses for his heros. Various interpretations have

been offered for his "solutions" to the human predicament. Bergman has

been called at various times mystical and occasionally agnostic, anti-

intellectual as well as overcerebral. None of these descriptions seems satis-

factory, because they imply too much "philosophy" in Bergman's films.

He is an artist, who, however, is interested more in presenting and de-

scribing the riddle of human existence than solving it. In his descriptions,

he certainly shows a great deal of skepticism: rejected are "solutions",

for indeed, nobody can properly be called saved, in the sense of having

escaped the misery of his fate, without losing also touch with life itself.

But there is little doubt where Bergman's sympathy lies. It is with those

who have accepted their fate as the senseless moving onwards; it is

with these, who can say at the end of the bitter struggle: "it is finished",

and can say it with still a faint smile of gratitude.

Perhaps the most curious aspect of his art is, that his being obsessed

by his subject, at least in Gycklarnas Afton, does not overshadow his

truly amazing cinematographic talent.

—Joop Doorman



The American Film

INTOLERANCE
(U.S.A., 1916)

Directed and written by D. W. Griffith
Photographed by G. W. Bitzer
Starring Lillian Gish, Mae Marsh, Constance Talmadge
Available from Museum of Modern Art

BACKGROUND
The Birth of a Nation was, in effect, the birth of Intolerance, for it fur-

nished David Wark Griffith with $14,000,000 to invest in the new, more
ambitious picture. The great success of The Birth of a Nation as a long,

elaborate film gave Griffith his courage for even more lavish and longer

film. The result was the highly complex picture, Intolerance, which was
finished in 1916. It never engendered the public response of the former
picture, but it is important in the history of the film by virtue of its story

telling method, the complex technical devices it utilized, and the intricacies

of its enormous sets and detail. With the latter, Griffih set the pace for the

Selzniks, Goldwyns and De Milles. Through the ingenuity of his sharp
cameraman, Bitzer, he launched the clean and clever Hollywood technique.

But in the method and ambitiousness of his story telling he over-estimated

his audience, a sin that Hollywood has ever since been over-correcting for.

ANALYSIS
The major effort in the film is the modern story of injustice built on

prejudice and intolerance at the then-present time. It expounded the exist-

ant possibility of social and political action based on bigotry and lack of

sympathetic understanding. Here was the pith of Grffith's message with

the powerful implication that we all should stamp it out for a happier

world. Today this seems slightly ironic and fastidious, for we have be-

come more realistic and with this attribute, more cynical and full of des-

pair. The decade before the first World War was more optimistic, cher-

ishing hope and progress for a much better world ahead.

It is in the cutting and editing that Intolerance gains its power. The
four stories could have been presented, one by one, in the usual manner,
but Griffith already had decided that the modern day story seemed weak
as a single element, run without break. He must have become infatuated

with the possibilities of cross-cutting and the new proportion in time that

it offered. So from the start we have an inter-weaving of the four episodes.

. . . (As Griffith and Mayer said in their book The Movies, "As such,

Intolerance is, in Terry Ramsaye's words, 'the only film fugue,' and as

such it entirely failed of public favor. In spite of the splendor of its spec-

tacle, in spite of its incredible cast—among those who played minor roles

were Constance Talmadge, Monte Blue, Bessie Love, Alma Rubens, Ruth
St. Denis, Carmel Myers, Colleen Moore, Carol Dempster, and Douglas
Fairbanks—audiences were cold to it. Two years after its release, Griffith,

realizing the inevitable, released the modern and Babylonian episodes as

two separate films, but even their receipts did relatively little to relieve
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him of the burden of debt with which Intolerance had saddled him."

The cross-editing and cutting does several desired things to the audi-

ence. It at once develops an intense sense of anticipation. This Griffith

used to advantage, for each story in itself has inherently a high degree of

anticipation developed up to its climax, but with the addition of the

synthetic, start-stop cutting method, even a high degree of intensity is

achieved and of course Griffith wanted as highly charged a pitch as pos-

sible at the moment of each climax and especially the supreme climax;

that of the modern story. This made his entire picture more powerful

and his message more important. It is well known that the great Russian
master-cinematographers, Eisenstein and Pudovkin, used this same type

of cross-cutting as a starting point for what each termed "montage."

Toward the end of each episode and the entire "sun play", the inten-

sity increases in several ways. There is the sure formula of "The Chase"
to heighten the suspense and engander a greatly anticipated concern for

the characters we have become sympathetic toward; the cutting becomes
more sudden, both in the lengths of sequences shown and in the dropping
of the transition cradle shot; and the action of each episode (excepting

the scene of Christ carrying his cross, which is slower, more quiet) is

increased more and more to the overcharged breaking-point.

It is in this section that the editing and direction genius of David
Wark Griffith shines most, for he has used a combination of filmic and
dramatic devices that work with and against each other to achieve a

grand emotional total and his desired effect in the grand climax. They are:

A. Increased Speed
B. Parallel

C. Antithesis

D. Surprise.

Perhaps aware of the complexity of his film, Griffith tried to keep the

strands straight with his chapter-heading shot of the mother rocking

the cradle. We begin the picture with this scene, over which is super-

imposed the title (slowing fading in), "Endlessly rocks the cradle

—

Uniter of Here and Hereafter—Chanter of sorrows." The sorrows, he

hopes to clearly show, are all results of Intolerance, now and in the past.

And as a scene changes from one period in history to another, before or

later, again the mother and the cradle and a similar title, usually
—"Out of

the crade endlessly rocking. .
." This, then, is intended to be a sort of

transition piece, but actually he does not belabor it and finally drops it

between segments toward the end when he wishes to increase the heighten-

ing momentum for he wants no slow-downs. Chaplin in Verdoux uses the

same trick for the opposite effect. In it he has shown the stock shot of the

thundering train engine wheels tearing along the track amid steam and
dust each time Charles Verdoux is on his way North or South on a mis-

sion of murder. Toward the end after his capture he does not travel any-

where, but Chaplin wants the audience to have the same reaction of high,

nervous expectancy; he cuts in the stock shot of the rushing wheels and
they work without the audience so much as noticing what has been put

over on them.
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The sudden streak of similarity of these three tales and the desire for
increased speed, allows the endlessly rocking cradle-transition shot to be
dropped. Spliced together without break is the Massacre of St. Bartholo-
mew (with the frantic and hampered chase of Prospere through the

streets to save his love, Brown Eyes), the pursuit of the chariot-driving

mountain girl by the hordes of Cyrus as she drives back to warn Bel-

shazzar of his coming doom, and the taxicab chase of the Governor's
limousine to the station, only to miss him as he charges off in the guber-
natorial train and the renewal of this chase by racing-car after the train

itself.

It is exactly at this point that this order is broken by the crucial re-

introduction of the cradle-rocking shot, followed by the cross-carrying

scene of Christ that is described above. In effect, the speed—the tre-

mendous speed and pace of the three pursuits is broken by the cradle shot

and the following, slow but frantic procession to the crucifixion. The
change of pace together with our knowing familiarity with the inevitability

of Christ's doom works as sort of a gigantic metaphor for the Intolerance

throughout the ages, and in each particular story, rather than a simile of

the others as those three are to one another.

This difference is easily seen when we analyze our emotional concern

for each story. We do not know if the mountain girl will safely reach

Belshazzar and warn him in time for preparation; we do not know
if Prospere will make it through the wholesale slaughter in the streets to

his loved one, Brown Eyes, in time to protect her with the free pardon
from the king. Nor do we know if the Governor's train can possibly be
overtaken by the primitive racing car and the Governor persuaded quickly

enough to stay the boy's hanging. In each case we are filled with sus-

pense and hope that those innocents (toward whom we have built sym-

pathy) will some how come through safely. With Christ we know by
familiarity (even Christ foretold it himself) that he is doomed to die by
injustice and intolerance, so we cannot share a hope that he will not and
here we do not have the same feelings of suspense, though we may have
a deep anxiety and hopeless pity toward him.

We have been led on these sad chases with no hints of their outcome
and when they are finally resolved, two with tragic endings and one with

a happy ending, the surprise is great, for since they all did not come out

one way or the other, we have the feeling that it was pure chance that

overcame such an evil and potent force as this Intolerance in the one story

and it easily could have been otherwise. This increases the potency of

Griffith's intention.

Why D. W. Griffith decided he wanted the modern story to end well

could be answered in several ways, but which is correct is hard to deter-

mine. Perhaps it is that the story, being first completely filmed with the

intention of it standing alone, simply ended that way. It also could be
that it being the most developed and closest to us in time, the director felt

that we would build up our strongest sympathy with its hero and heroine

and to have the hero hanged unjustly and the heroine and their child

plunged into greater despair than before, would simply be too unkind a
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finish. Rather he may have felt it needed a bit of hope in an uplift end-

ing, since his point had been clearly made at least four times, if not forty.

For our present day point of view and the conditioning we have re-

ceived from many more perfect film productions, it is most easy to pick

Intolerance apart. It is even presented to us quite apart to begin with.

But in the objective, sum-total, it was a bold and brave undertaking for

it took on some of the most complex possibilities of the medium and ex-

ploited them for all they were worth, both technically and dramatically.

It is true that these were hampered by an overambitiousness, an unfamili-

arity with the limits inherent in both medium and audience, and the very

nature of the thing being a new experiment in an infant medium. But in

the historical view these are not unforgivable errors. We must take Grif-

fith's admonition and be tolerant toward his great early cinematic epic,

recognize its value, and take them for all they are worth.—Cameron McCauley

THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA
(U.S.A.. 1925)

Directed by Rupert Julien
Produced by Carl Laemmle for Universal
Based on the novel by Gaston Leroux
Starring Lon Chaney
Available from Audio Film Classics

BACKGROUND:
Lon Chaney's life culminated in his major roles in The Phantom of

the Opera and The Hunchback of Noire Dame. Born of deaf-mute parents,

he started young in show business, and miming was his life. Beginning

as a stage hand, he worked as a dancing comedian, a vaudevillian, an

extra in cowboy films, and finally as a director and star. His roles were
generally teratological and he was a master of grotesque make-up. When
he died in 1930 at forty-seven he had played 150 film parts and starred

in over a score: as a hunchback, a man with one eye, a man without

arms, a man without legs, a vampire, even as a homicidal granny. The
physical pain he underwent for many of these roles is legendary. In the

Hunchback he crouched under the hot lights for days wearing a forty

pound artificial hump. As the Phantom (his best remembered role) he

faced a tremendous challenge. Leroux describes his character as having a

face like "a Red Death's mask suddenly come to life, in order to express

with the four black holes of its eyes, its nose, and its mouth, the extreme

anger, the mighty fury of a demon." Chaney believed in make-up, not

masks (he wrote the article on make-up in the 14th edition of the

Encyclopedia Brittanica), so he distended his nostrils with hair pins,

stuffed his cheeks with cotton, painted his face a ghastly white, and,

perhaps—since he was secretive about his specific techniques—dulled and
dilated his eyes with chemicals as he had done in an earlier film. The
Hunchback and The Phantom are still widely circulated and it's probably

a tribute to Chaney's versatility that they were remade with two such

dissimilar stars as Claude Rains and Charles Laughton.
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Chaney's particular talent seems to have been to portray monsters
which are both threatening without loss of their essential humanity and
sympathetic without stooping to sentimentality.

ANALYSIS:
The shudder which the first reel of The Phantom of the Opera en-

genders is not precisely one of horror. A troupe of skittery chorines

trembles in select backstage settings of the Paris Opera as a presumably
comic stagehand relates the awful tale of the Phantom of the opera. We
are then introduced to the opera's proprietors, a pair of low comedy
merchants, who set about confronting the Phantom in his box. While
all this provides plenty of opportunity for vintage cheesecake, and
roisterous entrances and exits, the viewer suspects the director of em-
bellishing the cinematically dull opening pages of Leroux's novel with

some routines left over from vaudeville. Surprisingly, however, the book
is followed quite accurately, and such later devices as the sabotaged

chandelier, the torture chamber with grasshopper and scorpion controls,

the appearance of Erik as the Red Death, and the whole melange of trap-

doors, mysterious detectives, and picturesque murders spring from the

novelist's, not the filmmaker's, imagination. Leroux was a lively and
picturesque writer and let very little distract him from moving his plot

forward, least of all probability, and, despite his descents to the ludicrous,

his verve provided Rupert Julien with an excellent vehicle for Chaney's

talent.

Julien was no Eisenstein, however, and we are as often struck by
what he could have done as by what he did. The fall of the chandelier, for

instance, is well integrated into the fabric of the film. The chandelier is

noticeable in earlier shots and we are moved up to it by views of the

audience from increasing heights, but the denouement itself is abrupt

and undeveloped. We see the chandelier fall, then cut away to amazed
confusion in the audience, then back to the throng attempting an essen-

tially unmotivated escape with the chandelier lying in the background.

An eye more fundamentally attentive to the possibilities of the film

medium could have made this episode one of tremendous impact.

Julien did not adequately prune the later episodes of Leroux's novel,

and the time which he might have spent developing specific effects is

frittered away in a robustious profusion, some of which, like the dis-

embodied head with its warning, are never successfully integrated into

the whole plot. Despite this fragmentation in plot structure, the film is

well paced after its awkward opening.

Of course the film seen today is only a shadow of the original. The
circulating prints are grainy reproductions of a somewhat deteriorated

original and do not reproduce the color sequences which were among the

first commercial uses of technicolor. The opening opera sequences and
the appearance of Erik at the masked ball were shot on two films—one

red, orange, and yellow sensitive, the other blue, green, purple sensitive.

These two films were laminated together to give a spectrum which the

New York Times described as "a trifle weak, but in most of the scenes
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quite effective." While transitions from color to black and white stock

within a film generally shatter its unity, it is unfortunate that these color

sequencves are lost since inevitably modern viewers experience The
Phantom as much as an historical artifact as an aesthetic object. Still

visible are the flamboyant use of shadow which seems to be borrowed
quite justifiably from the German films of the time and which compose
the most visually effective footage in the film. Chaney's first appearance,

unmasked and raging, is a brilliant series of portraits against a black

background bursting forth from what has been an otherwise conventional

sequence. Particularly interesting are certain Holbeinesque shots of Cha-
ney as Erik. Perched on a monstrous baroque sculpture on the roof of

the opera, he exhibits an intensity of malice which approaches that

touchstone of the gothic, the sublime; and triumphant at the masked ball

or pursued by the mob, Chaney's death's head face mocks our mortality.

The world in which Chaney moved, the world of aerial gargoyles and
subterranean lakes, secret chambers and deformed monsters, is a world

we are willing to accept, backed as it is by a tradition as old as Orpheus
and as new as the Freudian interpretation of myth, and whether Erik

is Pluto or a subconscious allegory for the forbidden and mysterious

aspects of sexuality, the film embodies a universal theme, and Chaney,

hated and pitied, remains a major embodiment of the beast who would
be made whole through the love of a frightened, beautiful, and unwilling

maiden.
— Bill Donnelly

ROMEO & JULIET
(U.S.A., 1935)

Directed by George Cukor
Produced by Irving Thalberg for M-G-M
Starring Leslie Howard, Norma Shearer, John Barrymore
Available from Contemporary Films, etc.

BACKGROUND
From the time M-G-M's Romeo and Juliet was conceived in the mind

of Irving Thalberg, Hollywood was anxious to do the right thing in its

first major Shakespearean production— and Hollywood was willing to

prove its good intentions by spending an impressive amount of money.
Louis Mayer wanted the budget kept to $800,000; it eventually cost

$2,066,000, however, and grossed only $90,000 more than that; after

advertising and distribution costs, it left a loss of $922,000! But Holly-

wood felt pretty well satisfied when the critics were kind and at least

the literate public came to see it.

Shearer prepared herself for her great role with enthusiasm and a

measure of intelligence. Her three coaches set her to reading pages of

poetry every day. Her ideal—perhaps unrealizable—was to capture the

subtleties of Shakespeare's iambic pentameter (she didn't), while avoiding

the classic manner (she did). It was hard to find a suitable Romeo.
Frederic March refused the role because it required him to strut a bit.

Brian Aherne and Robert Donat were scrutinized, and finally Leslie How-
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ard—ethereal, willowy, and very un-Elizabethan—was chosen for the part.

George Cukor, one of the few stage directors who managed to master the

art of sound films, was named director. (Much of the above is from Bosley

Crowther's The Lions Share, 1957.)

Everything was done on the grand scale. Talbot Jennings supervised

the script, advised by William Strunk, Jr., a Cornell professor, and sin-

cere attention was paid to preserving the poetic content of the play.

Agnes DeMille (by no means so well known then as she is now) was
hired to put on the dances for the Capulets' ball. As she herself explains

(in Dance to the Piper, 1952), the problem was whether to make it a

party for 40 in a realistic 15th century Italian hall, or was it to be a "royal

court ballet in the grand manner"? Since the set was larger than the

floor space of Grand Central Station, a crowd scene of 500 was decided

on, a set "that would do no disparagement to the head of the Holy Roman
Empire." Oliver Messel joined with the haute couturier, Adrian, to do
the fantastic ballet costumes. "A thirty-voice choir of small boys bearing

golden apple trees and singing a cappella a fifteenth-century madrigal
accompanied Juliet's entrance." It was all far above the Capulets, but so

was everything else in the film.

For sixteen weeks, Miss DeMille rehearsed her troupe, and neither

Thalberg nor the cameraman deigned to look in on her work. On the day
for shooting the first of the three dance scenes, Thalberg strode in and
complained, "But this looks like a Hollywood spectacle!" But the stub-

born DeMille refused to improvise, and the cameras rolled on briskly,

since not much of the dance would be used anyway. The final version was
a travesty. Much of the dances became a series of closeups of Shearer

back-lit, "peeping around her hair," and the awkwardly placed cameras
caught a row of rumps backing into the lens.

In the final analysis, however, we do not miss the dancing very much,
since it would no doubt only have further enhanced the spectacle at the

cost of intimacy and poetry.

As many as thirty or forty shootings were made of every big scene.

Miss DeMille claims the potion scene took four days to shoot ("for four

days Norma Shearer wept and shrieked from nine in the morning until

seven at night"), whereas Crowther claims the whole thing, from the point

where Juliet's mother leaves the room, through Juliet's long soliloquy,

right up to the taking of the potion and the falling on the bed, was "done
in one shot, without a single cut" on a Saturday morning while Thalberg

was away. At any rate, the M-G-M lions roared strenuously in producing

Romeo and Juliet, and not entirely without success.

ANALYSIS
The picture is mainly Shearer's vehicle. She has an evident power of

identifying herself with the role, and she is starry-eyed and ingenuous

in the more touching scenes, while during her potion scene (a real tour

de force) she does manage to convey a surprisingly appropriate and
.mature passion. But otherwise her performance is as shapeless as her

gowns; in the balcony scenes, her poetry is not verbally moving and her
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little patches of anguish are full of stylized hand-wringing and whining.

Her diction is flat, with no real distinction of vocal delivery. One likes

the actress in her, but the Shakespearean mode is beyond her.

Leslie Howard, by way of contrast, seems to conceive his speeches in

long stretches. His delivery is intelligent and flexibly paced, and with him
Shakespeare's language has a life of its own, acknowledged and shaped
in measured forms. What he has, perhaps, that Shearer lacks, is a meas-
ure of objectivity in his performance; his easy artistry is a pleasure to

watch, whereas Shearer is all unfocussed sincerity. But Howard pays
a price for his lack of intensity; he is pale and strangely uninteresting.

The role is not very real to him (this may be Shakespeare's fault, in part),

and it is hard after the movie to remember much beyond his extraordi-

narily narrow and asthenic face.

John Barrymore's is by far the most distinguished presence in the

movie. Of course, he is at least twenty-five years too old for Mercutio,

and he plays him as loud, belching, leering, and lecherous—not quite the

"mercurial," quick-witted, charmingly indecent figure of the text. And
Barrymore's face has a ruined, hag-ridden look about it, while his full-

bellied figure is a burden to its owner. And yet everything about his per-

formance is worth studying closely. His speeches are delivered everywhere

with precision, and his ability to galvanize an audience's attention is

totally beyond anything else in the film.

Basil Rathbone, as Tybalt, is Hollywood's ultimate image of the Shake-
spearean villain—very lank, very dark, and (in the immortal words of

Daisy Ashford) "very sneery." But by M-G-M standards he is an en-

tirely adequate foil to Howard and Barrymore. Edna Mae Oliver, as the

Nurse, reiterates her claim to being one of the best character actresses in

the history of American movies. Her part is sentimentalized in spots,

but not too badly (she is bawdy when the Nurse should be, and her

traitorous speech at the end of Act III is there, in shortened form, though
not clearly perfidious enough to make Shearer's subsequent shrilling

—

"Ancient damnation!" etc.—quite intelligible). C. Aubrey Smith does not

succeed in making Capulet the harrumphing and dangerous Elizabethan

parent he is. Andy Devine, that old vaudeville-style looney, as the Nurse's

servant Peter, is a welcome surprise and a sad reminder of Hollywood's

prodigious waste of such talent in most of its films. Henry Kolker, as

Friar Lawrence, is very much afraid of speaking his lines; he is afraid

of language, as Hollywood always has been—and Shakespeare, I'm afraid,

wrote poetry, not scenarios.

The setting for all this mixed talent eventually becomes fairly oppres-

sive. The reconstructed facade of Verona cathedral and the oriental opul-

ence of Capulet's ball are no substitute for intelligent handling of such

large crowds and open spaces. The sword play is mechanically exciting

in the opening, and in the two duels of Act III, but the total effect is

generally more picturesque and pageant-like than dramatic or propulsive.

Lighting (including that everlasting halo around Norma Shearer's hair)

is never dramatic or imaginative enough. The chiaroscuro possibilities
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are only occasionally glimpsed, as in the use of curtains in Juliet's

apartment (obviously copied literatim in the Russian ballet version of

Romeo and Juliet several years ago). One unexpected use of camera sym-
bolism is the quick shift, in the short marriage scene, from the altar to

a succession of nature images—sky, stars, water, dawn, trees, and birds

—

which seems fresh and imaginative (From Here to Eternity didn't start

all this
! ) ; but when the same sequence of effects appears in the mar-

riage-bed scene, one feels that the device is now a substitute for imagi-

nation.

Perhaps most disappointing is the lack of tragic pacing in the film.

After the slow build-up of the first 2% acts, the movement of the play

should be one of headlong flight towards disaster, the two young lovers

caught up in an inexplicable torrent of evil. But none of this is ever

really seen. The carefully staged scenes remain episodic, and the physical

action (galloping horses and flashing swords) doesn't go anywhere in

particular. The delicate rhythm of an act is often lost; e.g., Act III should

rise sharply to the first duel, sink touchingly to the death scene of Mer-
cutio, and fiercely return the transformed and vengeful Romeo for the

final disastrous thrust—all as part of a single action. But, instead, we have
a violent whirl of swords (one or two good shots of feet, etc.), a total col-

lapse of momentum while Barrymore crawls into a dark passageway to

die, and another flash of swords between a grim-jawed Howard and a
surprised Rathbone. It just won't do. This scene is meant to set the tone

and pace for the rest of the play, and the picture's curious inability to

sustain a single line of action, through a variety of contrasting moods,

is a bad prognostic for the last two acts.

And yet one can feel a genuine affection for this picture. The three

principals are by no means failures in their roles, and the "rationalized'
7

and simplified script (probably inevitable in a popular movie) should

have made it easier to project a certain strong line of feeling and action

in the movie. That this latter is not achieved is the fault of the guiding

intelligence in the film—Cukor, Thalberg, and the gilded M-G-M lion.

Even they, without a clear sense of their artistic aims, show a touching

sincerity, a kind of solemn respect for the text and for the poetry of the

text. But solemnity and sincerity are never quite enough.—David J. DeLaura

CITIZEN KANE
(U.S.A., 1941)

Written, produced and directed by Orson Welles
Photographed by Gregg Toland
Edited by Robert Wise
Starring Orson Welles, Dorothy Comingore, Joseph Cotton. Agnes Morehead,

Everett Sloane, Ray Collins
Available from Contemporary Films

BACKGROUND
Citizen Kane is one of the most controversial works in the history

of the film. When the film jury at the Brussells World's Fair picked the
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greatest films of all time, it was the only American sound film to make
the final list. When the respected film critic Manny Farber inveighed

against what he considered the decadence of modern American films, the

example set by Citizen Kane was held chiefly responsible. The film

has been called magnificent, hammy, a significent forward step in the art

of the cinema, a meaningless jumble of grotesque camera angles and need-

lessly complicated narrative technique, a penetrating examination of

American life, an irresponsible smearing of a great American, dangerous-

ly left wing, and dangerously right wing. In fact, it has been called

everything except ordinary.

Most of the furor surrounding the initial release of the film centered

on the resemblance between Citizen Charles Foster Kane and Citizen Wil-

liam Randolph Hearst. Hearst, at the instigation of his flunky, Louella

Parsons, threatened a libel suit against RKO and a smear campaign
against the entire movie industry, refused to carry advertising for the

film, and forbade the mention of Orson Welles or his works in any of his

newspapers. The only tangible result of this effort was the rather un-

expected financial success of the film.

Hearst had somewhat shaky grounds for his condemnation of the film.

True, many incidents in the film bear a surface resemblance to incidents in

the life of Hearst. However, other incidents in the film seem to be taken

from the lives of other American tycoons. The gamier aspects of Hearst's

public career, his deliberate debasement of popular taste, the crypto-

Fascist nature of his final political position, are not even touched upon.

Welles' conception of the absurd, pathetic, loveless Kane is far more sym-
pathetic than any mere roman a clef about Hearst could possibly be.

ANALYSIS
Much of what seems original in Citizen Kane actually has its origins

in earlier films. Much of the unusual narrative structure is a variation on
ideas introduced by the great American director, D. W. Griffith. Grif-

fith invented the flashback in his early silent films and used the technique

of telling several stories at once in his greatest film Intolerance (1916).

The freely moving camera, the unusual angle shots, and the distorted set?

definitely stem from the fine German films of the pre-Hitler years. The
carefully controlled editing has its origin in the Russian silent film.

Welles merely combined these techniques in a new and interesting way.

Citizen Kane is the story of a man who wanted love above all things,

who went to fantastic extremes to get it, and who could never succeed

because he had no love of his own to give. All that he could get from life

was an immense collection of useless material objects, and all that he

could create was endless reflections of his own ego. This is perfectly sym-
bolized by a shot near the end of the film in which Kane walks down a

hallway in his huge mansion, finds himself flanked by two gigantic

mirrors, and can see only himself reflected endlessly and meaninglessly.

This is a simple and hardly original theme, but Welles developes it in a

complex and fresh way.

The brilliant construction of the narrative is for many the film's
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chief interest. First, we are shown a terrifying surrealistic sequence deal-

ing with Kane's death. Then, the chief facts of Kane's life are summar-
ized in a newsreel which is a wonderful parody on the old March of Time.

Our interest in Kane having been thus aroused, a reporter begins a search

for the meaning of Kane's cryptic last word, "rosebud". The reporter

reads the memoirs of the banker who was Kane's guardian, talks to

Kane's business manager, his closest friend, his ex-wife, and his butler,

who narrate flashbacks of varying lengths. Finally, the audience is given

the clue to the meaning of "rosebud", although it is withehld from the

reporter and everyone else in the film.

This construction makes possible a wide variety of styles and is

responsible for many memorable scenes. Time can be foreshortened, as

when Kane's estrangement from his first wife is told in a series of banal

conversations at a constantly lengthening breakfast table. The same
incident can be related from two different points of view as is the case with

the disastrous operatic debut of Kane's second wife. The film unfolds on
several levels of time simultaneously, which deepens our understanding

of each event, for we can forsee many of its consequences. Despite this

complicated technique, the film is almost never confusing.

Welles used every resource of the camera to underline the points of

his story. In the sequence dealing with Kane's childhood, the adult char-

acters are shot from a low angle, making them appear much taller than

they really are, thus stressing their position as figures of authority. Com
versely, high angle shots are used in the sequences in Kane's grotesque

mansion, making the human characters appear dwarfed by their sur-

roundings. The nature of a sordid cabaret is brilliantly revealed by
shooting it through a dirty skylight, the rain drops on the glass finding an

analogue in the tears of the woman inside. The camera moves with a

freedom that was rare when the film was made and almost unheard of in

this day of wide screen monstrosities. The slow tracking shot of the

camera past the crates of junky "art treasures" that Kane has accumulated

and the opening series of dissolves up to the fence surrounding Kane's
estate are outstanding examples among the dozens that might be men-
tioned.

Although Welles uses his camera with the inventiveness of the silent

days, he also uses sound effectively. For instance, the shouting, echoing

voices of Kane and his wife as they sit at either side of a monstrous fire-

place add immensely to the scene. He also uses sound occasionally to

join one scene to the next, as when the outraged scream of a woman at

one of Kane's parties at the end of one scene becomes the cry of a

cockatoo at the beginning of the next.

Citizen Kane has attracted much criticism, not all of it undeserved.

Some have argued that the "rosebud" theme is an empty trick, designed

to inject an element of spurious suspense. Certainly the final revelation

of the meaning of "rosebud" tells us nothing about Kane that we could

not already figure out for ourselves. However, it is an ingenious way
of driving home the essential hollowness and lovelessness of Kane's life.
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A more serious criticism is that the constant use of unusual camera angles

and movement draw too much attention to the technical aspects of film art

to the neglect of story values. The decline of Welles' later work to the

level of interesting but superficial melodrama (The Lady From Shanghai,

Touch of Evil) tend to support this point. However, the work of directors

such as John Huston (The Maltese Falcon, The Asphalt Jungle), Stanly

Kubrick (The Killing, Paths of Glory), and Robert Wise (The Set-Upf

Executive Suite), all of whom openly acknowledge their debt to Welles,

show that the Welles technique can enlarge the horizons of film if it is used

with taste and moderation.

Although Welles wrote, produced, directed, and starred in Citizen

Kane, it is far from a one man show. Welles had gained much experience

in radio and the Broadway theater, but this was his first film, and he

relied greatly on the advice of associates more experienced in film. Chief

among these associates were the late Gregg Toland and Robert Wise.

Toland's photography is always superb, whether in the somber, deep-

shadowed shots of the opening and closing sequences, the flat and grainy

newsreel sequence, or the harsh and sordid cabaret scene. Toland later,

did fine work for other directors, as in The Best Years of Our Lives

for William Wyler.

Much of the art of film depends on editing, and the work of Robert
Wise in this picture is a model of its kind. Whether the scene demands
rapid cutting, as in the newspaper party sequence, or slow pacing, as in

the scene in the deceased banker's library, he has made sure that each

shot is neither too long nor too short and that it is joined in a meaningful

way to the next shot.

Most of the actors in Citizen Kane were, like Welles, new to film.

The characters are drawn with unusual subtlety, and many of them are

required to age forty years during the course of the film, yet their per-

formance are brilliant. What is perhaps more important, no one per-

formance is out of key with the others. Some performances deserve special

praise, such as those of Everett Sloane as Kane's business manager, Joseph
Cotton as his closest friend, Agnes Moorhead as his mother, and William
Alland as the reporter, a surprisingly well rounded character considering

the fact that the audience is never allowed to see his face. Of course

Welles' performance as Kane dominates the whole film, as it was meant
to. He shows perhaps even more talent as an actor than in his other func-

tions.

Citizen Kane is not only a dramatic and entertaining story, but also an
excellent introduction to the art of the film.

—/. Quinn Brisben
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This section of brief reviews, intended to assist officers of film societies

in their choice, does not attempt to be more than a miscellaneous collec-

tion of good, bad, and indifferent films. Some are famous, some have
seldom been seen, but all are available for rental. Each picture has been

examined for the purposes of this book and none of these judgments was
made from memory.

There is, of course, quite a risk in making categorical judgments
about films. Taste admittedly varies; still, a reader has the right to

ask what are the criteria by which a reviewer evaluates a film. To
answer that question fully would consume another one hundred pages!

Briefly, it is my opinion that the film, like the other arts (painting, musical

composition, poetry, and fiction) has a number . of works which are

interesting but few which are great enough to endure. This is hardly

meant to be a profound statement, but it is a means of disengaging

oneself from those film devotees who feel that almost everything on film

is somehow a work of genius or definitely worth discussion in hushed
and reverent tones. Nor is it smart-alecky or hyper-critical to have serious

reservations about the merits of some of the following films. We may love

the medium, but that is no reason why one must disregard one's taste.

One can be critical and still respect the cinema. I hope the following

reviews will be seen in that light.

In any discussion of film, one ought to distinguish between the socio-

historical and the aesthetic. This is a distinction that has not been made
frequently in cinema, but which is apparent in literature. James Fenimore
Cooper, for example, survives as the progenitor of the noble savage theme
and the concept of America as an Eden, but not as a literary artist. He
is important sociologically and historically, but not aesthetically. By the

same token, Nanook of the North is significant because it is sociologically

a document of the Eskimo and historically one of the first documentary
films. Nanook is valid as a kind of eye-witness report, but truth does not

make art. Its formal deficiencies, its uncontrolled shots, its lack of pacing,

its ineffectual drama, and its lack of breaking down reality into compo-
nent units (the essence of cinema, since Griffith) are an overwhelming
barrier to a favorable aesthetic judgment. The film is worth seeing as a
socio-historical document but it is my contention that these perfectly

valid reasons for seeing and liking the film should not be confused with

its artistic success. If this distinction is kept in mind, perhaps film criti-

cism will become more valuable. In this sense some "new criticism" is

needed, for too many films are judged on their virtuous or liberal themes
(Home of the Brave, for instance) and not on their imaginative treatment.

The following reviews have been difficult to write because each film

cries out for a full treatment which a lack of space and time prevent.
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Consequently much of the preliminary ground work and many of the

argumentative proofs which support the end evaluations have had to be
omitted. —A. L.

ALEXANDER NEVSKY
(U.S.S.R.. 1938)

Directed by S. M. Eisenstein and D. I. Vassiliev

Nevsky is by far one of the best of the Russian sound films and
definitely bears watching by any film society worthy of its name. Eisen-

stein was allowed to make this picture, his first one since 1929 that

was completed, only if he had a co-director to keep him in check.

Vassiliev, who prevented any undue wandering from the theme, seems
to have had his directional hand on many sequences. The camera work is

sometimes sloppy (when one recalls Eisenstein's precision in all his other

films), and there is no doubt that his cutting and camera placement

were restrained by his co-director. At other times, one feels the austerity

of the Eisensteinian style, but it had to wait for Ivan the Terrible to be
fully revealed. Although critics have extravagantly praised Nevsky to

the detriment of Ivan, the latter film is by far the greater achievement,

not only in script and execution, but in the precise sense of form that

pervades every shot.

Some people will no doubt want to see Nevsky because of the elab-

orate combination of sound and image that Eisenstein speaks about in

his Film Sense. But if one really examines the sequence, and indeed all

of the others, there is actually very little synchronization of image and
sound. Only in the use of the ringing bell are there some principles to

be learned. The analysis that is placed in the Film Sense is more ingenious

than either valuable or truthful. Although this may sound like heresay,

it was in a sense unfortunate that Eisenstein had the help of Prokofiev,

because the music has too much of an integrity of its own, too much of

its own melodic line, and is too fully developed to be cut to the image

and the image to the music. Nevsky may be a fine folk opera but it

hardly touches the problem of sound and image. True, the MOOD of

the music and the image are the same, but there is none of the counter-

point or opposition that he once intended. The music tends to smooth

over the images, the precise thing that Eisenstein opposed in most of his

theoretical writing.

In the uncut version of Brandon's, Nevsky is seen as an obvious

propaganda tract against the Germans. The characterizations are primi-

tive, and indeed childish, and there are merely good guys and bad guys.

The film remains important because of the occasional flashes of the old

Eisenstein and because of his brilliant scenic design which raises a

vulgar piece of patriotic balderdash to a work of dignity.

(Brandon Films)
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THE AMERICANO
(U.S.A.. 1916)

Starring Douglas Fairbanks

The films of Douglas Fairbanks frequently have too much plot and
not enough Fairbanks. The American is not an exception. It concerns

itself with a South American country which has strife between the na-

tionalists (who want to run their own mines—the villains) and the good
people (those who appreciate the American Mining Company's contribu-

tions to the finances of the country). Fairbanks plays a typical American,

a good natured "live-wire", but ignorant of political or economic matters.

The little tricks that are so individually Fairbanks' are all too strin-

gently rationed and there is little besides the plot. There aren't even any
acrobatics. Fairbanks is, however, a tremendous film personality but

apparently in most of his films he neglected to develop his personality

and gave, instead elaborate plots and elaborate settings. Of all his films,

perhaps His Majesty the American is the most charming example of his

personality and his sense of humor. It is the one film which will succeed

the best with a film audience.

The print of The Americano is in good condition, apparently com-
plete, and about one and one-half 16 mm. reels.

{Audio Film Classics)

A NOUS, LA LIBERIE
(France, 1931)

Directed by Rene Clair

Rene Clair has had one of the longest and most fruitful careers in

motion pictures, but of all his films, A Nous, La Liberie is perhaps his

finest. It is a brilliant satire on the effects of mechanization on human
beings. Clair humanistically, although a bit sentimentally, argues for

love and understanding in a brittle and harsh world. The film does not

bog down in talk, but moves entertainingly to its riotous conclusion. It is

one of the few sound films that approaches the humor of the silents

and definitely reveals Clair's fertile filmic intelligence and excellent wit.

A few years ago Clair re-edited this picture, but the print from Con-

temporary Films is the original version, the one preferred by Clair

enthusiasts.

(Contemporary Films)

ARSENAL
(U.S.S.R., 1929)

Directed by Alexander Dovzhenko

Arsenal is an extremely uneven and confusing film, but it is definitely

an imaginative work. In a rather haphazard and wholly arbitrary way,

it depicts various scenes in the Ukrainian's attempts to fight with the

Germans during the First World War and with themselves during the
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Civil War. Many scenes are difficult to understand and Dovzhenko vainly
tries to intercut certain scenes to form a continuity which, alas, seldom
occurs. He tries to use the Eisensteinian method of shooting various,

unconnected scenes and episodes but he lacks Eisenstein's overpowering
sense of cinematic form to give scenes the clarity and precision they

demand. Dovzhenko himself admitted that he did not know too much
about cinematic form and after one sees the film there is no reason to

disagree with him. But the film does have some excellent moments which
show imagination. In fact, the first twenty minutes of the film in which
Dovzhenko depicts the horrors of war are absolutely brilliant. The scene

in which a soldier on the battlefield is overcome with laughing gas (or

is it just hysteria?) is perfect in its conception. Below him in the dirt

is a human hand, a dead face of another soldier, insanely grinning, the

barbed wire and the shells, and intercut with this is the soldier, laughing.

As the sequence develops, other soldiers and officers appear in silhouette,

and the scene fades on a lovely shot of a soldier before a thickly clouded

sky. This whole sequence of the horrors of war has just the right photo-

graphic beauty and emotional tension, and Dovzhenko's lack of tech-

nique is not evident. Certainly, if a film society were to make a survey

of films about the First World War, the first twenty minutes of Arsenal
should definitely be among them.

There is a sense of lyricism about some of the shots, and at other

times there is a departure from realism to symbolism when a portrait

leans out of its frame and blows out a candle or when a horse turns and
speaks to its master or when a soldier—who represents the Ukraine—re-

fuses to fall down when shot. Dovzhenko is not afraid to mix in imagi-

native fantasy with more realistic material. It is too bad, however, that

so many other sequences are blemished by utter confusion. Of the three

pictures, Earth, Shors, and Arsenal, the opening episode of the war in

this film and its effect on fathers, mothers, and children is by far Dov-

zhenko's best achievement. (Further information is available in the

Museum of Modern Art's booklet, Film Notes)

.

(Brandon Films)

BIRTH OF A NATION
(U.S.A., 1914)

Directed by D. W. Griffith

There are two versions of Birth of a Nation. One is a complete print

which can be obtained from the Museum of Modern Art and the other

is a sound version which can be rented from Audio Film Classics. In

deciding which print to book, one must consider whether one is dealing

with historical landmarks or "the living cinema". All too often viewing

Birth of a Nation and Intolerance becomes more of a duty than a pleas-

ure. The twelve reels of the film, in spite of their clear narrative and

brilliant cutting, tend to be a bit tedious when viewed silently. The purist

of course wants no tampering with the original footage. But unless some-
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one in the film society chooses to add sound to the performance, one is

forced to endure close to three hours of oppressive silence. Except for the

serious student of Griffith who wishes to analyze shot by shot, the sound
version is to be heartily recommended. It preserves most of the film

intact, edits the erratic use of the fade in and fade out, corrects some
continuity blemishes, and omits some of the more extravagant posturing

of Lillian Gish and Mae Marsch. At least two scenes have been completely

removed—Miss Gish's suggestive fondling of the bed-post after she has

had a proposal of marriage and the embrace of the two boys on the

battlefield.

The addition of music and sound effects gives that extra touch which
makes the film "alive" and emotionally stirring. Even the acting, when
"toned" by the music, does not seem quite as grotesque as it appears

silently. The sound version is much less a museum piece (in the cruel

sense of the term) and more a work of art. It is hard to believe, for

instance, how much more effective the battle scenes are with the sound

of gunshots in the background. Even the most provincial audience, if

given the sound version, will not be impatient with Griffith, for his tech-

niques, his dramatic sense, and his cutting are more modern than one

would realize.

(Audio Film Classics)

BLOOD AND SAND
(U.S.A., 1922)

Directed by Fred Niblo

Based on the popular Ibanez novel, Blood and Sand tells the story of a

boy who rises to great fame as a bull-fighter only to meet death in the

ring. This colorful material, so full of action and drama, has been most
incompetently transferred to the screen. There has been no tightening, no
reshaping of the story. The film flows on in an episodic and wholly dull

manner. Characters who play small parts in the novel are unaccountably

preserved in the film. When the bull-fighter sits at a table in a saloon with

some other men, each is introduced with a title which explains who he is

and why he's there. But there is no reason for this, for none of them
appears on the screen again. Not only are these introductions valueless in

terms of the story, they also seriously slow up the pace of the film with

unnecessary titles.

Fred Niblo proves beyond a doubt that he is one of the least inspired

of Hollywood directors. Even when the script allows him some dramatic

scenes, his ploddy direction manages to dissipate any tension and sus-

pense. The concluding bull-fight in which Valentino is to die is supposed
to be the emotional climax of the film. Unfortunately, it is cursorily

handled in a few sloppy shots, and cross cutting between Valentino, the

girl, the people and spectators, and the bull is almost wholly negligent.

The scene is over in a few seconds.

Niblo fails to have an imaginative grasp of his material. Ineffectual is

too kind a word for his efforts when one compares Griffith's work of eight
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years before in Birth of a Nation. Again and again Niblo muffs his

chances: the love scene between Valentino and his girl, the 'wedding be-

tween them, and Valentino in the hands of a vintage vamp, for example,

are photographed with as much enthusiasm and creativeness as a Presi-

dential inauguration. The camera is frequently kept in long shot and the

only action that occurs comes from the theatrical crossing of the char-

acters back and forth in familiar stage technique. Because of Niblo's

inadequacies, the film lacks any sense of pace; without this sense of

crescendo, what could have been effective turns out to be either boring

or ridiculous.

Blood and Sand is usually booked because of its star actor, Rudolf
Valentino. But if one wants to see him at his romantic best, then The Son
of the Sheik which is available from Audio Film Classics in a sound syn-

chronized version is by far the more interesting and entertaining film. To
show Blood and Sand as a typical example of the silent film is doing a

great injustice to the medium. It was not a good film when it was made
and it has hardly improved with age. It appears almost tragic that Blood
and Sand is so frequently chosen by film societies which like to "dabble"
amusingly in the silent repertory while other silent films of great value

are entirely ignored.

(Museum of Modern Art)

COVERED WAGON
(U.S.A., 1923)

Directed by James Cruze

This is mainly the story of the great trek of settlers across two
thousand miles from the Midwest to Oregon. These immense migra-
tions that Steinbeck writes of in his "Leader of the People", had a dignity

and beauty that made them into part of the great American Epic. The
miles of wagons, the rough settlers, the brave men and women, the count-

less struggles are all recounted in this film. The Covered Wagon which
carried so many thousands across our country is properly the title. The
film is perhaps the best attempt of the American silent screen to deal

•with an aspect of American history. It falls short of being a true epic,

of being a pure national document (much as Siegfried was), because of

the typical, infantile Western story of villain, maligned hero, old sour-

dough side-kick and immaculately white and prim girl-friend. But the

story, no matter how trite, can not spoil the vast panoramic shots of hun-

dreds of wagons crossing the plains, nor the hundreds of animals swim-

ming the river, nor the mute eloquence of the one vast Y formed as half

the settlers continue to Oregon and half head for California to get the

gold that is supposedly lying about.

Not an unblemished film, it is still as close to the American Epic as

the twenties ever came and is indeed one of the classic Westerns. The
long shots, the night scenes, and many of the iris shots are beautifully

photographed and composed. (About 1% 16mm. reels).

(Audio Film Classics)
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DANCING MOTHERS
(U.S.A.. 1926)

Directed by Herbert Brenon

In spite of its dreadful title, Dancing Mothers is perhaps the best

example available of the fall of Puritanism in the Roaring Twenties. The
story deals with an attractive woman in her thirties who is neglected by
her philandering husband and her "have-a-good-time" daughter (Clara

Bow) . Tired of staying home alone and sacrificing her few remaining
good years, she decides to "live". She goes to a night club (where, inci-

dentally, her daughter is with a rakish chap and her husband is with

his mistress) . The husband is indignant as the Dancing Mother refuses

to return to the hearth. She makes a date with her daughter's bachelor

escort and soon finds herself really attracted to him. He, for once, is

sincere with a woman. When the mother goes to his apartment, her

daughter interrupts, recognizes her mother as the rival, and brattishly

accuses her. The husband also arrives and says in indignation that his

wife is free now to do as she likes. Later, however,, he changes his mind,
and pleads with her to stay. The daughter too, for the first time in years,

calls her "mumsey." One fears the mother will be lured into continuing

her former life, but thank heavens the film avoids this sentimental end-

ing. Like Ibsen's Nora, in The DoWs House, the wife actually leaves

to start her life anew.

As a sociological document of the Jazz age, and of American attitudes

towards "living it up", night clubs and libertinism, the film merits atten-

tion. Some will call it a soap-opera (true there are no profound moments),
but as an example of the American film of the twenties, in its efficient

narrative, its interesting plotting, its smooth continuity, and its quick

pace, it is certainly worth booking. The "sophisticates" may chuckle, but
the work should be shown in any extended survey of the American screen.

The print is a bit grainy, but it appears complete.

(Audio Film Classics)

A DAY IN THE COUNTRY
(France. 1937?)

Directed by Jean Renoir

A Day in the Country is a film adaptation of a story by Guy de Mau-
passant. Set in 1860, it depicts the journey of a Parisian family (a store-

keeper, his wife, mother-in-law, daughter, and intended son-in-law) to

the country where they can see at close range the proverbial beauties of

nature. Although fearful of the "man-eating pike," the storekeeper and
Anatole, his intended son-in-law, attempt to fish and succeed finally in

taking a nap. Two men at the inn where the family cats notice the mother
and daughter. Some time is spent in exploring the rationale of these

two men. One feels that the pleasures of the moment are supreme; the

other remonstrates that to ruin a life for a moment's pleasure is wrong.
Each expresses interest in one of the women, according to his appropriate

belief, and thus an afternoon is spent in the country. Of course, there's
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Irony in the fact that the one who spoke against momentary pleasure

seduces the young girl, an act which has made her subsequent life with

her dull husband rather unhappy.
The film is enjoyable but it lacks the greatness that has occasionally

been attributed to it. Renoir has only time to sketch the characters. Their
beliefs are stated in talky scenes but are not developed either in time or
action. As a result, the intended bitter-sweet ending tends to become too

heavy handed and causes the subsequent ironies to lack the delicacy and
emotional warmth to make the film really moving. It is more of a period

anecdote than a finished artwork. (37 minutes)

(Contemporary Films)

FRAULEIN ELSE
(Germany, 1929)

Directed by Paul Czinner

Based on a novelette by Arthur Schnitzler, Fraulein Else tells the

story of a well-to-do lawyer who is threatened with disgrace because of

his unhappy speculations in the stock market. His wife contacts their

innocent young daughter who is vacationing at St. Moritz to ask an
art dealer, a friend of her father's, to lend them the money to cover the

loss of the stocks. The art dealer, who has a firmly developed eye for

beauty, agrees if Fraulein Else will let him observe her in the nude.

Trapped between dishonor for her father and for herself, she takes poison

and reveals herself to him as he stands by the gaming tables in the hotel.

The director, Paul Czinner, has lavished upon this tragic tale delicacy

and good taste and has made an extraordinarily successful film. It is

certainly one of the finest acted of all silent pictures. Each character is

done with unfailing precision; the "touches" are in character but are

not cheap or facile, whether it be the atmosphere of success at the open-

ing of the film, the innocent daughter who slips into the kitchen after

a party at her father's house to have a heel of bread loaded with butter

and sugar like a little girl, the broken face of the father, the gross yet

artistically sensitive eye of the old lecher, the indifferent rich at the

hotel—all are handled just right. The acting of Albert Bassermann as the

father is superb, one of the great performances of the silent screen, and
Miss Bergner's rendition of the young girl is accurate and moving.

Although it is little known, it proves to be one of the smoothest and
best done of the silent films; it has a few slow moments but triumphs

over the melodrama of the tale. To those people who are used only to

the acting crudities of Griffith's films or Metropolis, Fraulein Else shows

just how well the silent screen could depict character faithfully and could

tell a story economically without sound. There is no emoting, there is

at all times faithful representation of people which in turn makes their

plight real and moving. The print is in excellent condition and must

have been made from the master negative. It should be seen at silent

speed.

(Brandon Films)
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THE GOLEM
(France, 1937)

Directed by Julien Duvivier

The legend of the Golem, a being created by Rabbi Loewe to help

the Jews in the Prague Ghetto, has received many screen treatments. Each
is so different that one must see all of them. The German version (1920),
available from the Museum of Modern Art, is inconsistent, but has a
few exquisite moments. The struggle of the Golem with the will to live,

the amazing flash-back of Moses and the Jews, and the poignant death

of the Golem by the innocent child make the German version definitely

worth seeing. Duvivier's film, on the other hand, does not concentrate

on the personal struggle of the Golem with his desire for life, but sees

him merely as an important figure in the political atmosphere. The Golem
is seen only as a threat to the government of the mad Emperor Rudolf
and his evil advisor, Lang. Harry Bauer presents a brilliant portrayal

of Rudolf and his scene when he encounters the statue of the Golem
and speaks to it in a crazed monologue is one of the high points of the

film.

There are strong overtones about the persecution of the Jews and
the film occasionally attempts to present their plight. But it is obvious that

Duvivier is more interested in the spectacle. The roar of lions, the crash

of walls, the wholesale destruction that the Golem brings are faultlessly

presented. Although the film is not as self-consciously artistic as the

German version (which is one of the finest attempts at stylization, mask-
ing, and atmosphere of the silent screen), the Duvivier has some of

the most beautiful sets, some of the best lighting, and best composition

to be seen. The bravura camera-work and the grouping reveal a genuine

talent. Duvivier has created one of France's most enjoyable films.

It would be interesting for a film society to book both the German
version and this French film so that silent vs. sound techniques, script

conceptions, acting, atmosphere, etc., could be compared and contrasted-

Both differ from each other sufficiently not to be boringly repetitious.

(Audio Film Classics)

GRAPES OF WRATH
(U.S.A.. 1940)

Directed by John Ford
Of the thousands of films made in the U.S.A. in the past sixty years

only a few have really attempted to deal honestly with many genuine

political and economic problems. All too often only the upper middle

class with its night clubs and beautiful homes has been featured. The
Grapes of Wrath stands out as the one great effort of Hollywood to present

the plight of the lower class and to hint of the political action which must
come to alleviate misery and exploitation.

The film adaptation preserves the spirit if not the letter of Steinbeck's

book. Using a naturalistic style, John Ford's cinematographer, Gregg
Toland, foregoes the "pretty" lighting of Hollywood and photographs
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his people in seemingly real locales. Ford's direction has removed many
of the artificialities of actors saying lines and, as a result, the charac-

terizations by Henry Fonda, Jane Darwell, John Carradine and others are
superb.

John Ford seems to be a great craftsman and an imaginative direc-

tor but one with a very unsure sense of taste. Certainly when he has a
good script and helpful guidance (Dudley Nichols, etc., in The Informer
and Darryl Zanuck in Grapes) he is able to present a work that is rela-

tively unblemished. Unfortunately, however, too many of his films are

marred by outbreaks of farcical behavior, excruciating sentimentalism,

and outright hokum. Although he has debased his reputation in his

recent efforts, Ford remains one of America's finest directors. His Grapes

of Wrath is definitely one of the best sound films—not only a great cine-

matic achievement, but a great human document.

(Contemporary Films)

HIGH NOON
(U.S.A.. 1952)

Directed by Fred Zinneman

If a film society feels that it must show some recent American pic-

tures, certainly High Noon is one of the best. It is not as patently an
"epic" film as Shane with its issue of cattle ranchers vs. farmers, but it

is far more exciting as cinema and definitely more literate. Its theme is

intelligently developed and entirely believable. Faced with the arrival of

a criminal on the noon train, the marshal (Gary Cooper) resolves not

to avoid the issue by leaving town until he has done his duty. His per-

sonal bravery is contrasted to the cowardly expediency of the towns-

people. Zinneman has made this material visually exciting. Omitting the

turgid talkiness of the average film, Zinneman has returned to many
of the long neglected devices of the silent screen. High Noon is not only

an excellent story but perhaps the purest film to come out of Hollywood
in many a year. Certainly it assures Zinneman a high place in the

history of the screen.

(Contemporary Films and Audio Film Classics)

THE INFORMER
(U.S.A., 1935)

Directed by John Ford

Only occasionally has Hollywood chosen a serious subject and recre-

ated it on the screen with taste, imagination, and artistry. Certainly The
Informer is one of the rare attempts. It tells the brief story of a good
natured but weak-willed Irishman, played by Victor MacLaglen, who be-

trays his friend and the Irish revolution for twenty pounds so that he and
his girl can go to America. He suceeds only in wasting most of the money
in a nightmarish evening of partying. Finally he is shot by the revolution-

aries, but before he dies he asks forgiveness from the murdered boy's

mother.
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Because the film concentrates almost solely on Gyppo, it takes on the

guise of a tragic progression from temptation to betrayal to forgiveness.

Every scene contributes to the overall effect and there is no padding to

weaken the drama except perhaps in the dialogue between the Com-
mandant and Frankie's sister. The photography is not flat and boring,

but faithfully and imaginatively recreates the atmosphere of the fog-

shrouded city. The white haze softens the backgrounds and brings to

the fore the awkward and bumbling Gyppo who wanders helplessly in

the dream-like night. Without this type of photography the film would
lose much of its power. The fog is not just an added effect but organic.

(Contrast Richard Griffith's harsh view in The Film Till Now (p. 483) :

The film's reputation "rests mainly on a self-conscious and basically false

use of the camera.")

The realism of the film is not helped by the rather artificial "thirties-

style" make-up and mannerisms of the women, nor by the occasional

madonna lighting, nor by the Commandant who is much too "American",
nor by the mother of Frankie McPhillips who appears unintentionally

rather comic, nor by the ending which is perhaps a bit sentimental. In

spite of these drawbacks, however, the film is definitely worth seeing.

Needless to say, the stature of the film is considerably aided by Victor

McLaglen's real, full-bodied, and remarkably touching performance. It

is too bad that Ford in his subsequent career did not fulfill the promise
of this film and his Grapes of Wrath.

{Contemporary Films)

THE LATE MATTHEW PASCAL
(France, 1924)

Directed by Marcel l'Herbier

This film has the dubious distinction of being almost universally

disliked by members, officers, and even the hearty apologists for the

silent film who belong to the Wisconsin Film Society. The director, Marcel

FHerbier, apparently was unable to decide whether he was doing farce

or tragedy, and ended up accomplishing neither. It isn't grotesque enough

to be funny for more than a few moments, nor is it serious enough to

force one to maintain his suspension of disbelief. Occasionally there are

some fine sets, but otherwise the film is probably the least entertaining

and the least valuable of any European silent film available from the

Museum of Modern Art. The impossible script and the bad acting are

stretched over ten reels.

(Museum of Modern Art)

THE LIVING DEAD
(Germany. 1932)

Directed by Richard Oswald

Only the inveterate "horror" film bug would find this anything but

a waste of time. The title itself is misleading, for there are no vampires.

The story concerns itself with a mad inventor who is inconsistently made
the protagonist in a potpouri of stories by Poe and Stevenson which
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are fitfully strung together. The film attempts to be macabre in the holing

up of a woman in the cellar wall (based on Poe's "The Black Cat"), in

patients taking over an insane asylum and imprisoning the keepers (based
on Poe's "System of Dr. Tarr and Mr. Feather"), etc. Admittedly it would
be difficult for a director to make much sense out of this combination,

but Oswald fails rather badly even in the individual sequences. He muffs
suspense and even the momentary effects and is further hindered by
the clumsy dubbing of English on the German sound track. The Living

Dead is to the famous German weird films what Monogram was to the

monsters invented by Universal.

(Audio Film Classics)

LUCREZIA BORGIA
(Germany, 1922)

Directed by Richard Oswald

Typical of its era, the film has lavish sets, star actors, and excellent

costumes. The story, as the title implies, deals with the infamous Borgias.

Lucrezia is not, however, the mad poisoner of operatic fame, but a girl

who is harrassed by her depraved brother, Cesare, who, incestuously

desirous of Lucrezia, kills all her suitors. He is finally killed by Lucrezia's

newest admirer.

Essentially a costume drama with all the limitations of that genre,

it is difficult to judge this film. The story, with all its melodrama and
sub-plots, is entertaining and quick moving, but has no thematic mean-
ing. The film is saved by its stars. Conrad Veidt brings to his portrayal

of Cesare his lean, gaunt, strangely beautiful body and his intense and
entirely believable expressions. He is supported in his insane gestures

by the great German actor, Albert Bassermann as the Pope. The other

actors, Alexander Granach, Paul Wegener, William Dieterle and others

will be familiar to those people who have seen the German films of that

era. There is almost no expressionism, but there are beautiful sets and

nice crowd scenes. Oswald is peculiarly free of the ponderousness of

Murnau (in Last Laugh and Tartuffe) and there are no boring, slow

spots. The print is in really fine condition. Two full 16mm. reels.

{Audio Film Classics)

MAEDCHEN IN UNIFORM
(Germany. 1932)

Directed by Leontine Sagen

One of the best of the early sound films from Germany is Maedchen
in Uniform, a study of the Prussian doctrine of discipline and the desire

for love in a girl's school. It is perhaps the best indictment of certain

authoritarian elements that blossomed under the rule of Hitler. Sensi-

tively directed by Leontine Sagen, one of the world's few woman
directors. Maedchen proves popular with film critics and audiences alike.
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It is not a tour de force in the use of sound, as Lang's M, but it is well

made and definitely worth seeing.

(Contemporary Films)

MAN OF ARAN
(Britain. 1934)

Directed by Robert Flaherty

Robert Flaherty is one of the foremost documentarians who dedicated

his artistic life to the honest treatment of people in their own locale. For
his life-long integrity and for his attempts to ignore the well-plotted films

of Hollywood, he has won an immense reputation among certain film

devotees. Although there is a temptation to praise Flahery highly as the

one lone voice of truth in a sea of cheap production values, one must
attempt to put aside his noble, personal battles and judge instead the

films.

Flaherty spent about three years on the Aran Islands of Ireland,

studied the people, and tried to draw from the locale the slight elements

of a story line to hold together his conception of their struggle for

existence. Man and the rocky, barren island hold out stubbornly against

the assaulting sea, which Flaherty depicts in many beautiful shots. The
islanders, however, do not only brave the sea, but also force the sterile

island to yield some nourishment by creating top soil from rocks and sea-

weed. The greater part of the film, though, is concerned with a whale-

hunt. A child spies the whale, the men put out in a boat, row towards
the gigantic beast, and harpoon it. Although there are innumerable shots

of the boat, the shadow of the whale, the rope leading from the harpoon,
and the watching mother and child, Flaherty fails to build excitement.

Through vigorous cross cutting, better and more economical organization

of his material, he could have brought out the drama that lies within the

incident. The formal deficiencies of Flaherty are embarrassingly appar-

ent as he fails to make the capture of the whale significant in action as

well as in fact. Instead of marvelling at the strength and fortitude of the

men, we ask in spite of ourselves, "Not caught yet?" Admittedly the hunt
was a real one and we do not expect under-sea close-ups, but there

could be an increase in the dramatic tension between the men—their ex-

citement, danger, anxiety—and the whale.

The rest of the film is composed of hundreds of different shots of the

ocean waves boiling in white froth as they crash against the cliffs. But
one tires of such beauty. This weariness stems from Flaherty's inability

to intensify, to enhance, to build; he can only repeat and, as we all know,
repetition quickly loses its power, however impressive the material may
be. Some writers (Richard Griffith in particular) wax enthusiastic over

the ability of Flaherty to bring to an audience the essence of the people

he depicts. In Man of Aran, in spite of the fact that we have spent the

time of an average feature film, we have been shown very little of the

islanders. The father and occasionally the mother take heroic poses be-

fore the sky as they work, but we are given no insights into their char-
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acters but only the outward manifestations of their struggle against

nature. Nothing is shown of the family life, nothing of the other people

on the island—in short nothing to indicate that he spent three years liv-

ing with them. Instead, he makes the usual travelogue footage: shots of

rocks, barren crags, wind-swept isles, the brave faces of the family, and
the onmi-present sea. Because Flaherty essentially remains at the surface

of the life of the islanders, an audience is not drawn into a deep sym-

pathy with their lot. Their actual life has much inherent drama, but he has

not transformed and preserved the excitement and tension of that drama
in the film. No one would want him to have inserted a phony story, but

one wished he had brought out the immense struggle.

Of course, Man of Aran is a significant film but it is hardly a master-

piece of the screen. The use of actual locale and native peoples, like True
Confession Magazine articles, are not necessarily interesting or more
valid or "real" because they are true. {Contemporary Films)

MARIANNE
(France, 1958)

Directed by Julien Duvivier

A mysterious and brooding student called Vincent comes to a private

boarding school near the Swiss Alps. He is a strange boy, gifted, sensitive,

gentle—one around whom the deer and birds of the woods gather. He is

prevailed upon by some of his class-mates who wish to carry on a secret

initiation to accompany them to a supposedly deserted chateau across the

mountain lake. When their ceremony is interrupted by some unseen

presence, the boys fearfully run from the house back to their boat and
leave Vincent behind. He is captured by a Gorilla-like servant who leads

him through a dark hallway into the presence of a beautiful fairly-tale-

like girl who is kept imprisoned in the old chateau by a tyrannical old

man who wishes to marry her. They promise to meet again and Vincent

returns to the school in a terrific thunder and lightning storm. Later she

sends him a message, but some of his mean classmates prevent him from
receiving it. He rushes to the chateau but it is too late, she is gone. As
the film ends, he bids farewell to the boys, and promises to find her.

Although Marianne is a fable of adolescent love, father rivalry, the

growth from cruelty to compassion and love, and although there are

many Freudian overtones, the film is intended to be more of an experi-

ence than an object of analysis.

It is purposely obscure and difficult to explain, but this does not

mean that the film is slow moving or boring. Indeed, it constantly holds

one's interest. The faces, the scenery, the lighting, and the compositions

are a triumph of lyric style. The beauty of this film is no surprise to those

who have followed the career of Julien Duvivier whose pictorial talent is

unquestionably brilliant. A masterpiece of atmosphere, Marianne is ro-

mantic in the finest and purest sense of the word,

seeing. {Audio Film Classics)
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PEOPLE ON SUNDAY
(Germany, 1929)

Directed by Robert Siodmak u
-

'
^ •'

This is essentially a piece of film realism, made on location and deal-

ing with "real" people in real situations. It depicts, not without some
hamming and contrived action, the lives of people in their twenties. Two
men, one a wolf, the other a good "joe," go for a picnic with two girls

on a blind date arrangement. Both girls are attracted to the wolf. When
one plays too coy, the other takes over and a love affair is had under
the pines and next to some debris. The whole outing is done in a docu-

mentary fashion and the relationships between the girls, as one is jealous

of the other and later, after the affair, as both close ranks against the

men, is honestly and unerringly presented. The film moves quickly and
although it has some qualities of a home movie on occasion, it is well

worth viewing. Among other things, it shows that the silent film could

deal with everyday problems without all the emoting, white-faced make-
up, and melodramatic action that many of its detractors attribute to all

films made before sound. The print is not too fine a "dup" but it is

viewable and complete.

(Brandon Films)

SALOME
(U.S.A., 1922)

Directed by Charles Bryant

This film is based on the Oscar Wilde play and deals with Salome
who performs the Dance of the Seven Veils before her lusting father,

Herod, so that she can have the head of Jokanaan whose lips she desires

to kiss.

The picture is interesting mainly as an indication of set design and
of the technical beauties of lighting that the screen had achieved by
1922. It is one of the first full-fledged stylized films and marks one of

the high points of the American screen's attempts to achieve "art". Its sets

are based on the drawings of Aubrey Beardsley and are properly exotic.

The film has some fine moments and some excellent supporting actors

and it could have been the masterpiece that Miss Nazimova intended.

Unfortunately, however, it is her own performance which is the major
flaw. Her interpretation, however consistent, does not agree with the

Wilde play nor with the spirit of the sets. There is none of the sensual

desire, none of the depraved and perverted voluptuousness which is the

key not only to her character but to the major action of the play. Nazimova
is cute and pert, as only a twenties heroine can be, and acts more as a

spoiled brat than as a wicked princess. She does not even give the illusion

that she has ever desired a man. Thus what was intended to be a starring

vehicle for Nazimova turns out to be a work worth seeing in spite of

her performance.

There are other flaws. Everything seems more enacted than actually

occurring, but this can be partially blamed on the film's emphasis on

sets rather than on acting. Although the picture is not dynamic and one
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is hardly involved or concerned with the outcome, it is definitely one of
the important developments of the American screen and any film society,

worthy of its name, should sometime in its career show this short film

(running time less than one hour). The print is perfect, made from the
original negative, and is a distinct visual pleasure.

(Audio Film Classics)

THE SEVENTH SEAL
(Sweden, 1956)

Directed by Ingmar Bergman

Little has to be said about what is perhaps Bergman's finest film to

date. Reflecting brilliantly in its medieval setting the many problems of

belief and conduct of modern man, Seventh Seal has the complexity and
suggestiveness which makes it not only a great film but a significant art-

work of this century. At long last the cinema has gotten in one man
both a superb craftsman and an intellectual who has something literate

to say.

This short review is included solely as a reminder that some of his

films are available on 16mm: Seventh Seal (Contemporary), Naked Night
(Brandon), Somjnarlek, Torst (Transworld), and Brink of Life.

(Audio Film Classics)

SHORS
(U.S.S.R., 1939)

Directed by Alexander Dovzhenko

This film tells the story of Shors, the young revolutionary leader,

who fights in the Ukraine against the Germans, the White Russians, and
the Poles during the years 1918-1919. The picture begins beautifully

with a shot of a field of sunflowers. Suddenly there is an explosion as

shells fall and through the fertile fields run the troops of the Germans
and Russians. The horses turn frightened amidst the shells. This is one

of the finest openings of any film but it unfortunately is by far the

high point. Quickly the picture descends to vulgar patriotism, loud yell-

ing, long shots of horses and men running about, and endless, endless

talk. The film is so episodic, so undramatically shaped, its adjustment of

history so patently false, and its propaganda so absurd and offensive

that it sometimes backfires and makes the revolutionaries appear the

barbarians that many of them no doubt were. The White Russians are

all Evil, the Reds all Good and there is no characterization of either

side. True, one of the revolutionary leaders, a subordinate to Shors, is

supposedly a gruff but otherwise sincere and good hearted fellow, but

this does not come off successfully and most audiences will find him a

rather repugnant co-hero.

The camera work is undistinguished and frequently the camera re-

mains stationary while the talk—or, more frequently, the loud yelling—con-

tinues. Some of the battle shots are well done, but the over-all literary

quality is about at the ten or twelve year old level. It is the Russian
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equivalent of a low budget C. B. DeMille Crusades or of one of the bigger

"Pro-Pro-Pro-American" films of the early forties made in Hollywood.

It seems that there was a dearth of over-simplified scripts during the late

thirties {Peter the Great, Shors, Nevsky, etc.). Only Nevsky, with its bril-

liant decor and restraining style, retains its appeal. Except for the first

ten minutes of Shors, Dovzhenko lacks it entirely. It is too bad the

Russians did not allow Dovzhenko to pursue what must have been his

native bent, his entrancement with the land (as in Earth). Instead, he
wastes his talent and our time on this embarrassing, offensive, and child-

ish film whose sound track consists of canned yelling and cheering as

meaningless crowds of fighters run back and forth across the fields.

(Brandon Films)

VAMPYR
(France, 1931)

Directed by Carl Theodor Dreyer

Although this film is not up to the quality of Joan of Arc, Day of
Wrath, or Ordet, it is one of the more tasteful films of the macabre.
Foregoing cheap suspense or melodramatic action, Dreyer underplays

most of the scenes in order to create an atmosphere in which the super-

natural is not shown as much as it is evoked.

Unfortunately the prints that are available in the United States are

not made from the master negatives and so their photographic quality

is rather poor. Besides this problem, there is yet another difficulty.

Vampyr is available in two versions. One contains most of the footage

behind which one of the characters, contrary to the intent of the original,

narrates the whole story and seriously changes the overall effect. The
"more" original print, fifteen minutes longer than this dubbed one, con-

tains the actual German dialogue with Danish subtitles. This means of

course that audiences which only know English will not be able to under-

stand the dialogue. There are some English insert titles but not enough
to make all the action clear. Unfortunately the print which was screened

of the original version was entirely inaudible on the first 16mm reel

because the sound track was not sufficiently developed in processing.

Although the choice is not a pleasant one, the original version, in spite

of its drawbacks is not only the more accurate version, but the better

of the two.

(Audio Film Classics)

VITELLONI
(Italy, 1954)

Directed by Federico Fellini

Vitelloni is the story of a group of modern youths who do not work
but live off their families, wives, and friends. Too weak to break out of

their empty lives, they spend their time in pursuit of momentary pleasures.
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Fellini sketches the plight of these men but concentrates on one fellow.

Fausto, who gets a girl pregnant, marries her, but still does not settle

down emotionally, sexually, or financially. His infidelities and irrespon-

sibilities are well demonstrated, but this rather familiar material is not

transformed sufficiently to equal the imagination and suggestiveness of

La Strada. There are some moments of undeniable power but they usually

occur when Fellini forgoes his n'er do well protagonist in order to reveal

some less personal aspect of Italian life: the carnival dance and the

morning after, the sordid atmosphere in a local girlie show, and the

bizarre scene between an old actor and a youthful writer. The story of

the protagonist and his wife is given a happy ending, they are reconciled,

but one feels that this is just a concession to the audience and that the

marriage will continue to flounder upon the rocks until death or separation

do them part. Although there is no hope in this relationship, there is hope
for the sensitive one of the group who repudiates the irresponsible and
rakish actions of his friends. As he leaves town to start his life anew, the

film ends.

The music is hardly consistent with the tone of the film. There is a

tremendously sentimental tune and occasionally something that sounds
disconcertingly like the soundtrack of a flying saucer movie.

If one is interested in the modern lost generation of Italy and in some
telling pictures of their milieu, then Vitelloni will satisfy. It is definitely

among the ten best Italian films, but it is by no means the masterpiece

that its international awards would lead us to expect.

(Contemporary Films)

A WALK IN THE SUN
(U.S.A., 1945)

Directed by Lewis Milestone

Milestone's A Walk in the Sun reflects the time in which it was made
by not seeing war as wanton slaughter but as a dirty task that has to

be done. But beyond this pragmatism, the film maintains no point of

view. The enemy is seen purely as "enemy" and there is no twinge of

compassion as the soldiers who fight for one government kill those work-

ing for another. Such human touches can only occur in a mass medium
after the emotions, which have been raised to fever pitch during the war,

have had a chance to cool. Only then can one see the enemy as fellow

human beings without being traitorous.

The film concentrates on an American platoon which lands on Anzio

Beach; its objective is to take a farmhouse stronghold of Nazis six miles

from shore. What little plot there is concerns itself with a sergeant who
takes control when the lieutenant is killed. But unused to the responsi-

bilities of leadership, he soon cracks up and another sergeant (Dana
Andrews) leads the men in a successful attack on the farmhouse.

It was not Milestone's aim to present the horrors of war as much as

it *was to put on film, without cheap heroics, the faces and attitudes of

the ordinary American soldier. He attempts to show an audience what
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the soldiers were really like and so we are given little vignettes of men
and their emotions and their frequently inane conversations. The film is, in

short, an attempt at reportage, but it cannot escape all of the Hollywood
cliches. The "typical" dialogue manages to ring trite and false. Although
the picture is not sentimental in the ordinary "war movie" sense, it

seems dishonest in its lack of atypical behavior and in its absence
of irony. Milestone tried to show what kind of person the American
soldier was, but there are too many evasions in the script, too many
"tough" guys who are too brave to "chicken out". It lacks the sharp

realism and cruel ironies of Bill Mauldin's cartoons which kept them
from becoming either sheer carping or mere boy-scoutism. In short, Mile-

stone's film is corny in spite of itself. The men seem to have the emo-
tions and maturity of a high school football team. No one seems really

to worry about the idea of death, no one examines the problem of peace-

ful men who must fight, no one questions the morality of the war, and
no one worries about what his wife is doing home. Knowing the awk-

ward way Hollywood deals with any ideas, we may be grateful that

Milestone didn't have them dabble further in the realm of ethics. But
how can one show the American soldier honestly and pretend to be

"realistic" without depicting anyone who is even moderately intelligent

or to dig just a bit below the patriotic spirit that seems to pervade the

film? What happened to all the goldbricks? Apparently they're mustered
3ut of the Hollywood platoons.

There is an attempt, however, to furnish an "intelligent voice" amidst

all the mediocrity, and so the film is flawed every few minutes by a
"sensitive" but reassuringly square-jawed fellow who tiresomely com-
poses letters out loud to be sent home. Besides functioning occasionally

as exposition, his comments, invariably so turgid and sophomoric as

to be embarrassing, verbalize what is already obvious to the viewer.

When the sergeant gets hysterics, our vocalizer walks near the crying

body and says that there are many kinds of wounds in the war: physical

and mental. The sergeant has a mental wound, he concludes. His vacuous
remarks only succeed in slowing up the action, weakening the drama,
and making the film pretentious and self-conscious. This verbal letter

writer and a semi-poetic ballad from which the film gets its title can not

transform shoddy material—in spite of the virtuous intent—into an art

work. One is faced only with a facade of honesty and sincerity, and not

these qualities themselves. The little conversations between the men were
intended to be the meat of the film, but because of their ineptness they

appear merely as painful padding between one scene of action and
another.

A Walk in the Sun is worth seeing as a socio-historical document, but

except for the few scenes when Milestone foregoes ersatz conversational

reportage, it is hardly the aesthetic masterpiece it tried to be.

{Contemporary Films)
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WAXWORKS
(Germany. 1924)

Directed by Paul Leni

A young writer goes to an amusement park where he is hired to

write stories about three wax figures in a showman's booth: Ivan the

Terrible, Spring-heeled Jack, and Harun al Rashid. The first sequence,

in the Brandon print* creates in excellent sets the Kremlin of Ivan: the

torture chamber in the cellars, the bedroom with its curious hat-like bed,

and the byzantine panels that swing back to reveal the Czar. Although
the lighting is occasionally flat and unimaginative, there is an excellent

use of chiaroscuro. Especially memorable is the smoke billowing up in

front of a dark background in the torture chamber scene. One of the

most bizarre moments of the silent screen occurs when the aesthetic face

of Ivan peers from the hourglass, bathed in white light, to the dying
man. This idea is repeated in the ending of the film when Czar Ivan

turns the hourglass back and forth in his madness to avoid death. This

conclusion is, of course, historically absurd but dramatically effective.

This whole sequence is made credible by the acting of Conrad Veidt.

His lean and gaunt figure, garbed in white, is curiously beautiful and his

performance has just the right amount of madness to be interesting with-

out being ridiculous, although at times his eye-rolling may be a trifle

too enthusiastic even for a mad Czar.

The second sequence of Spring-Heeled Jack (Jack the Ripper) is

rather short but the tour de force of the film. Through expressionistic,

stylized sets which are more cinematic in their indefiniteness and sug-

gestiveness than those of Caligari, the killer pursues the lovers by means
of double exposure. There is a pervasive sense of pursuit and fear as

his face looms on the screen.

The third sequence, that of Harun al Rashid, is really quite a delight.

The fat old jolly lecher has quite a rough time in his amorous pursuit of

the baker's wife. Emil Jannings does not mar, what proves to be one of

his finest performances, by excessive mannerisms.
Each of the stories is sensational and melodramatic, but for those

people who like their stories unburdened with deeper meanings, the film

should be wholly satisfactory. Leni has expended much talent on these

trifles. Although the picture is a triumph of decor, he is to be commended
for not becoming overwhelmed by the beautiful and involved sets. He
maintains a good sense of pace and there is nothing like the agony of

slowness that prevails in Murnau's Tartuffe. Unfortunately the print is

a rather bad "dup"; it lacks contrast and the prevailing grayness, along

with many scratches, spoil many of the lighting effects. The last sequence

is photographically in the best condition.

Brandon Films

^Brandon assures me its print is in correct order; this means, then, that the
print that Kracauer describes is different: (1) Harun al Rashid, (2) Ivan,

and (3) Spring Heel Jack. For a detailed analysis, although the "tyrant"
figures are strongly interpreted, see From Caligari to Hitler, (pp. 84-87.)
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WE FROM KRONSTADT
(U.S.S.R.. 1936)

Directed by Yefim Dzigan

One of the best of the Russian sound films, We From Kronstadt tells

the story of the sailors from Kronstadt -who volunteer their services to

quell the advance of the Whites upon Petrograd during the civil war which
followed the revolution. Although one might be tired of the inevitable

story of the revolution which every Russian film seems to re-enact (ex-

cept those dealing with the tractor), this is one of the most interesting

of its kind. Apparently the Russian variety of "corn" is only slightly dif-

ferent from the immense crop harvested in Hollywood each year, but

We From Kronstadt manages to hold the line of good taste. The plot has

its cute and clever moments: the heroic young boy whom the revolution-

aries take along, the brave woman who yells upon the battlefield to keep

fighting and who later grabs a gun and helps, the sailor with his guitar

which is taken even on the battlefield, the humorous lines of dialogue

in the midst of fighting, and the defiant, rebel sailor who proves to be

a hero— but all these events do not seriously mar the overall effect.

The story is essentially that of the defense of Petrograd and not about

individuals, but there is a good balancing off between the two which
retains one's interest.

The film is particularly noteworthy for its war scenes: the lines of

the approaching enemy, the fear, the slow arrival of an immense tank over

a hill like some strange primeval monster, and the sprawled bodies of

hundreds of men over the fields. From a point of story, of characteriza-

tion, of music and sound effects, of photography (there are excellent

shots of the battle, the sea, the ships), the film is certainly one of the

least offensive and vulgarly patriotic of Russian sound films. Because

it is no haphazard production and everything has been carefully scripted

(unlike the chaos of Shors) , Kronstadt is worth seeing as Film and not

merely as social history.

(Brandon Films)

THE WHITE SHEIK
(Ilaly)

Directed by Federico Fellini

The White Sheik is a frequently amusing examination of the pur-

veyors and admirers of the art of "fumetti", series of still photographs

that tell stories much as do our comic strips. A girl who comes to Rome
to complete her honeymoon and to meet her husband's family goes to

the fumetti studio. After a few mix-ups, she meets the idol of her dreams,

the ersatz Arabian hero, The White Sheik. He tries to make love to her

on a small sailing vessel but nothing extra-curricular occurs. Of course

he is really a hen-pecked man as is proved by the irate wife who greets

them as they land ashore. After a number of further adventures, some
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of which are more tedious than riotous, the bride and her husband are

reunited.

Although the hero overacts a bit and the plot frequently descends to

outright farce, the film is well done and indicates that Fellini in his first

directorial effort has a talented but by no means entirely perfected satirical

touch.

(Contemporary Films)

THE WILD GIRL
(U.S.A., 1917)

Directed by Harry Easterbrook

Starring Eva Tanguay, The Wild Girl is the story of a baby who was
left with gypsies by her dying Father. She grows up, refuses to marry
a rather unpleasant gypsy leader, runs off, and is finally reunited with

relatives. Needless to say, her uncle is the proverbial rich one.

The film is not at all a work of art, but it is a pleasant example
of the usual-type fare offered to American audiences. If this "B"
picture is presented solely for its historical value and if one does not try

to elevate its "corn" into pretentiousness, only the most ungenerous

audience would not be at least amused by it. It is short enough to form
part of a double feature, although one should exercise some discretion in

choosing the second picture.

Miss Tanguay no doubt had charm but not too much of it communi-
cates; she is just a pleasant but by no means exceptional personality.

For this reason the film should not be chosen for its "star" value.

The film was no doubt longer in the original and has been trimmed to

one 16mm. real (less than an hour). This editing has not done injustice

to the film and one hardly misses the all too familiar plotting. The
print is in fine condition and the photography is carefully done.

(Audio Film Classics)
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Stylization in the German film

(frame enlargement)

of make-up, of costume, of gesture.

(Kriemhilde 's Revenge)

(frame enlargement)

The symbol: the tree of love midway in the dissolve to the skull of death.

(Kriemhilde 's Revenge)
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Stylization in the German film : the eloquence of decor, not the eloquence

of cinematic form. (See p. 11) {Metropolis)
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October—Juxtaposition of image; unification of idea.

The Bridge Sequence (See p. 52)

(Frame enlargements)

Kerensky's Fall (See p. 49)



Siegfried: the hero among heroic sets.
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